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INDICATIONS

ft

Rateb of Advertising: One inch of Bpftco, the
ength of column, constitutes a “square.”
81.50 per square, daily tirst week; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, *1.U9; continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, *1.00; 60 cent# per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements” and "Auction
Sales,” *2.00 per square per week; three Inser-

tions or less. *1.60.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for *1.00 per square for first inseruent
tion, and 60 cents per square for each snbs
Insertion.
Address all communications to
_

PORTLAND PUBLISHING OO.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Corns1

Cure Your
BT USING

SCHLOTTERBEOK’S
Entirely harmless; Is

not

a

It removes CJorns. Wart*.
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each

eaustio.
Bunions

and Callous

bottle.

fyA CVRR IS OUARAXTXED.^Mt
For sale by all Druggi.u.
Price as ceuD.
Try It and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used It and now testify to Its value.
A.kfor Schlotterbeck’. Corn and Wan
Solvent and take no other.
sudlf
nov23

YOUR OLD!
CLOTHES!

Can be

Dyed

That’s a common expression and has a world of
meaning. How much suffering is summed up in it.

Barometer highest northwest of New England, and lowest in uper Lake region. Slightly
warmer, southerly winds and fair weather prevail on the Atlantic coast and in the Gulf
States, and local rains and partly cloudy
weather reported from Tennessee, Ohio valley
Lake region and the Northwest.
The temperature has remained about staaDd
tionary in the lower Lake region, Missouri
Ohio valley, with southerly winds, and has fallen slightly in the upper (Lake regioD, upper
Mississippi and Missours valleys, with northerly to westerly winds. Warm east to south
winds, partly cloudy weather laud light local
rains are indicated for the Middle Atlantic
States, Ohio valley and lower Lake region.

weather bulletin.

The singular thing about
it is, that pain in the back
is occasioned by so many
things. May be caused by
kidney disease, liver com-

plaint, consumption, cold,
rheumatism, dyspepsia, overwork, nervous debility, &c.

Whatever the cause, don’t
it.
Something is
needs
and
wrong
prompt
attention. No medicine has
yet been discovered that
will so quickly and surely
as
diseases
such
cure
Brown’s Iron Bitters, and
it does this by commencing
at the foundation, and making the blood pure and rich.
Logansport, Ind. Dec. x, x88o.

beautifully

For a long time I have been a
sufferer from stomach and kidneydisease. My appetite was very poor
and the very small amount I did eat
disagreed with me. I was annoyed
very much from non-retention of
urine. I tried many remedies with
no success, until I used Brown's
Iron Bitters. Since I used that my
stomach docs not bother me any.
Mvappetite is simply immense. My
kidney trouble is no more, and my
general health is such, that I feel
hke a new man. After the use of
Brown's Iron Bitters for one month,
I have gained twenty pounds in
O. B. Sargent.
weight.

Cleansed

or

expense, and expressed C. O. D.

FOSTER’S

—

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

Gentlemen

13 Preble Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid Gloves cleanei every day at 10 cents per pair
sneodtf
jan23

Leading physicians and
clergymen use and recommend Brown’s Iron BitIt has cured others
ters.
suffering as you are, and it
will cure you.

_WANTS.
GIRLS WANTED,

rED.—Position to teach Musio in the
Public Schools. Excellent testimonials from
Prof. J. K. Paine, H. E. Holt and others. Address
B W. Flagg, A. M., 10 Concord Ave., Cambridge,

Wanted.
a Protestant,

children. Call
ANURSE.iwho
Tuesdays
Ing Street,

at

on

hours of

2 and

to take

of

care

WM. T. HOLTS, 29 Deer-

and Fridays, between the
au8dtf
5 o’clock P. M,

Wanted.
experienced Salesman, at CHAMBERLIN

Dry Goods Store,
AN HOMSTED’S
and Elm Sts. Best of refere-

Corner

ces

Congress

&
of

required.

_dtt

jy29

CHAS.:

O’BRION,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Pr<ce,.

a

Specialty,

Brown’s

LOST.
In Portland, Monday Evening August
7th, on Steamer “City of Richmond”
Wharf, a small white poodle DOG partly sheared, named “Schneider.” The
finder will bo rcwaided.
A. F. STETSON.
Address
118 Exchange St., Bangor, Maine.
dlw
AuglS
Picked Up.

at

PORTLAND,

Lowest

Street,

Wlxari
MAINE.

Orders received by Telephone.

THE

Market

-tplSdif

STRIKERS.

Evictions at Cohoes Expected.
Cohoes, Aug. 15.—At the Harmony Mills today there is no change. AH the mills are in
operation with a limited numberjof operatives.

Evictions from tne company’s tenements will
stern, badly
bout by
be developed within the next three days.
damaged. The owner can have su'd
TKUT.
\
proving property and paying charged A.
Indiana Shoemakers Out.
]
PANT, Candy’s Harbor, Me.augl4dlw»
Lafayette, Aug. 15.—The boot and shoe
manufactories here
makers in three large
struck today for advanced wages.
TO LET.
Must Accept Their Employer’s Terms.
Pittsburg, Aug. 15 —A report comes from
the Mahoning,Valley that Brown, Brunell &
Co., owners of one of the largest mills in the
country, whose pay roll is over a million dolNo. 23614 Middle St., 2d story ovlars per year have offered their employees old
and A.
er storeB occupied by Merrill & Keith,
been occuwages, and say if the offer is not accepted they
L Merry, hatter. These chambers have
for
many
will hire non union men.
pied by Mr. Fernuld, Merchant Tailor
well
Boston Longshoremen
years; are in the centre of business, spaolons,
One Thousand
Inlocated and have all modern improvements.
Quit Work.
or ELIAS THOMAS,
W.
W.
of
THOMAS,
quire
aug5dtr
Boston, Aug. 15.—The ’longshoremen’s orCommercial St.
ganizations of Boston and East Boston struck
GOOD BRICK HOUSE TO BE LET. this morning, in accordance with their decision, for 40 cents an hour for day work, 50 cents
covenient brick house No. 51 Chestnut
for night work and 80 cents for Sunday work,
Street,—10 rooms, with modern convemences, During the past two years they,have been getattached
Stable
Good
steam.
warmed by
ting 30 cents an hour for day work and 40 cents
d3w*
Jy29
_
for night work. It is claimed that at the best
they cannot make more than S7 a week, and
TO LET.
They
that the work is irregular and ardur us.
Nos. 117-119 Middle st. Now occupied
state that they have given the steamboat combv C A. Parsons & Co., as Wholesale Drugnot
having reTHOMPSON No.
panies a month’s notice, and
gists. Inquire of MRS. H. ’e.
ceived any reply, deem that the time is ripe
1(54 Brackett st.J714dtf
for the strike. It is estimated that about a
thousand men have entered into the strike,
and as the organizations are under |good disciHouse, 62 Gray street. Inquire pline, a firm attitude will probably be maintftiu&d*
of F. S. WATEBHOISE, 9S ExInterviews with the agents of the steamship
change street.
lines this forenoon elicit the fact that the Leyje28
land Line has discharged the ’longshoremen in
its employ and hired Italian laborers, and |that
To Let or Lease.
the Allan, Warren and Cunard Lines are unaOcean st., Wooatord’s, a nice, large, two story
acres
one
to
ble to communicate any arrangements with the
from
eight
House and stable, with
As the Cunard Line does not expect the
men.
of land. For particulars Inquire at the next house,
H.
C.
ALLEN,
arrival of a steamer before Monday next, on
or address
Standish, Maine,
account of the conveying of troops to the Medjun28dtf_
iterranean, the company does not feel called
House and Land For Sale.
upon to hasten action.
house No. 235
located
dwelling
pleasantly
Driver Boys’ Strike.
Cumberland Street. Contains nine good sired
dust repaired and readv
Wilxesbarre, Aug. 15,—There are no
rooms and Sebago water,
WM. H. JKKKIS.
for occupancy.
signs of any compromise between the striking
dlff
driver boys and Charles Parrish & Co., and the
streets are full of idle miners who are in favor
of the action of the boys. It is the intention
of the operators not to comply with demanus
made by strikers. If the latter do not return
to work this week the mules at the Empire
mines will be removed Monday and the mines
be declared idle until the strikers return to
work upon the basis offered to them.
Charles Parrish & Co. issued an order this
afternoon that work would be resumeo at the
This will give
Hollenback mine tomorrow.
the disatisfied portion of the driver boys a
cbance to return to work upon the basis offered

A

SMALL boat with Sparkle

on

TO LET.

CHAMBERS

THE

STORE

TO IsET.

___J“L.

ON

THE

auglO__

Monday.

_

DUBLIN’S DAY.

THE

fHEBEST

MOST

RELIABLE
'-sF'OOD'THE
IN

WORLD

[„pT?

•

DIET

iW‘
OLD PEOPLE

J

FOUR SIZES
.35 .65 1.25

L7S|

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS

ou

tyrgy,jL/kiiYi.~?-'
eodlt

»ni)

CALL and SEE

Docker Bros’ Pianos,
Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CABY.
AJbo a choice stock el

first-claas

HAMS AM MUM.

SAMEL HUSNU,
3 Free Street Block,
eep29

POKTLANL
dtI

Sept. 18tli—Gov. Plaisted
Refuses to Submit Jail Inspector
to

Porter’s Bill for Services.

Augusta, August 15.—The Executive Council adjourned this afternoon to meet Sept. 18.
They despatched a vast amount of business at
The Council confirmed some 75
this session.
nominations to minor offices made by Gov.
Plaisted. iThey granted a hearing to petitioners for the pardon of Mary A. Ross, serving a
sentence in Auburn jail for procuring abor
tion, but postponed action as the testimony
was not all in.'
J. W. Porter of Burlington, inspector of
State prison and jails, whom Gov. Plaisted
attempted to remove March 29, 1881, but who

performed the duties of ythe office since
that time, claiming the Governor alone cannot
Gov.
remove, sent in his hill for services.
Plaisted refused to submit this bill to the
has

Council claiming Porter was not inspector and
^to allow him compensation would be to recognize him as such. The bill of Col. H. S. Os-

good of Augusta, whom Gov. Plaisted also attempted to remove from a similar position on
the same date was audited and allowed by the

Death of Hon. N. 8. Littlefield.
MWAF&wly

322 Commercial

LOST AND FOUND

THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.

signature

WAN

Mass.aug9d3w"

MAINE.

Council but the Governor refused to affix his
to the warrant for Osgood’s pay.

By Portland Star match Co.,
West commercial St.
dt*
auglO
To School Committees.

is

BY TELEGRAPH.

Adjourned

The Unveiling of O’Connell’s Monument
and Opening of the Exhibition—Great
Success of the Fete.
Dublin, August 15.—The preparations for
the unveiling of the O’Connell monument and
thn opening of the e xhibition indicate that the
occasion in point of numbers present and display will exceed anything that has ever beVisitors
fore occurred of a similar character.
are constantly arriving from every part of Ireland, England and Scotland. Many buildings
The monument
were illuminated last night.
committee held'a meeting Sunday night, at
It was decided
which the mayor presided.
that Eight Hon. E. Dwyer Gray should read,a
the
committee
short address from
handing
over the monument to the care of the citizens.
The absence of Cardinal McCabe is much commented upon.
Many houses in the leading streets display
flags, either green with Irish harps upon them
and no crown, or the Star Spangled Banner.
The Union Jack is nowhere to be seen.
The city was astir by 6 o’clock this morning
for the opening of the exhibition and the uuveiling of the statue of Daniel O’Connell.
Bands paraded the streets, followed by large
crowds.
The procession of trades wa3 three miles
long. Good order and regularity were kept by
T’.e
mounted marshals all along the route.
O’Connell statue was unveiled by Lord Mayor
Dawson in the presence of Parnell, Dillon,
Davitt and Gray and a hundred thousand specThe greatest enthusiasm prevailed.
tators.
Dawson, accepting the statue for the Irish
people said their straggle was not over and
their efforts would still be obstructed.
They
must endeavor to forget the melancholy past
and loos for glory in the future in the hope
that Ireland once a province would again beParnell spoke a few words in
come a nation.
which he expressed hope for the future prosperity of Ireland, He said the best monument
to O’Connell were the changes beneficial to
Ireland which marked him in life.
The directors of the exhibition presented an
address to the Lord Mayor declaring that in
working for their own country they were not
actuated by narrow feelings towards neighboring nations. Lord Mayor Dawson in roply expressed similar sentiments. He said the sue
cess of the exhibition was a tribute to the energy and self reliance of the trades and working classes. The exhibition was then declared
open, which is pronounced on all sides to be a
great success especially the machinery department. Everything is quiet.
Gone with $90,000.
15.—The Gazette
says
Stephen Chase, the Cincinnati manager of
Hemingway & Co.’s oyster and fruit packing
house of Baltimore, states that his
bookkeeper
Henry Muller, is " defaulter to the amount of
from *20,000 to *22,000, and has absconded.

Cincinnati, Aug

Bridgton, August 15.—Hon. Nathaniel S.
Littlefield died at his home in Bridgton at 6
m.

p.

tc-day.

Mr. Littlefield was born in Wells, Sept. 23d,
1804. He received a public school education
and then studied law, being admitted to the
bar and practicing law in Bridgton. After the
death of William Pike Mr. Littlefield took his

office, and

soon after formed a law partnership
with Hon. W. P. Fessenden, which was dissolved by Mr. Fessenden’s removal to Portland
in 1830.
He practiced law in Bridgton for fifHe was secretary of the State
ty-three years.
Senate 1831-2, a member in ’37-’39, and in 1838

president.

its

He was representative in Congress for the Oxford district in 1840-’41, for the
Cumberland district in 1848, and RepresentaHe was
tive in the State Legislature in 1856.
elected to the XXYTIth Congress as a Demo-

crat, defeating Zadoc Long, Whig, and Parris,
Democrat. He was elected as a Cass Democrat to the XXXIst Congress, receiving 5,160
votes against 4,407 for Lincoln, Whig, and
1,438 votes for Fessenden, Van Buren Democrat.
Mr. Littlefield was known as the Nestor of
the Cumberland Bar, taking his position as
He was alsj
the oldest surviving member.
elected an honorary member of the Oxford Bar
Association in 1871, and was its oldest member. He was postmaster at Bridgton from
1827 to 1841 and had filled the several positions
of selectman, town clerk and treasurer many
times.
He was one of the committee appointed to build the new meeting bouse in 1834, and
was elected parish clerk when the Free Will
Baptist Church was re-organized in 1870,
Mr. Littlefie d was a lite-long Democrat, a
lawyer of ability, one of the most influential
citizens Bridgton has possessed and was respected by everybody. His tall, massive form,
clad after the style of the Congressmen of
ante bellum days, and supported by his ivory
headed cane, his strong face, clear eye, and
crisp, gray hair, will be long remembered by
all who have been familiar so many years with
his presence. He was a kindly, courteous gentleman. He leaves a son and two daughters.
Piscataquis Straight Greenbackers.
Dover, August 15.—Tho Straight Greenbackers of Piscataquis county met in mass convention tc day in this place and nominated the

following candidates:
Senator—A. F. Walker, Foxcroft.
Judge of Probate—Wm. Campbell, Sangerville.

Register of Deeds—Daniel Cilley, Atkinson.
County Attorney— L. S. Crafts, Monson.
County Commissioners—Colby Weston, Foxcroft; J. Q. Livermore, Sebec.
Treasurer—Ki.by Sargent, Foxcroft.
Sheriff—Wm. F. Towne, Monson.
Solon Chase and John White addressed
mass meeting in the afternoon.

a

En Route to the Reunion at Calais.

Boston, August 15.—The Maine

of
Massachusetts to the number of about 200 took
the steamer State of Maine at 8.30 this morning to start for participation in the grand reunA considerable number will alion at Calais.
veterans

so leave Boston by train to-day to connect with
the steamer at PortlandThey were accompanied by a baud of music, and much enthu-

siasm

prevailed.

The Free Bautista at Ocean Park.
Old Orchard Beach, August 15.—At the
Ocean Park Assembly there were early prayers
at 0 a. in.; a service of praise and prayer at
9.30 by H. K. Clark of Rhode Island; at 10 an
address by M. B. Critchett, president Y. L. C.,
Concord, N. H.; subject—“Liymen’s work for
the church”; at 11 a paper was read by C. K.
Flanders of Massachusetts on the work of the
Y. M. C. A., which was clear and concise.
There were prayers at 1 p. m.
Funeral of Sergeant Kelly’s Victim.
Boston, August 15.—The funeral of Frank,
H. Smith, the young man who was sho1 July
29th by Sergeant Kelly at Fort Popham, Me.
occurred at 3 this afternoon at the residence of
his parents on Mount Vernon street, Charles•

town.
_

WASHINGTON.
Washington’s Oak Destroyed.
Washington, Aug. 15.—A gigantic oak at
Mount V'eruon, which has always been known

as “Washinton’s
oak,” was destroyed by a
The tree
stroke of lightning a few days ago.
had many historic r~sociations, and gained its

from the fact that the President’s favorite resting place after the hoat and labors of
the day was beneath its grateful shade.
Senator Hill.
Washington, Aug. 15.—A telegram from
Senator Brown dated Atlanta, Ga., saysJSenator Hill’s physician, who is now with him
The telethinks he will certainly die today.
gram was addressed to Col. Bright, sergeantat-arms.
National Board of Health.
A special meeting of the national board of
health was held to day. It was announced surgeon John S. Billings, U. S. A., had been relieved as a member of the Board, and Surgeon
Charles N. Smart U. S. A. had been detailed
in his place. Dr. Thos. J. Turner, U. S. navy
tendered his resignation as secretary of the
board which was accepted, and he was then
elected member of the executive committee
and Dr. Smart wa3 elected secretary.
name

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
A Dam Gives Way at West Concord.
Concord, Aug. 15.—The dam at Holden’s
Woolen Mills at West Concord, gave way this
morning, carrying away about 70 feet of the

Concord & Claremont railroad and filling the
basement of the mill with sand and water.
The damage cannot now be estimated, but it
probably is not great.
Summer Hotels at Bye Beach Burned.
Bye Beach, Aug. 15 —Fire this afternoon

destroyed the two boarding houses, outbuildings and barn of L. Thomas Sanborn and the
boarding house and buildings of James H.

The houses were full of summer
Perkins.
guests but marly all of their baggage and personal effects were 6aved. A large gang of men
was quickly on hand and Dearly all the furniTotal lots $15,000; partially inture saved.

sured.

%

Sweeps Over Banger and Vicinity.

The Proclamation Against Arabi
Not Yet Issued.

A

BOUSING CONVENTION AND BINGING SPEECHES.

A

OhJyBaek!

and Presited by Tailor’*
PresMmen, at a trifling

Ladies
AJCD

i

EGYPT’S WAR.

Yesterday.

TWENTY-FOUR

For New England,
Partly cloudy weather and light local rains,
southwest to southwest winds, stationary or
slignt rise in temperature and barometer.

neglect

Coni, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

THH NEXT
HOURS.

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
August 16, 1 A. M. )

Eight

—

FOR

Exchange St., Portland.

Dollars a Tear. To mall subserlb
Trrms:
ers Seven Dollars a Tear, II paid In advance.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS'
le published every Thursday morning »t 82.60
year, if paid in advance at 82.00 a year.

The Work They Did

METEOROLOGICAL.

CO.,

PUBLISHING

PORTLAND

(Special Dispatch to the Press.
Alfred, Aug. 15.—York county has been
debatable ground since 1856, when the Republican party, then just formed, carried it. The
Republicans have carried it since—though
sometimes by narrow majorities—whenever
In “off
they have put forth their strength.
years,” when no stirring issues are presented,
and the voters are indifferent, the Democrats
have generally carried York. They will not
this year. The Republicans—if one can judge
by the enthusiastic convention held here today—are thoroughly interested in the campaign, are determined to win and are convincThe old
ed that this is one of their years.
shire town has never seen a larger assembly
than that which gathered in the court-house
yard today and overflowed into the streets on
The veterans present were reeither side.
minded of the meetings during war times, and
the younger men found no precedent in their
briefer political experience by which to judge
the convention.
The convention met at ten o’clock, went to
werk at once, and finished its business by one.
The tioket nominated was a long one, and the
contest for places on it animated—for it was
felt that this year, nomination is equivalent to
election. The delegates were called to order
by Col. Mark Wentworth of Kittery, and the
Hon. Caleb B. Lord of
Alfred, one of the
Republican pioneers, was made chairman.
Sath E. Bryant of Kennebunk and Calvin

GREAT DESTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS

Loss Estimated Between

$50,000

and

$100,000.

Bangob, Aug. 15.—The moat destructive
tornado ever seen in this vicinity visited Bangor a few minutes before six tc-night. The
wind blow with terrific velocity and the rain
fell in sheets converting the streets into roaring streams, the whole accompanied by in'
The destruccessant thunder and lightning.
tion of property is very great and will swell to
large proportions.
Buildings were blown down, roofs taken off*
chimneys demolished and signs and awnings
carried away.
The spire of the Universalis!
church was blown to the ground and the roof
of the county court house taken off.
The interior of the Bangor House was injured by a chimney falling through. The

European & North American Railway car
sheds were blcwn down and a train of cars imprisoned. Several ice houses were badly
damaged. Hundreds of chimneys went over
and the business streets of the city are almost
bricks and debris, while large
numbers of trees lie across other streets of the

impassable with

Hayes of Kittery were secretaries. For Senators there was lit.le contest except in the
Southeastern district, from which opposing
candidates were presented by Saco and Biddeford, those cities which are always sparring
with gloves. The following ticket was named:
Barak Maxwell, Wells; Ernest Goodall, San-

city.
Lightning

ford; Joseph Smith, 4th, Biddeford.
For County Attorney Frank M. Higgins of
Limerick, was nominated by acclamation, and
for Commissioners, B. F. Pease of Cornish and

age done to crops.
The storm was local and only covered over a
An estimate is difficult now
small territory.
but the loss will amount to between $50,000

Richard L. Goodwin of Berwick.
For Treasurer two ballots were taken, the
second resulting in the choice of Richard
His competitors were
Stanley of Lyman.
Charles E. Weld of Buxton and Seth Warren

aad 5100,000.
During the storm

of Hollis.
For Sheriff two ballots were taken, the second resulting in the choice of George Getchell
His competitors were George H.
of Wells.
Wentworth of Berwick, Benjamin Hanson of
Sanford, James Brackett of Limerick, and
James Meserve of Buxton.
The ballot for Clerk of Courts ended in the
selection of James E. Hewey of Biddeford, he
having 86 votes to 68 for W. H. Downs of
South Berwick.

struck the stable adjoining Maxfield’s wool factory and set it on fire, calling
St. John’s church was
out the department.
also s'ruck but not much damaged. A set of
in Veazie were destroyed by fire

buildings
during the storm, and

a

vast amount of dam-

a woman by the came of
affected by the lightning
Mrs. Pierce was
which struck a tree near her and she is still in-

sensible.

Masonic Hall

was

damaged

some,

what by water pouring through
aperture in
the roof caused by a chimney breaking oil and
falling through, and a large number of houses
were more or less damaged. Goods in the
an

cellars of numerous stores were damaged con"
siderably by water. The Brewer steam brick
yard sustained damage by water of $1003. It
a set of buildings on Valley avenue
set on fire by lightning and destroyed.
The freedom from loss of life is very remarkable.

is

reported

were

Alexandria, Aug. 15.—Two decrees of the
Khedive were promulgated to-day. One authorizes the British admiral and commander
of the forco to occupy such points on the Suez
Isthmus as they consider useful for military
operations against the rebels and inviting the
Egyptian authorities to acquaint inhabitants,
particularly canal e t ployes, with the decree.
The other authorizes the British authorities to
prevent importation of coal and munitions of
war along the coast between Alexandria and
Port Said, and in the event of contravention
of the older to seize the prohibited articles.
Alexandria,Aug. 15.—According to reports
by natives from Kafr el Dwar, Arabi Pasha on
Sunday called a meeting of the Ulemas, and
obtained from them a fetna deposing the Sultan, and

naming

Register of Deeds five ballots

against t o lor air. o uuiiuo.
This completed the ticket—an exceptionally
strong one, which will command the suffrages
of every Republican voter in the county. So acceptable was it that in all the contested cases
the defeated candidates moved to make the
votes

nominations unanimous, and victors and vanquished shook hands heartily after the strenuous but good-natured fights, and promised to
meet at the polls in September with unscratched ballots in hand.
While the canvass for nominees was going
on the other business of the convention was
transacted. The list of Vice Presidents comprised John A. Fellows of Hollis, W. J. Copeland of Berwick, J. M. Mason of Limerick,
Dr. J. W. Dearborn of Parsonsfield, E. Hi
Banks of Biddeford, Frank A. Knight of North
Berwick, Major S. C. Hamilton of Saco, Geo.
W. Davis of Newiield and John Wentworth
of Kittery.
The committses on resolutions was Joel E.
Marshall of Buxton, Samuel F. Chase of Saco,
Albert R. Leavitt of Parsonsfield, Charles
Prescott of Biddeford, Alonzo Leavitt of Alfred, John Wentworth of Kittery, and J. A.
It

reported

as

follows:

Resolved, That, we the Republicans of the
county of York, in convention assembled,
hereby re-affirm and pledge ourselves to cany
out the principles as eaunciated in the national platform of 1880 at Chicago, and also of the
platform adopted at the Republican State Convention held at Portland, June 13tb, whioh re-

sulted in the nomination of Hon. Frederic
Robie as our standard bearer in the present

campaign.

Resolved, That we hereby endorse the names
of the candidates nominated atthii convention,
and we pledge ourselves to use alii honorable
means in connection with our undivided support to secure their election.
The county committee as constituted is:
Mark Wentworth, Kittery; G. G. Hatch,
Wells; Isaiah Hanscom, Lebanon; C. E. Marshall, Berwick; C. H. Adams, Limerick; Geo.
E. Mitchell, fSewfield; E. M. Goodall,Sanford;
Jere. Bullock, Parsonsfield; C. E. Hussey,
Biddeford; T. J. Leavitt, Buxton; W. F. Warren, Lyman; C. E. Sawyer, Saco.
After makiDg the nominations and filling the
list of committees the convention adjourned,
It was probably
well pleased with its work.
the largest delega-e convention ever held in
York county, and one of its most significant
features was the presence of the old axe-men
who blazed the path through the tall Democratic growth 25
Among those
years ago.
in the hall were Nathan Dane, Capt. John B.
Fernald, J. W.ISargent,Major S. C. Hamilton,
S. E. Bryant, Obadiah Durgin, C. B.
Lord, Samuel Hanson, Col. Mark Wentworth,
Charles E. Weld, Alfred Hall, J. M. Mason,
Sylvester Bartlett. Hiram Lord, Thomas Tarbox, Sylvester Littlefield, B. F. Hanson, J. F.
Brackett, George GoodwiD, Charles Hobbs, B.
F. Pease and many others of the Republican
Old Guard—men who formed the party, gave
character to it, and are as hearty in its support
as when in early manhood they raised its flag
and carried the standard of equal rights to victory.
In the afternoon a large meeting was held

Capt.

the lawn in front of the oourt-house, SenaFrye and Gen. G. B. Raum speaking. Before the talk began a flag was run out over the
street, three bands, the Limerick. Sanford and
Berwick, playing appropriate tunes as the
on

tor

The speakers had a great
ropes were pulled.
audience which, judging from its frequent and
hearty applause found ample pleasure in lisSenator
tening to the distinguished speakers.
Frye opened his speech happily by romarkin g
that York oounty was the only county that
him for Governor of Maine.
ever proposed
This reference to the sound judgment of the
county put his hearers in the best of humor,
and they listened with the closest attention to
brilliant arraignment of the
Democratic party for its sins of omission and

his

sharp

and

commission, and to ins

Plaisted.

scathing

cntictsm

oi

quick to take his points,
into laughing applause when he callThey

were

and broke
ed Plaisted’s letter of acceptance a whine and
Council did not
a howl,—a whine because the
abet the Governor in his endeavor to hire men

to vote the Fusion ticket by giving them offices,
and a howl at the corruption of the Republican
party to which he belonged for twenty-five
years, and left when it got tired of carrying
him,when he had trudge along afoot and alone,
Plaisted’s cunning in nominating men whom
he knew would not be confirmed, or if confirmed would not accept—thus paying compliments
after the Chinese fashion—was satirically commented on, and the methods of onr shifty
The main part of Senator
Governor exposed.
Frye’s speech was given up to consideration cf
tariff and revenue questions, rebuttal of the
Democratic charge of excessive taxation and
in
exposure of frandsjpracticed by Democrats
He spoke
Southern Congressional districts.
about two hours, and was followed by Gen.
Raum, who discussed briefly and vigorously
the national issues at stake in the campaign
and called the attention of his audience to the
of
necessity of electing a Republican House

Rmiresentatives.

commaudcd tii6 closest attention, were heartily applauded, and strengthened the confidence of ihe.>Republicans in their
ability to carry the county by a handsome
majority. None of them place that majority
under,three bundled, and most of them feel
The
ture that it will be over five hundred.
weakness of the Fusion tieke* nominated last
week and the strength of the ticket noroinateu
todays go far to justify their sanguine hope.
The

speeches

Sheriff of Mecca

as

Egypt.
Owing

regulars well as
Bedouins were near
Meks, Gen. Alison
has reinforced the British post by a detachment
of Highlanders and some marine artillery.
Col. Gerard of tho mounted infantry before
daybreak to-day rode on a reconnoissance within half a mile of the enemy’s second line. The
to

a

report that

reconnoilering party

was

as

pursued by horsemen,

Col. Gerard states
of whom it killed several.
that he accomplished his object.
is
the
laying of the
■DeLssseps
impeding
tele ’raph line between Port Said and Suez
and operations are consequent suspended.
London, Aug. 15.—It has been decided to
send a small balloon corps to Alexandria.
The correspondent of the Times at Berlin
says it is feared that Russia intends to take
advantage of the present Egyptian troubles
for renewing some old claims which were declined by the Berlin Congress.
The News says it is understood that the
Porte is endeavoring to use delay in issuing
the proclamation against Arabi' Pasha as a
lever to-obtain easier terms with respect to the
military convention.
Woolwich, Aug. 15.—The transports Lydian
Monarch and Teviot took on board Monday
for Egypt the last of the troops now here, comprising the army corps destined for service
there.
Berlin, Aug. 15.—The North German
Gazette says intelligence has bean received
from Constantinople that the government has
made the Governor of Syria responsible for
the maintenance of order, and has authorized
the chief of the gendarmery to increase his
force to such an extent as he may consider
necessary.
Constantinople, Ang. 15.—The Khedive
has summoned Nubar Pasha to Alexandria.
London, Aug. 15.—The Central News’ Alexandria special states the Sultan to-day peremptorily ordered Arabi to lay down his arms.
If he refuses the Sultan will leave him to be
dealt with by tho English.

POLITICAL..

were

taken, the candidates being Justin Leavitt of
Buxton, Samuel W. Jenkins of York, W. S.
Hasty of Saco, and John M. Harper of Waterboro. After the fourth ballot Messrs. Hasty
and Harper withdrew, and the fifth ballot resulted in the nomination of Mr. Leavitt by 87

Fellows of Hollis.

the

Caliph. Arabi, it is said, is organizing the
Bedouins, and has appointed commanders for
those at Charties and at Garbieh, in upper

_

For

Crisis! Imminent in

PRINCE

pended.
Referring
".People get

internal improvement he says:
more for their money from this
These
class of appropriations than any other.
The money is expendworks are permanent.
ed by a board of engineers and this board is
made up of experienced army officers and has
the confidence of the country more than any
other public body not excepting the supreme
court itself. No member of Congress or anybody else can influence a dollar of expenditure. Economy and honesty of expenditure of
no dollar in this deoartmem has ever, so far as
known, been challenged. The constitution authorizes these expenditures only when the advantage received by the public repays the
cost and when that advantage is ian advantage
commerce with foreign nations or
to the
If the expenditure be
among the ,States.
wasteful or be merely for individual benefit it
is to be condemned ibut it does not follow from
this statement because a harbor or water-way
is within the limits of one State or county it is
for that reason local only. If the effect of the
public work be to annex that community to
the great system of national or international
ways and that community be of sufficient importance or will be by the improvement made
of sufficient importance to make that annexation a national benefit then the expenditure is
warranted. By this test must each item in
the river and harbor bill stand or fall.
Of course senators generally connot personally investigate every item which goes to make
up this or any other of the appropriation
bills, but having reasons for believing the provisionsof this bill were just and honest we had
the further fact that no human being so far as
I know had ever pointed out one single item,
great or small, that he thought wrong. Much
general denunciation there was outside and a
little in Congress, but no man to the b<n t of
my belief—and in this I am confirmed by my
associates and especially by members of the
committee -ever pointed their finger to one
single item and laid this is local, this is a job,
this is for individual and not public benefit
In regard to the President’s veto he says:
“No man feels more deeply than I the public
and party reasons which make it desirable to
But the duty of a
support the President.
Senator or Representative, when the President
returns a bill with his objection, to vote on its
reconsideration according to his own conscience's as clearly setjforth|in the constitution
as the duty of the President to act according
to hii.
..The President did not point out any
item he thought of local interest only and did
out
not point
any instance in which he
thought the bill unconstitutional. He did not
refer to the information on which he acted
that we might see whether it were he or we
that were deceived and we were therefore left
to our own resources.”
The Senator concludes as follows: “Whether
the policy of this bill is to be popular in Massachusetts this afternoon, this week or this
year I do not know; but one thing I do know
it is in the line of all her traditions and sure
sooner or later to command her support.”
to

N

W YORK.

President's Arthur’s Movements.
New York, Aug. 15.—President Arthur remained at home the morning, and received
but one visitor, Gen. *
ncock, who remained
only a short time.
Association.
North American
Troy, Aug. 15.—The 13th annual convention of the North American United CaledoniDelan Association opened in this city to-day.
egates from New York, Philadelphia, Boston,
Toronto
and
Chicago, Providence, Montreal,
all other principal cities in the United States
and Canada, are present. The annual address
A banwas delivered by President Youag.
quet was held to-night.

^

^[ledonlan

An Important Suit Decided.
San Francisco, Aug. 15.—Judge Sullivan
on Monday morning in the Superior Court, in
the case of Carmi W. Beach v. J. B. Cooper,
A. R. Cooper, Geo. A. Ball, John McNeill,
Manuel San Pedro and the Alexander Mining
Judgment was
Company, filed an opinion.
rendered for the plaintiff. The action was commenced by Beach, a stockholder in the corporation defendant, to compel the defendants
other than the corporation to account to the
corporation for moneys wrongfully appropriated by them to their own use while they were
directors. The defendants obtained a loan at
an exorbitant rate from New York parties and
subsequently proceeded to freeze out the
was
rendered
stockholders.
Judgment
for
$175,000 and interest from Decem1880.
ber,
_

The Tariff Commission.
Bono Branch, Aug. 15.—The tariff commission heard arguments this morning from
Mr. O. Hammersten of New York in favor of
increased duty on Sumatra tobacco, because
it was so good that it was interfering with the
From Harry
culture of American tobacco.
Vernon of Philadelphia in favor of au increase
of duty on enamelled brick, and from B. E.
Hastings of Philadelphia, a gold leaf manufacturer, against the increase of duty on gold
leaf asked for by journeymen gold beaters.
The commission held two evening sessions
for the purpose of examining several officers of
the Now York custon house in regard to the
working of their various bureaus. Their testimony was merely on matters of official detail.

NAPOLEON TO BE PLACED
UPON THE THRONE.

London, Aug. 15.—The correspondent of
the News at Paris says there is talk of a disturbance between France and Madagascar.
of
The Queen
Madagascar has prohibited
sales of land to French colonists, contrary to
The French Consul has
the treaty of 1800.
forced to strike his
been
flag and seek
A French naval deat
Tamatar.
refuge
monstration is expected.
Paris, August 15.—A meeting of Bonapartists held tc-day was attended by 4000 persons.
Among those present were DeCassagnac and
Amigues. Resolutions were passed favoring
the placing of Prince Victor Napoleon v pou
M. DeCassagnac m ado
the throne of France.
a speech in which he declared the Imperialists
and
meant to take it.
were ready for power
A Costly Job.
Victoria, B. C., Aug. 15.—A steamer has
arrived here with two Chinamen from Port
Townsend, Washington Territory, who arrived
on an inward bound vessel and were refused
permission to land, in accordance with the
prohibition act passed by the United States
Congress. The captain of the ship preferred
chartering a steamer and sending them over
here to entering into bonds of §500 each that
they should neither run away nor land.
Cetewayo’s Dominion.
London, Aug. 15.—Hon. Evelyn Ashley .under colonial secretary, in the Commons ibis
afternoon stated the government had determined to consider the possibility of Cetewayo’s
partial restoration with proper safeguards. No
portion of Zululand would be annexed to
Great Britain.
An Irish Member Named.
London, Aug. 15.—In the Commons this
evening Phillip Callan, (Liberal) member for
Louth, removed bis complaint regarding putting aside at instance of a court of Roman
Catholic jurors, who were on the panel during
the sitting of the special commission at Dublin. Sir Williom Harcourt, home secretary,
accused Callan of abusing forms of the House
by introducing a subject twice in the same
evening. He said this was another instance of
the way in which certain Irish members set
themselves in hostility to the administration of
justice. Callan then exclaimed repeatedly,
“It is false.” The Chairman called upon Cailan to withdraw the imputation, but instead of
doing so he repeated the objectionable statement. The Chairman thereupon named Callan, and on motion of Gladstone, he was suspended, 58 to 3.
Foreign Notes.
The murderer
Richards, now in jail at
Sweetsburg, Que., fortaking the life of Joseph
his trial on Sept. 20th behave
will
Jackson,
fore the Court of the Queen’s Bench at Sweets-

UThe

Sportsman says that Capt. Terwilliger
of the Hillsdale crew continued inquiries as to
the whereabouts of the members of his crew
until 10 o’clock Monday evening without result. Meanwhile telegrams and letters await
the crew at Frankfort, where they are expected
before the end of the week. Capt. Terwilliger
does not doubt that a match will take place,
probably on the 18th of September.
Two trains collided on Monday between
Buisson and Loriac, stations on the line from
Perigneux to Agen, in France. Three persons
were killed and six injured.

RIVER AND HARBOR BILL.
Senator Hoar Explains Why the Massa
chusetts Delegation Voted in Its Favor.
Boston, Aug. 15.—Senator Hoar has ad"
dressed a loDg letter to the people of Massa
chusetts which will appear in Wednesday
morning’s papers in which he gives the reasons which governed the Massachusetts delegation in voting for the River and Harbor appropriation bill. The senator says “What is the
river and liarber bill which has been the subject of such criticism? It appropriates $18,738,875, but of this sum $5,3(38,500 are for special improvement of the Mississippi river according to the design of an eminent commission specially appointed in a former year to
frame a plan for that purpose; $40,000 for reclamation of malarial aad pestiferous flats near
the White House, and $247,500 for future surveys. To neither of these items so far as I can
Deductlearn is there objection anywhere.
ing these three extraordinary items each of
which might properly have been in a separate
bill there remain $12,722,875 as the subject of
discussion.
The expenditure of last year was $11,451,300. Further, of this whole sum 12,700,000
there is but 1,353,4g5jthat is now; all the rest
is for public improvements partially completed, most of which have been eoing on for
years, many of them under contracts and all
which if abandoned would
or nearly all of
of all money previously excause the less

France.

French Trouble with Madagascar.

Russia to Renew Some Old Claims.
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Vermont Greenback Convention.
Waterbury, Vt., Aug. 15.—The State
Greenback Convention met here to-day, 200
delegates being present. L. S. Thompson of
Stowe, was chosen chairman, and John Jenne
of Enosburg, secretary. The convention nominated for Governor, C. C. Martin, of Enosburg; Lieut. Governor, John Jenna of Enosburg; Treasurer, Fletcher Tarbell of Swanton.
The following Congressional nominations were
made: 1st List., Dr. Kidder of Vergeunes;
2d Dist., H. D. Dunbar of Hartland.
Waterbury, Vt., Aug. 15.—The usual
Greenback resolutions were adopted, and
speeches were made in which both of the old
political parties were arraigned, and the sentiment expressed that the only hope of the people lay in the success of the Greenback party.
Pennsylvania State League.

Williamsport, Pa., Aug. 15.—Pennsylva-

nia State league (colored) met to-day, 1CJ delegates being present. It was decided to issne
of Pennsylvania in
an address to the people
behalf of the Republican party, pledging the
of Gen. Beaver
to
the
hearty
support
league
and the regular Republican ticket.
Willing to be a Candidate.
Quincy, ill., Aug. 15.—Gen. Singleton last
evening consented to become an independent
candidate for Congress—provided the Republicans make no nominations at White Hall on

Wednesday.
Would Not Have It.
Des Moines, Iowa, Aug. 15.—C. D. McCarty says the Greenbackeis of the 11th district
nominated him for Congress without his consent, and he will not accept.
Congressional Nominations.
Cairo, 111., Aug. 15—The Democratic Congressional Convention to-day nominated Hon.
Wm. K. Humphrey.
Montgomery, Ala., Aug. 15.—G. W. Hewitt was renominated Democratic candidate for
Congress in the Bixth district to-day.
Staunton, Va., Aug. 15.—Charles T. Ofernall was nominated by the Democratic Convention of the seventh district for Congress

to-day.
Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 15.—A. Candler was
nominated to-day at Gainsville, as the Democratic candidate from tho ninth district,

DEEDS OF BLOOD.
A Boy Shot.
North Adams, Aug. 15.—While a party of
boys, numbering fif een or twenty, were camping on Greylock Mountain yesterday, one of
their namber pointed a loaded revolver at Joseph Herbert, aged 14 and fired, saying:
“There’sa blank cartridge.” The ball entered
Herbert’s leg below the knee, and be)had|to be
His
carried nearly nine milea to his home.
condition is not dangerous. The boys will uot
There
tell which one of them fired the shot.
are stories that more serious injury was intended the boy.
A Man and a Woman Shot at Newark,
New Jersey.
New York, Aug. 15.—In Newark, N. J.i
Monday night, Wm. H. Warner shot his wife
and Greenleaf D. Brown, at whose house they
boarded, on account of the latters attentions to
Warner’s wife. Both will probably die.
Shooting Affair at St. Joseph, Mo.
St, Joseph, Aug. 15.—John Olsker was fatally shot yesterday by a young German named
Liebel. Casper Liebel, a brother of the assailant remonstrated with him, when he turned, and placing his revolver agiinst Casper’s
abdon-en, fired, inflicting a serious wound.
Liebel was arrested.
Murder In the Choctaw Nation.
Denison, Texas, Aug. 15.—United States
Deputy Marshal YouDg was shot by two men,
Jones and Kendall, in the Choctaw Nation,
while executing a warrant at the ranch of
Jones.
Young is slowly sinking from the
wound. Jones and Randall escaped, but a
is
in
pursuit.
party

YELLOW

the Plague
Grande.

Ravages of

an Illinois Town—A Cashier
and His Assistant Assaulted and $20,OOO Stolen.
Chicago, Aug. 15.—The News Kewanee
special says yesterday afternoon two men called at the First National Bank in that city and
asked permission to leave their satchels a short
time. About 6 o’clock while Cashier Pratt
and
his lady assistant, Miss Palmer, were
cashing up, the men knocked at the door and
Miss Palmer opened
asked for the satchel.
the door, whon one man grabbed her by the
The
her
neck and choked
nearly insensible.
other man rushed by her toward the vault,
near which Pratt was standing, struck him on
the head with a revolver, knocking him senseless. Pratt and MiS3 Palmer were then forced
The men then secured about
into the vault.
$20,000, of which $0000 is in gold, and walked
Pratt and Miss Palmer afout of the town.
ter working over an hour, succeeded in breakBoth
ing the lock and released themselves.
Parties are
are badly injured.
scouring the
result
No
in
direction.
up to
every
country

Rascality In

midnight.

Kewanel, 111., Aug. 15.--The bank robbers
this morning near Mineral, Ills.
were seen
Parties are in hot pursuit with every prospect
of arresting both men before night is over.
Three hundred men are scouting in every

direction. Mr. Pratt and Miss Palmer are in
Miss Palmer is badly
a bad condition to-day.
bruised and feverish and prostrated by the excitement. All business houses and shops are
closed and ownerB joining in the chase.

A SALISBURY MYSTERY.
Capt. Thomas Chase Found Dead Under
Circumstances
Suggestive of Foul
Play.

Salisbury, Mass., August 15.—Yesterday
afternoon Capt. Thomas Place of Salisbury
Plains left home to get his cow from the pas-

The cow came home alone in the evening, and Capt. Chase not appearing an alarm
of men raised and the
was given, a band
woods and pastures searched all night, without
This morning the search party found
avail.
His head and
him in an open space, dead.
hand wore badly bruised and there was a terriMedical Examiner
ble gash in the left side.
Snow is now holding an inquest in the woods.
George Pousland, a wood driver, was within
100 yards of the spot where the body was
found, and heard cries for help yesterday afternoon, but did not go near the place to ascertain the cause.
Many think that Capt.
Chase was gored to death by his cow. and othmurder
has
been committed, as no
ers think a
blood was found upon the cow or its horns.
ture.

Thunder and Hail Storm in Kansas.
Sterling, 'Aug. 15.—A severe thunder
storm accompanied by hail and heavy wind
The
passed over this section this afternoon.
wind did great damage to
smoke
buildings,
stacks, etc. Two inches of water fell which
will greatly benefit corn which badly needed
rain.
Fearful Thunder Storm in Quebec.
Sherbrooke, Aug. 15.—The most severe
thunder Btorm of the season passed over here
tonight. Several houses and barns were struck
by lightning and considerable damage done.
A Heavy Gale.
Madison, Wis-, Aug. 15.—One of the most
violent storms ever kuow.i here passed over
this city last night aud this morning, and
seems to have been confined to a radius of
about 25 miles. About here much damage was
done to crops.
Arrested for Violating Quarantine Beg ulations.
Norfolk, Aug. 15— The Secretary of the
Navy and party made a thorough inspection of
At
the navy yard today and left this evening
the request of the health officers of the port a
warrant was served today upon Commander
Kellogg of steamer Tallapoosa for violating
quarantine regulations some time ago by bringing his vessel up to the navy yard when coming from an interdicted port without stopping
at quarantine. He was bailed in $500.

Rio

reported.

15.—The Telegrams Matatwo hundred and
have now been reported here and about twenty cases in Garrison. Canons are being fired to |break the infection. All state officials are leaving. The
disinfecting fires are .constantly burning and
the city is wrapped in gloom.
The Plague In Florida.

Aug.

moras despatch says about
fifty cases of Yellow Jack

Montgomery, Ala., Aug. 15.—Montgomery

has been quarantined against Pensacola, Fla.,
for several days. Reports of yellow fever at
Pensacola have been too numerous to be longer disregarded, and the state health officer has
been ordered there to investigate and the quarantine will be preserved until his report is
made.
_

THE DOMINION.
Looking Toward Independence.
Quebec, Aug. 15.—Mr. C. F. Chaplean, Secretary of State, has issued his orders to the
electors of Terre Bonne, and in it he expressed
his belief in Canada ultimately attaining her
independence, but deprecated any attempt to
force the tide of events.

The Providence Fire.

Providence, R. I., Aug. 15.—The loss by
the fire last night in Johu H. Rowley’s stable
was £33,000; insurance on building aud stock,
£11,500; on stock of the livery stable property
Herman Sthultz, a
of Wm, Rawley, £3000.
tramp sleeping in the building, and James
were
a
seriously but not
Schenck, salesman,
fatally burned.
TELEGRAMS.

MINOR

Erie, 111., farmers are feeding their hogs on
rye as being cheaper than corn and more fattening.
Jessie W. Aidledinger, 8 years of age, fell
residence in West
from the dyke near his
Stratford, Conn., Monday, and was drowned.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Daily Wholesale market.
Portland. Aug. 15.
The following are vo-day’s quotations of Floor,
'drain, Provision®. Ac.
tiirain.
76 i H. M. Corn, car
26
lota
60 Mixed Corn,

Flour.

Superfine.4 25®4
Extra Spring..5 76^,6
XX Spring....7 00&7

@94

car lota, 92^
Spring
"
72
Wheats.8 76@9 60 Oats,
Sacked Bran
00@2iyj
Michigan Win-

Pater t

ter beet.6

25;gG

60

Mlda..

30

Cotton Seed,car lot 32 00
bag lota 33 00
Michigan....5 76^6 00
97
St. Louis WinCorn,bag lota..
92
ter fair
6 75@7 00 Meal,
72
Winter good..7 00&7 25 Gate,
20
00
Bran,
75
I
best...7
Winter
60@7
32 no
Produce.
Mida,
130
Rye.
18@20
Turkeys.

Common

...

..

..

••

..

i*roeiMioBM.
Mesa Beef.. 15 00@15 50
Ex Mess.. 10 O
Eggs. 26@27
Plate.17 5i
New potatoes 3 00:^3 25
Ex Plate..18 6
Onions, crate 1 76®2 001
bbl 3 75@4 00 PorkBacks.. ..2« 5
>27 00
bbl
Crnberries,
Clear.25 6> >26 OO
Maine. 9 00@10 00
00(3)23
Mesa.22
00
00
Chickens.
Fowl.

MORE GALES.

the

on

Laredo, Tex., Aug. 15.—During the 24
hours ending at 8 p. m. on the 14th, Brownsville reports twelve new yellow fever cases
and one death. At Matamoras the fever is
spreading in the suburbs, and six deaths are
New York,

ROBBED OP $20,000.

FEVER.

23@26

CapeCod,1200@16

»“£»**•
Granulated.
Extra C.

y

Hama.14ya@16
Hound Hogs—
@
Vfe Cov’ed IlamslO @Toyi

Fruit
Muso’tl Raisins2 80@3 501 rub, ^ft....i33/8@i3ya
London Lavers3 25 a>3 401 Pierces, lb V.13V*®13*/a
I2Vi@ 14 | Pall. 1334@14y4
Valencia
Bcaan.
Turkish Prunes. 7V4@8« I
French Pruues.l2V6@14 Pea.4 00@4 26
Mediums.3 75@3 85
Oranges.
Palermos $*bx 7 00@7 50 Yellow Eyes. .3 40@3 60
Butter.
Messina,Jpbox.7 00(<r7 50
Valencia incase
3@14 Creamery.26 28
Gilt EdgeVermoBt26(r 28
S
Extra Targe
Lemons.

Choice

20|

22

Messina.G 00@7 50 Good..
.18<|
Palermos.0 00@7 50 Store.'
Cbeeae.
Malaga.
New.
Nuts.
’Vermont... .11
Peanuts—
Y
Factory.il
Wilmington.1 76@2 25 N
Virginia-2 25(c£2 60 Skims.
Apples.
Tennessee... 1 80(a>2 00
9@10c Per crate...2 l
Cistana,t> lb.
Walnuts
12%@15c Cooking^ bbl. 4
12 Vagi 4c Evaporated.
Filberts
13
Pecan
@15c Dried Western..
do Eastern....

Foreign Import*.
Bark Ganger Rolf.—2,149 steel
MADEIRA.
rails for M. C. RR.
PORT GILBERT, NS. Sclir Oriental 42 cords
bark, 6,000 feet lumber, 100 dozen eggs.
SAGUA.
Brig Ernestine.’— 6,610 shooks and
heads; $9,367; Chase, Leavitt & Co.

Heel

market.

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Go.. Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides.8 @10% Hinds.10 @13%
Fores. 6 @ 7% Hatties. « @ 7
Backs. 7
@ 9ya Rounds. 7%@ 9
Loins.17 @22
Humps.11 @14
Rumo

....14

@18

Railroad Receipts.
Portland. Aug. 14
Miscellaneous merchandise received by the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, 23 cars.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portlr’id
28 ears miscellaneous merchandise; (or eonneettvg
roads 72 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
C3rs in

market.

Portland, Aug. 15.
following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larin in io
The

& Co., 167 Commercial
Chicago/-Wheat-Time. Aug.
Sept.
9.36..
98%
99
10.00. .103%
10.30. 103
98%
11.30.. 102%
98%
12.30 .102
98%
1.02.. 102
98%
Call....101 ya
98%

street, Portland.
—Oats
Aug. Sept. Aug Sept.
76% 41% 36%
77 Va 77% 41% 36%
77% 77
41% 36%
77 V4 76% 41% 36%
77% 763/4 41% 36%
77% 76% 41% 30%
77% 76% 41% 36%

--Corn-.

stock market.
The following quotations of stocks are receive*
and corrected daily by Woodbury St Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets:
Overling. Closing.
Boston Land.
8%
8%
WaterPower
4%
<4%

Missouri Pacific.107%
Flint St Pere Marquette comrron
22%
67
Wabash preferred.
Hartford St Erie 7s.
64%
A. T. St S. F.
94%
Boston St Maine.147
Union Pacific stock. 118%
Buf. Pit. & W. common. 20%
Flint St Pere Marquette preferred 96%
L, U. & Ft. Smith....
St. L. & Frisco 1st.
Marquette, Houghton St Out.

Summit Branch...

Omaha common.
Denver St Rio Grande.
Mexican Central 7s.

107%
22%
66%
54%
94%
147

117%
20%
95%

65

66

76

76
13

13
54*

63%
62%
86%

61%
86%

Frisco preferred.
Western Union Tel. Oo_...... 89%
New York Central....137

—

——

Omaha preferred.112%
Lake Shore.
116%
Erie. 40%
Northern Pacific preferred. 96%

Common. 61%

•*

89%
136%
112

116%
40%
96%
61%

Pacific Mail....
Northwestern common..,.149%
Northwestern preferred.172
C. B. & Quincy......
St Paul common...124yg
96
St. Joseph prelerred.
Illinois Central.138%
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Michigan Central.10o%
Mo. K. & Texas. 40
Nor. & Western preferred.
Louis & Nash. 75%
Rich. & Dan.122
Cen. Pacific. 94%
Texas Pacific... 61%
St. Paul preferred.
138%
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

Watertown Cattle market*

Watertown,|Aug. 16—Beef Cattle—receipts

866

head; demand not improved; country stock moves
slowlv; gales choice at 10 60@10 76; extra 10 00@
10 50; first quality at 8 00@9 00; second quality
at 6 00@6 7o; third qualtiy 4 50@5 60.
Store Cattle—Work Oxen $)* pair at $100@$275;
Milch Cows and Calves at $20®$48: Farrow Cows
$16@$34; Fancv Cows $507> $76; Yearlings $10®
$15; two years old $16@$28;three years $30®$45.
Swine—Receipts 8.999; Western fat Swine, lire,
8@9; Northern dressed hogs 10%.
and Lambs—Receipts 6785 head; sales of
Sheep in lots at 2 60@5 00 each; extra at 6 50®
6 00, or 3@6%c ^ lb; Spring.Lambs at 6@7%
lb; \eal Calves at 3@7%.

"Sheep

P

Chicago Live Stock market*

(By Telegraph.)
Chicago, Aug. 15.—Hogs—Receipts 12,000 head;
shipments 4100 head; market weak with ail but
best grades 6@10c lower; mixed 7 66@8 30 heavy
at 8 35@8 90; light at 7 60@8 35: skips at 4 16
@7 50.
Cattle—Receipts 3.50 ; shipments 2500; market
weak; exports at 7 25@7 76; good to choice shipping at 6 o0@7 00; common to fair at 4 50@6 00;
stockers and feeders at 3 00@4 26; dairy calves
12 00@14 60 ^ head; range slow; half breeds and
Americans at 4 26@5 60; Texans strong at 3;60
@4 76.
Sheep—Receipts 1600 head; shipments 100 head:
market 26c lower; common to fair at 300@3 60;
medium to good 3 60@4 25; choice to extra 4 30
@4 75.
_

New York

Stock and

money market.

(By Telegraph.)
New York. Aug. 15—Evening.
Money loaned
up from 4 to 7 down to 5, and closed at 8 bid;
at
mercantile
paper
6%@6%. Exchange
prime

steady at 486% ror long 489 for short. Governments firm and % higher for 4s and unchanged for
State bonas dull.
4%s and extended 6s and os.
Railroad bonds dull and generallv a fraction higher.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 388,000 shares.
The following are to day’s closing quotations erf
Government securities:
United States 6s, ex...101%
United States 5’s ext. ..101%
United States new,4% s, reg.113%
United States new, 4%’s coup.,*,..114%
United States new, 4’s,
United States new, 4’s, coup.119%
Pacific 6’sof 95..130

reg..t?..119%

DtBMtlc market*.

[(By Telegraph.)
York, Aug. 16 -Evening.—Flan r market
grades under 5 00 firm; snpe'fine and No 2 a
shade better; all others heavy and rather easier to

purchase:

demand li moderate.
Receipts Flour 20,768 bbls; exports 6,516 bbls;
sales 17,600 bbls; No 2 at 2 75@3 76; 8uperftnt
Western and State 3 60®4 75; common^ »good ext
Western and State 4 66@5 20; good to exoioe Weather extra at 6 20®8 26; common to choice White
Whe*t Western extra 7 00@8 00; fancy do at 8 10
@8 60; common to good extra Ohio at 4 66@T 60;
common to choice extra St. Lous at 4 75@8 25;
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 2t>®8 60; ohoioe to
doable extra 8 60@8 75; 2,800bbis City Mill extra
800 bbls No 2 at 2 75®
at 6 90@ 6 00 for W I;
3 76; 700 Superfine at 3 50®4 75;
800 bbls low
extra at 4 66®4 90;|6,800 bbls Winter Wheat extra 4j76@8 60; 4900 bbls Minn extra at 4 75@
8 75; Southern unchanged.
Wheat—receipts 229,300 bush: exports 362,064 bush; cash lots %@%; options %@% lower,
rather more doing for export in No 2 Red; speculative trading only moderate, closing steady at %@
% above the lowest rates; sales 2,166,000 buan,
including 371,000 bush on soot; No 2 Spring
nominal; ungraded Red at 1 OOigl 14%; steamer
3 do 1 04%; No 3 Red 1 10% ; steamer No 2 do
1 12; No 2 Red 1 12%@1 13; certificates 113%
@1 14 de-livered; No 1 Red at 1 17: No 1 White
6000 at 116.
Ry« firm at 78@80o for State
and Canada.
Barley dull. Malt steady. Cera
—%®% lower and less active; export trading dull;
speculation limited and closing weak at about the
lowest prices; receipts 17,176 bush; exports 400
bush; sales 644,00<) bush, including 56,000 bush
on spotjungraaed at 86%c; No 2 at 87; store 88%
delivered: No 2 White at 1 00; ungraded White at
95;No 2 for August at 86%@86%c, closing at

86%e; September 86%@86%, closing 86%; Oct.
85%@b6%c, closing 85%c; November at 81%
®81%c, closing at 81 %c; year at 78%®78%,
closing at 78%. tint* on spot %@lc higher; options opened %@lc better, but subsequently lost
the advance and declined %@%c, closing firmer
aga n; receipts 88,722 bush, exports-bush; sales
784.000 bush; No 3 at 62c: No 2 at56@65%c;
No 1 at 55%c, old No 2 Chicago at 66c; Southern
51@52; Mixed Western at 65®60c; do White at
70@80c; Mixed State at 60@65c; White do at 76
@78c; including 385,000 bush No 2 for August at
63%@65; 166,000 for September at 45%@47%;
110.000 tor October at 46% @46%; 60,000 for
November at 46; 50.000 all the year at 44% @45%
staigar entirely nominal; refined weak; White Ex
0 8%@8%; standard A at8%c; Confec. A 8%c
at

powdered 9%@9%c; granulated 9%@9%;
loaf9%c; crushed 9%c; mould at 9@9%.

cut
Jlolaeutr* quiet,
Petroleum dull; united at 59%.
sales 20,000 lbs at 8%@8%.
Tallow firm;
Pork very dull; sales 100 new mess on spot at
22 00; August at 21 55@2170; September at
21 70. Lard heavy aua a shade lower: speculation dull with a fair export business; sales 1660
prime steam on spot at 12 77%@12 82%; 70
city steam 12 40; refined for Continent at 12 95.
Batter stronger; State at 18@27%; Western 16
Cheese very firm on
Creamery 26@2«%.
do State factojy at 6@11%,
Freights to Liverpool firm; Wheat ^ steam 4%.

f;26:

Chicago.

Aug., 16.—Flour dull. Wheat gener-

ally lower; regular at 1 02 for August; for Sept.
98Va: foi October 97%; 97%c for all year; No 2
Red Winter 1 02% for cash; 1 02% for August:
102% for Sept.; No 3 at 99%; No 2 Chicago
spring 104%. Oorn lower at 77yg@77% casn;
77% for August; 76%@76%c for Sept; 76%c
Oats higher at
for October; 72%c for November.
44% c for cash; 41% for August; 36%@36%c for
September, 35%c for October; 36 for November;
Rye weaker at 67%c. Barley strong for future*
at 91 for Sept.; 90 for October. Pork lower at
21 2i'@21 25 cash and August; 21 17%@21 20 for
September; 21 30@2142% for October; 19 50
all the year. Lard easier at 12 30@12 32% for
cash and August: 12 32%@12 36 for September;
1^ 42%@12 45 for October; 12 37% for November. Bulk meats weak; shoulders 9 60; short rib
13 10: short clear 13 36.

Wheat was
At tne afternoon call of the. Board,
lower; regular at 1 01% for August; 98%@98%
for Sept; 97%@97%c for Oct; 98c for November;
No 2 Red Winter 102% for Aug.; 1 01% for
September; 1 00 for Oct.; 99Va for all year; No 2
Chicago Spring at 106 for August; 98%@98%
Corn generalfor Sept.. 97%®97% for all year.
lv lower at 77@77% August; 75%cfor September;
lor
all
for
Oats quiet
Oct; 67%c
year
7~6%®75%
at 41% for Aug.; 36% for Sept.; 36% for Oct.;
Pork lower at 2116; for Sept
36 for all year.
2127%; for October 19 42%. Lard lower at
12 30 for September; 12 40 for October; 12 17%
@12 25 for all year.
Receipts—7,600 bbls Hour, 61,000 bush wheat,
158,000 bush oorn, 105,000 bush oats, 65,000 bust
rye, 540 bosh barley.
Shipnients-8,000 bbls Hour, 140,000 bush wheat,

bush oorn, 27,000 bush oats, 14,000 bush
els rye. 000 bush barley.
ST. Louis, Ang. 16—Flour steady. Wheat higher;
No 2 Red Fall 96%@97c for cash; 97 %c for
August; 98c for September; 99c for October; 1JOO
Corn steady
for November; No 3 at 92%^,93%c.
77Va@77%c cash; 76% bid for August; 7b%@
for
Oct.;
76% for Sept: 72%@72%c
|66%c for
November. Pork dull at 2140 bid for cash and
Lard
nominally unchanged.
July.
Receipts— 7,OOU|Dbis dour, 141,000 bush wneav,
30,000 ,dusii corn, 00,000 bu*hjoats,0,000bash rye,
0,000 bush barley.
Shipments-14,000 bblsgfiour, 95,000 bush wheat,
16,01 O bush corn, 00,000 bush oats, 00.0C0 both
Bariev, O.OoO bush rye.

49,000

ukruun
Aug. iu.—wheat uucnangea; no
White, new, 1 07 bid for cash; old nominally at
1 16. for August 1 06; for Sept 1 03A*; for 0«to.
her 1 03Vfo; for November 1 04; No 2 Red for Au
gust at 1 04V».
Receipts 2,233 bush; shipments 25,694 bnsh.

New Orleans, Aug. lo.—Ootton is quiet;

Mid

dllng uplands 12%e.

Mobile, Ang. 15.—Ootton is quiet; Middling ui12%c.
Savannah, Aug. 16 -Ootton steady; Middling up-

lands

lands at 12o.
Memphis, Aug. 16.—Dott-.n
lands at 12Vio.

s:oady; Middling

up-

__

finr«p«..n

IInr-ru.

By Telegrapn..
London, Aug. 16>-Consols 9911-16.
Liverpool, Aug. 16-12.80 P.M-Ootton market
Arm; Uplands at 7Vsd; Orleans at 7 6-10d; sales
12,000 bales; speculation and export 2,000 bales;
futures quieter.

rKESS.

THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 16.
FOR GOYERNO

FREDERICK

ROBIE.

REPRGNKNTATIVEN TO €ON«RE«»

THOMAS B. REED,
NELSON D1NGEEY, JR.,
CHAHLBS A. BOETEEEE,
SETH E. MILUKEE
IVOIMWATION

COUNTIf

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
on; Wil
Senators-WJ’lU'n D. Penaell, Lew
Uaw D. Eoak, Durham.
Wesley Maxwell,
County Commissioners—J.
Webster; R. C. Boothby. Livermore.
Sheriff—Hillman Smith. Lewiston.
Clork of Courts—Isaac W. Hanson, Poland.
Register of Deeds—Silas Sprague, Auburn.
Csunty Attorney—Albert R. Savage, Auburn.
Cousiy Treasurer—Alcander F. Merrill, Lewiston.

Somerset Reporter: The question naturally arises whether Fusion party leaders
and Fusion organs have any Interest in the
welfare of farmers. They are opposed to a
protective tariff and they are just now very
industriously sneering at the effort that has
been made to restore the tariff on hay to 20
per cent., and as industriously engaged in

bringing out Us full vote. But, it
should be remembered, with the earnest
support of the straight Greeubackers, in Sep-

tool” of the man it has previously stigmatized in terms equivalent to robber, etc.

done without injury, would be the happiest event of
their lives. Then she would have instead of a disfig-

Concord Monitor: Mr. Eeed of the 1st
District has made for himself by his skill on
the floor of the House as a parliamentarian,
as well as by his readiness and tact as a forensic debater, a national reputation. His
constituents will see that he is returned by a
handsome majority.

ured and marred countenance,

succeed in

tember of 1880 the Fusionists cast less than
two hundred votes more than the

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Senators Charles McLaughlin, Portland; Tohiis
Leid, Standish; A. F. Nutting, Otisfleld;; Stephen
J. Young, Bruuswick.
Sheriff:—Beniamin True, Pownal.
Treasurer—.James M. Webb, Westbrook.
Register of DeedB—Leauder E. Cram, Baldwin.
County Attorney—Ardon W. Coombs. Portland.
Clerk of Courts—A Ivan A. Dennett, Portland.
Commissioners—William L. Prince, Cumberland;
Henry Nutter, Cape Elizabeth.
Senators
Waterville.

five hundred votes. In November of that
year Solon Chase, the father of the Greenback party, led out from the Fusion camp
with flying
over four thousand voters, who

George E. Weeks.Augusta;

F. E.

Heath,

Stevens, Belgrade.
Sheriff—George
Attorney—William T. Haines, Waterville.
Treasurer—Mark Rollins, Albior.
K.

Commissioners—George

H.

Andrews, Monmouth;

C. M. Weston, Belgrade.
Register of Deeds—P. M. Folger, Augusta.g

Plaisted;
against this,
with the gratifying harmony in the Republican ranks already adverted to in lieu of the
divisions by which they failed of success two
years ago through lack of one hundred and
twenty-five votes, there can be no doubt
among intelligent observers of passing events
that a triumphant victory will this year be
the reward of the earnest work the Republicans are putting into the canvass.
The Fusiomsts clearly apprehend this fact.
They are sufficiently sagacious to read the
handwriting upon the wall, as reflected upon the political horizon.
Hopeless of gen-

plurality

OXFOBD COUNTY.

Senators—James W. Clark,? Andover; Eckley T
Stearns, Lovell.«
Commissioners—Geo. F. Hammond,Paris; Frank
Y. Bradley, Fryeburg.
Clerk of Courts—Albert S. Austin, Dixfleld.
Attorney—James S. Wright, Paris.
Treasurer—Jarvis C. Marble, Paris.
Sheriff—Jordan Stacy, Porter.
PENOBSCOT.COUNTY.
Senators—John L. Cutler, Bangor; Sam’l Libby*
Or one; Thomas H. Wentworth, Brad ford jJPhilip
Wilson, East Newport.
Commissioners—J. Peakes, Charleston; William
L. Scribner, Springfield.
Treasurer—B. B. Thomas, Hampden.
Sheriff—E. H. How, Newport
Attorney—C. M. Appleton, Bangor.
Rlerk ef Courts Charles F. Swett, Bangor, j
Register of Deeds—John T. Bowler, Bangor.
Register of Probate—Ambrose C. Flint.

inaugurate anti-Republican
movements under the guise of so-called
Temperance or Independent organizations,
they are as a last resort driven to a despicable mode of guerilla warfare on the part of
their candidates in the hope of here and
there, by the gracious favor of Republicans,
electing a candidate on State or county ticket that the inevitable defeat of their general
ticket may not be absolutely overwhelming
attempts

WALDO COUNTY.

Morrill; Alfred E

Hickereon of gwanville.
Clerk of Courts—Tiles ton Wadlin of Northport.
Sheriff—L. C. Morse of Liberty.
Register of Deeds—James Pattee of Belfast.
Attorney—Ruel W. Rogers of Belfast.
Treasurer—Sherburne Sleeper of Belfast.
Commissioners—»J. H. Klliman of Prospect; Samuel Kingsbury of Waldo.
Eve XT

regular

Accordingly, from their candidate for
Governor (who hopes to be the successor of
Wm. P. Frye in the United States Senate,
and will struggle for that prize at whatever
cost to his associates on the party ticket) to
the nominee for the most insignificant place
In the political grab-bag they have made up,
the Fusion battle-cry from this time forward
in the campaign is to be, “Each for himself,

attache of the Press is furnished

Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel mauageie
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credent ials
of every person claiming to represent our Journal.

oases

Aon bat

ad

BDonymoui

letters and oomiuun

and address of the writ
indispensable, not necessarily for
The

tattoas.
all

re

as a

arc ;u

name

let who will take the hindermost.” In furtherance of this plan earnest personal ap-

ublica

guaranty of good faith.

We cannot undertake to return

munications that,

are

or

peals will be made to Republicans upon one
pretence and another, In the hope of here
and there alienating a Republican voter
from ths army corps to which he owes fealty

com-

preserve

not used.

PRESS.

and undivided support.
Such a mode of warfare is not well-calculated to restore harmony among the Fusion-

ists; but,

AUGUST

day thereafter,; on receipt; of order
untiUnd including SEPTEMBER 18th, for
7th,

or

any

FIFTY

CO.,

ME NTS.

the same

D,

malice.

at

HON. NELBON UCNGLEY AH.
will apeak at

them

25.

HON. W73. MCKIIVLEV, OHIO,*
will speak at
Bi44«ford, Tuesday, Aug. 22.
JLittery, Wednesday, Aug. 23.
Berwick, Thuifday, Aug. 24.
lacaarappA, Friday, Aug. 25.
Brunswick, Saturday, Aug. 26.

beaten.

every
Cor-

that needs

campaign of 1880. At a Bangor
meeting Ladd said: “Fellow mechanics if
the Fusion party prevails in the contest,
your labor will be worth $3.00 per day, and
in the

if you will ceme down to my store I will
give you flour for $4.00 per barrel.” The
following week in a speech at Fort Fairfield

“Fellow farmers, if the Fusion party prevails in this contest, I will give
you $2.00 per bushel for all the wheat you
Now as it takes
can deliver at my store.”
over five bushels of tv heat to make a barrel
of flour, evidently Mr. Ladd would have
done a losing business. This kind of talk
is on a line with bis slanderous statements
regarding Senator Frye.
Mr. Ladd said:

the attention of the voters of
question of the differences between him and hi3 Council is a confession of
inability to meet national issues. It is an
artful dodge, but will hardly be successful.
Republicans will be found at all times quite
ready and able to discuss State politics, but
they are nevertheless determined to press
to confine

Maine to the

upon the public attention the vital national
session

The Post is

Fusion Leaders.

(Lewiston

Journal.

the Governor and Council over two apNow it seems to me, while this
issne need not be overlooked, that there are
other and graver matters that are thereby overlooked. I used to vote the Democratic ticket
in Maine, but when I went South and observed
the methods employed by the Democrats there
tween

pointments.

to perpetuate minority rule, I oould aet with
the Democrats no longer. I reside in Arkansas, and if we could get our votes counted the
Republicans would carry the State this year.
There are several Southern States which
wonld vote Republican, were not the Democrats in control. In my own State the Democratic Governor is a defaulter in a large amount
and the Democratic State Government is corrupt. When I come North and appeal to my
old Democratic frienus to protest against this
sort of thing, which is turning the South over
to an autocracy and imperilling our most sacred principles, I am cooly confronted with the
remark that the issne in Maine is not Republican or Democratic, but whether the State is in
danger becanso a Republican Council, acting
on their constitutional
right, has declined to
confirm two of Gov. Plaisted’s nominees.”
We think our Southern friend is quite right.
Gov. PJaisted’s letter of acceptance is almost
wholly devoted to a labored defence of his partisan course in the matter of nominations, and
to criticising the Council for exercising its constitutional privileges. Out of about one thousand nominations the Council has confirmed ail
save two, where vacancies have occurred—and
in these two cases the Council were practically
invited to endorse the State steal by rebuking
an upright Democratic Judge, in the one inotnor,

ox

suppianung

United States Senatorship awaiting the ac'
tion of the Legislature, it is but natural that
national questions should come to the fore,
and all the turning and twisting of the Fusionists and all their clamor about petty
State questions will not free them from
their responsibility for the conduct and tendencies of their party in the na.iun.

Reed of Maine.
professional reformer; that is to say, he does not
go about the highways and byways proclaiming
himself as such and by indorsing erery project
of the doctrinaires and the lah-de-dahs, proving himself a hypocrite and a humbug of the
first water; but he is nonetheless a genuine,
straight-out reformer of the President Arthur
■tripe, a reformer who dares to do right and to
talk right at all times and in all places. By
his veto of the River and Harbor bill, President Arthur proved himself a true reformer.
On Saturday Mr. Reed demonstrated his right
to the same title, now alas! so frequently
abused. At the request of his sick colleague,
Mr. Lindsey, Mr. Reed undertook to persuade
the House to take up and pass the Senate bill
to authorize the construction of a public building at Augusta, Maine. A single objection
would prevent the consideration of the measure. Mr. McKenzie, of Kentucky, seeing an
opportunity to make a point for himself, said
he would not object if he could have action
also on hi bill for a public building at Owensboro’. Whereupon this colloquy ensued:
Mr. Reed—I do not think the gentleman
from Kentucky ought to make that request to
a

us.

Mr. McKenzie—The objection to the request
which I made came from gentlemen on that
side of the Heuse.
Mr. Reed—I certainly have not objected.
Mr. McKenzie—Then will the gentleman
permit the bill to which I have referred to be
taken up for consideration.
Mr. Reed—I will say this to the gentleman,
that I would not, for the sake of all the public
buildings erected in Maine or elsewhere, mortgage my views in this manner upon any sub-

Journal: The Herald corresMaine has found a poetical
pondent
Greenbacker, who can capture more votes
than everybody else in the State. After
reading a sample of his poetry, the following
extract from the Denver Tribune Primer
Boston

in

the fact

Lowei.l Courier: Apropos of
that Mr. Dane, of Kennebunk, one of the
Fusion candidates for Congress in Maine, is
president of a national bank, this stanza
from a popular fusion campaign song will

seems

be found interesting:

|

appropriate:

“Here we have a Greenbacker. He seems
Troubled about Sometning. He is troubled
about the National Debt. He is Grieving because the Country ot his Nativity owes one
Billion Dollars. The other Man around the
Corner is a grocery Man. He, too, is Troubled,
but he is not Worrying about the National
Debt. Oh, no. He is worrying about the one
Dollar and Forty cents the Greenbacker owes
him.”

kinds,

various

or

handsome,
a

to do

clear pure skin,

features are, has

failure of measures, doss not excuse individual members of the opposition from answering for their respective constituencies.—The
New Age (Fusion).
Democrats in Congress, a majority of them
voted with the majority of the Republicans to
override the President’s veto, and carry out
this grand scheme of plunder. That the party
responsibility is with the Republicans does cot
relieve Democratic Senators and Congressmen
of their individual responsibility in the premises; nor does it relieve the Democratic party of its duty in dealing with its faithless and
recreant representatives. The Republican party should be deprived of its control of Congress
by the people and every recreant Democrat in
Congress should be retired to private life at the
earliest possible opportunity, and his place
tilled with one who will be true to his trust
and faithfully serve the party and the people.
—New Hampshire Patriot (Democratic).
The above extracts are from two leading
Democratic papers. If the spirit of these articles be observed by the Democratic party of

or
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The Great Healing

one

EVERY ODY WAISTS

Remedy.

r

Safes in Vault, $10 to $75 per year.
at moderate rates.
circulars or information, address
WIMilAUI SWEAT, Sec’y au«l Treaa.,
S7 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

J

hopes

in

getting

all these troubles.

In

as

■^The Gold

>.

the skin white, soft and smooth, removes
tan and freckles, and is the best toilet dressing in

readeis should bo

Onr

nal treatment.

and

e.—The author may bo

some

fairly

was

won

Exchange

to

jT

Xov22eodtaugl3

fNK88 GAUDS.

Briggs,

Herbert G.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICTOR
—

W. H. PARKER, M. D.

or

4 S5n;fl5sc?» St., Boston, iUass.
consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience.

—

get

COMMENCING

OF

—

SATURDAY, JULY 2918, 1882.
Tho Eastern Steamboat Co. will until further norun a Special Steamer, leavii g Bath at 7.10 1*.
er ou arrival of train on M. C. R. R., leaving
Portland at 6.15 P. M., landing at Mouse, Capitol,
and Squirrel Islands and Ocean Peint.

tice

M.,

RETURNING MONDAY MORNING.

Me.

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland,

Leaving Boothbay at 4.30 A M., and making
landings, connecting with train leaving Batn
6.65 A. M., and arriving in Portland 8.36 A. M.
Fare Round Trip From Porllaad,SI.T5»

same

at

Saturday nightN and back Monday*
Fare other trip* 84.30.
eodtiilSepl
aug4

down

only.

BARRISTER AND ATTORNEY AT LAW,

TOWELS.

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

IVOTARV PPBEIC Ac.,

Canada.

Ontario,

Belleville,

-IN THE-

in all parts
Collections made on reasonable terms
aug7dbm
of Canada, and promptly remitted.

TO-DA y

HAS OFTEN BEEN MADE

IVe shall sell

by the discovery of some new thing, but nothing
bas ever stood the test like Dr. C. W. Benson’s
Celery and Chamomile Pills.
They really do euro sick headache, nervous head-

a

largo lot

good

of

Mutual

pure

LINEN HUCK TOWELS.

ache, neuralgia, nervousness, sleeplessness, indigestion, paralysis, and melancholy.
PriceJ>0 cents per box, two for $1, six for $2.50
by mail, postage free.-Dr. C. W. Benson, BaltiSold by all druggists.
0. N. Crittenton, New York, is wholesale agent
or Dr. C. W. Benson’s remedies
MW&Flm
jyl7

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

STEPHEN BERRY,

One lot at $2.00 per dozen; one lot at $2.50 per dozen. As these
goods are actually worth 50 cents per dozen more than we ask at retail, the quantity will be limited to one dozen for each purchaser.

more, Md.

Sccb, Job

ami

(qomI ffi'mdehf

Better th

au9

00*

&

MOORE

OWES,

premium pays

a

about

SVi per cent. In-

terest.

Better than the Savings Bank,

GrET THE BEST.

BAILEY & NOYES
Exchange Street, Portland,

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rheumatic Gout,
General Debility, Catarrh, and all disorders caused
by a thin and impoverished, or corrupted, condition of the blood: expelling the blood poisons from
the system, enriching and renewing the blood, and

Four per cent.

Government Bond,

dtt

SARSAPARILLA

na

Hrr+mt.

Ha. 37 Plum

Whioh at

AYER’S
cures

which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
deinterest, from which you may withdraw your
It Is easier
or neglect to make it.
posit at any time,
to make money than to save it.

Better than Tontine Poli-

cies in other Companies

LAMSON,

vitalizing power.
long period of unparalleled usefulness,
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has proven its perfect
adaptation to the cure of all diseases originating in
poor blood aDd weakened vitality. It is a highly
its

as

shown

by comparison

of results.

a

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,

Results Accomplished.
THE NORTHWESTERN has paid

concentrated extract of Sarsaparilla and other
blood purifying roots, combined with Iodide of
Potassium and Iron, and is the safest, most reliable, and most economical blood-purifier and bloodfood that can be used.
Inflammatory Rhehoiatigm Cured.
“Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has cured me of the Inflammatory Rheumatism, wtih which I had suffered
for many years. Durham, la., Mch, 2, 1882. W.
M. Moore.”
“Eight years ago I had an attack of Rheumatism

Are tbeiGeneral Agents for New
States for

JMEjEDt.

POH.TLAMB,'

that t could not move from the bed, or
I tried several remedies without much, if any relief, until I took Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, by the use of two bottles of which I was
completely cured. I have not been troubled with
the Rheumatism since. Have sold large quantities
of your Sarsaparilla, and it still retains its wonderful popularity. The many notable cures it has
effected in this vicinity convince me that it is the
best blood medicine ever offered to the public.
E. F. Harris.”
River St., Buck land. Mass., May 13, 1882.

England

LIDEM & SOS’S

eo<ltf

Dr. Wilson will return to
Boston, August 18.

severe

And the Celebrated

Guide for Physicians and popular
Lecturer, from Boston late of Loudon,

Author of the

Mutual Insurauce Co.

“Last March I was so weak from general debility
that I could not walk without help. Following the
advice of a friend, I commenced taking Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, and befere I had used three, bottles I felt as well as I ever did in my life, I have
beea at work now for two months, and think your
Sarsaparilla the greatest blood medicine in the
James Maysakd.”
world.
520 West 42dSt., Ncic York, July 30,1882.
Ayer.b Sarsaparilla cures Scrofula and all
Scrofulous Complaints, Erysipelas, Eczema, Bingworm, Blotches, Sores, Boils, Tumors, and Eruptions
of the skin. It clears the blood of all impurities,
aids digestion, stimulates the action of the bowels,
and thus restores vitality and strengthens the whole
system.
PREPARED BY

!2is stay is Limited.

NEW YORK

OF

AGAINST

INSURE

England.

In his Parlors has successfully treated] G25 ralients within the last two months}

RISKS

MARINE

vested in the most productive and solid securities of the oountry) have earned the past ten
an
years above paying all expenses and taxes,
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

cent, reserve is

PIANO FORTES
These Instruments are First-Class,
and will be sold at Lower Prices than
can be obtained elsewhere, for Cash, or
on Easy Installments if desired.

NOYES

soon as

Premiums

Portland, Maine.

D. W. Fessenden,
V. Holt Boothby,
Portland..

Marine Risks from 1st
1881, to 31st December,

LORING, SHORT & HARJIO.V

January

1881* f.!.$4,030,487

10

1,587,534

47

So,027,021

57

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1881.
Total Marine Premiums..

T. T. MERRY,
State

AUGUSTA HEALFS

TONIC CORDIAL

-IN THE-

aged, sufferers fr#m Headache,Vertigo, Paralysis, Epilepsy,
Hysteria, Convulsions, Sleepness-

An-

Y.

W. E.

Ok l). Kennedy, Rondout,
Dear Sir:—until witliiu a recent due I had for
.eral years suffered greatly from gravel, called by
.he doctors the Brick-dust Sediment. For about a
oft'
past this sediment has not
yem
causin the usual quantity, but has
ing me untold pain. Having heard of “Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy, I tried it in my case and after
usleg about one and one-half bottles, I voided a
stone from the Bladder, of an oval shape, 7-16 of
1 send you
all inch long, and rough on its surface.
the .argest piece that you may see of what it is comno
felt
pain. I now
iposcJ. Since then I have
consider myself cured,and cannot oxpress my thanka
for
so
deliverance
signal
fulness and gratitude
Irom a terrible disease. You have my consent to
to do so, for the
use this letter, should you wish
uenelit of other sufferers.
Yours truly,

passed
accumulated,

W. BAKER &

480

NO.

and others

GREENE

dc

THF.

board of Directors
andPchoo.ingorder
of the Directors.
a

war
year.

[

Per
Jreru

August 1.1882

43 COIUnEBCHL STREET.
dim*

jylSdtf

July 15.1882.

icot

Thirty three feet|long,

'*7<7'T31tXjKA.1r*.X>,

ASKING

CO.

ANNUAL MEETING of tie SiocUholders
of tne Dexter a*d Newport Railroad Company,
in I’cnobwUl be held at the Tow* Hall in Dexter, of
Septem.
Couniy, on Wedne.day th, sixth day
fur the
in
tbe
forenoon;
ber 188i, atl0o’cl.ck
the report of the Directors
nurDOse of hearing

eleven feet

J3F-FUII particulars in our pamphlet, which wo desire to
seojtreo by mail to every one. IJSr-The Specific Methciae <•
sold by all drueip.ta at <1 per psclnge, or six packagee forW
or will bo scat free by mail ou receipt of the money, oy
addressing
the GRAY MEDICINE OO.,
No. 106 Mala Street, Bcftalo, N. Y.
291 Congress St,
iijf Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, Sts.
Congress sad Orstn

aaSffbmio V stone, cor.
*ug29dlyr

GKATEFTL-COJIFOKTING.

For Sale.

one-halif

Acre of

Laud

story Honse
A TWO
situated in Dcering, between Morrill’s
to C. EiVl’LUMMEE,
and

for the ensuing

JOSIAH CltOSBY, Clerk.

Allen’s Corner.
Exchange St.

aug2dl»w3u-W

j

Apply

COCOA

EPPS’S

BREAKFAST.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural lawa
which govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save ns many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built np
nntil strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal Bhaft by keepblood and a
ing ourselves well fortified with pure
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
or
milk. Sold in
Made simply with boiling water
tins only (%-ib and lb), labeled.
CO., Domceopathic
JAMES* EPFS &
Chemist*, London, England.
nov29
Tu,S&wlyr49

BUCKINGHAM HOTEL,
FIFTH-AVENUE

&

FIFTIETH 8T.

(Opposite Cathedral,)

epidemics.
IT

IS

HOME

A

ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
continuance, and is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most iutt
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.
Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to tne sum insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow
ment.

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.
OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our death

claims

promptly

upon their

approral by

Pre-idem.
JOHN E. DE WITT.
DANIEL SHARP. Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
NICHOLAS DeGROOT, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

FERRIS,
Manager for Maine and New Hampshire
J. F.

JAMES A. ANDERSON,
R. EMMERTON
Portland.

and
11J

aulBulm

Special Agt.,

JONES,

Agent for

_oo

dtf

ELEGANT

TABLELAMPS
With hcaatinl Pottery
Centre*.

heatmost ap-

Limoges,
Longwy,

Japanese,

Sarreguemines
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.
Fined complete with the

Ordinance isolating to Deposit of
Waste Matter on Streets.

a

In the
hereby given that the deposit of ashstreets, (except in properorreceptacles)
or any
water,
waste
dirty
sweenines of shops,

NOTICE

the loss

committee, without waiting the customary ninety

days—and without rebate of interest!

conducted on the
European plan, patronized by the best families of
Europe and America, with a restaurant of unsurpassedeoccellence and at reasonable

es

COMPANY.

All nolicie
POLICIES!
INCONTESTIBLE
issued after Not. 16,1881, are incontestible after
the
three years from the date of
policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatement of age.

4»c3

the

<■

ness and professional men all orer the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, haring
no stockholders to take the lion’s share of the profits. Mutual companies nerer fall.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIES in force, and is therefore sure of a fair arer
age mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by

ventilation,

on

Mtab-

HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organisation, paying erery honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, haring gained
an established character for liberality by many
years of fair dealing with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest Insurance authorities and the most prominent busi-

WET HERB EE Sc FILLER, Proprietors.
Strangers will here find excellent accommodations
at reduced prices during the summer months.
This new and elegant house is very centrally located for the reception of guests, either permanent
It is charmingly situated, being a
or transient.
central point amidst the mest fashionable residences,
churches, &c.,&e.; near the Grand Central Depot,
■Within three minutes walk of the elevated roads
and Madison Avenue cais. The
ing and plumbing are arranged
proved principles. The hotel is

been

IT

or

the indulgence of their patrons, have
agreed to close their places of business during the mombs of July and August of the present
year on Monday of each week at t—elv. o’clock M,
to remain closed for the remainder of that day.
M. F. KING.
C. B. CONANT.
J. H. LAMSON.
C. W. HEAKN.

Dcxter & Newport R. B.

FOB SALE.

Exchange St.,

The Undersigned Photographers
of Portland,

Jyl2

recoivo and register the
]un!3dtf

8

BARBOUR,

y24

Street

Congress

nryEH

schools,

House Wharf,

O. 0".

needing any think
will
in the line of BOOTS AND SHOES,
Peofind it advantageous to call at the
ple’s Shoe Store,

*u
wellQuanneu toiuscruvu
on Free
the third story of the Fraternity biuldiag,
5th
at
be
July
half-past
will
opened
street and
till the
seven in the morning, continuing daily
in the autumn.
The
opening of the public schools
and
school will he free to boys in the public will
do well
use of tools,
the
learn
to
those wishing
Free street aud ento call at once at the rooms on
roll their names, as but a limited number can lie acMr. Wood Mil Is dally in 1 tendance

uatom

FOR SALE BY

TOTOFRISTS AND TRAVELERS

T

PRESERVER.

gant

So.

Clearness.

haring

NEW-YORK.

decided advantages over all others on
Sea faraccount of its lightness and compactness.
and others whom business or
bathers
ing men,
this
elehave
should
pleasure load upon the water
“Life Preserver” and prepare for danger.

I.&E.K.

Eng-

I in potency, and all
Diseases that follow
sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and mauys
other Diseases that

dly

LIFE

MW&F&wfim

Tourists

_

Possessing

CO., Dorchester, Mass.

fcb24

tun

No. 6

Sugar,

therefore far more economical.
It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health.
Sold by Uroesrn everywhere.

M

:o

-u28

and iB

BOYS, ATOM!

auglOdtf

or

YOLK CAPITAL.
Thosi'desiring

aralSJSl

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oilhaeheen removed. Ithas three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed

M,W&F&wlm30

YACHT.
breadth,

_

Breakfast Cocoa.
Arrowroot

jylHdlm

n.*.

x

BAKER'S

Starch,

to 9 p.

or EhB

e0(i-m

with

Seminal

given

make money
on small and medium investments
in grain, provisions and stock
speculations, can do S(\by oper■b/BS ating on our plan. From May 1st,
piB&Kv isSl, to the present date, on investments of ft 10.00 to$1,000, cash
profits have been realized and
WT-TFAT
Yf
paid to investors amounting to
several times the original investment, still leaving: the original mvestment making money or payAOU
able n demand. Explanatory circulars and striteme nts of fund >V
W* -.vent responsible
sent free
QTnrifQ
OlUvIiO
r, port on crops
agents, who v
phin* Liberal
and introduce
<•
address,
£& commissions A] MLIIK1AM.
< oin.
FLEMai\«
Mere basil*, Major Block,
Chicago, IB*

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1378.

JAMES ANDREWS.
No. 10 Marshal St., Ida Hill.
medicine which did
the
W hen we consider that
s costs only o: e ,i, liar a
t.ns service for Mr. Andre
oottle it would seem that persons afflicted in like
s vbtue*.
fashion can afford the expense of testin
Get it of your druggist or address lyr.jjavid Kcnne
Fav
t. !tem“Dr.
Kennedy’s
N.
Y,
dy, Rondout,
8lde b* 811 druBgi9t9-

m.

A|l|
^

WOOD, Agent,

an9

persons after

IMCKEASE

9 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

8 J

SCHOONER

from *J a.

Summer.

eonsvuaed.

Troy, N. Y., April 8,1880.

performed of

by the best physicians.
Call and ace him by nil menus.
Dr. tv. prepares bis own ouratives that ben-*
everybody and injure none.
P. S.—If you are satisfied with your physician
Consultations free. Call at
don’t call upon me.
once

Berernge for

Best

well known in New England for the
ho has

it

MARK“,
as a

np to die

Zofdoue is the national Non-Alcoholic
Berernge of Oreat Britain, where over
Ten Million Bottles are now annually

It re by no means a strange thing that Dr Kennedy
should have received the following letter. By read-

at the rooms aud will
names of applicants.

is

manv cures

Rold everywhere in all flrs« class places.

Man.

why James

is a man of culture, of long and largo experience.
He has made more discoveries of the human system
His
than any person living in Europe or America.
books illustrate upwards of three hundred diseases
as never known before.
He fills out charts showing the power and condition of every organ in tho body, to the delight of his
r
patients as it was never done before by ny pby-

NON-ALCOHOLIC.
The

ThaO

TRADE

MEDICINE.

p£‘n?:<i0a AnER TARIRR.
BEFORE TAKim.Si.“
Premature Grave.

WILSON

DR.

eb4dlmteodlltu*w(lw6

Reaction.

Expelled-Long Muttering
Troy’s Best Feople-A Em ily

jljGdSm

C

GRAY’S SPECI

Remedy for Speedy and

a

PORTLAND, MAINE-!

OF

HOUSE.

SHORT &HJM0N.

Permanent Cnre.

Exhilarating and invigorating without

and Bladder

commodated.

Applies

PUEBLE

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
IT IS AN OLD COMPANY,
le hed orer thirty year*.

He never asks hi* patients a question, but examines them and exp ains the easo in all the details of
afflicts them, and
every ache and pain that

8'Dr!' W.

iouesintlie Kidneys
A.

Debility. Kidney Complaints and Constipation,

rape Worm. Removed in Three Hour..
His method of diagnosing disease is marvellously
accurate in description. Superior to all others.

BRIGHT, THIRST ALLAYING,
DIGESTIVE AND TONIC.

mySMW&F&wlynrm

minute

vous

Paralysis heart.

DRSNK__™

and Nervous Prostration. An
invaluable aud certain cure. A
the
peerless nourishment for
brain. Send for proofs of wonderful cures. Buy of your druggist if possible; if not, w'e will
mail it on receipt of price. 50
cents per box; 6 boxes, $2.50.
TH&YER & CO., 13 Temple Place,
ness

one

His specialities arc Consumption, Dyspepsia, Chron
ic Complicated Disease of long standing that defy
the skill of all others, and Female Complaints, Ner-

COnBESPOHDEffT.

the

OPP.

Magnetic and Electric
Physician.

Botanic,

166 FORE ST.

4,1382.

Fab.

Vegetable and Cereal Brain
and Nerve Food for the invalid,
A

WILSON

DR.

MUNCER,

J. W.

UEPHALINE.

ing It you will see in
trews was thankful:

474 Congress St.,

J. D. JONES. Pre.ident,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vioe President
yy, H H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

PORTLAND:

UNION MUTUAL

EW STORE,

After Proof.

home reputafiiou during the
sixteen years that places it at the head of
for the cure of the diseases of
afents
hoiapeutic
<ed of the active portions only of
voiuen. Com*
harmless seeds t»«xd plants, it exerts a healing influence over the female system, and produces satisfactory cures in every form of Chronic Weakness to
Send for valuable pamphlet.
vfiuch it is applied
Letters with stamp answered by lady proprietor.
Buy of druggists, if possible; if not, we will mail
oillson receipt of price. $1.00 per box; 6 boxes,
eg oo Cordial, $1.00 per bottle; 6 bottles, $5.00.
Addross H. F. THAYER & CO., 13 Temple Place,
Boston, Ma«3.
»oa a

INSURE

YOU SHOULD

WHY

Thirty Days

Paid in

Losses

Agent.

jpe23eodtf

40 PER CEUT.

Liquid

AGESTS,

SPECIAL

on

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums I'crininatint; an 1881.

of

ST.,

EXCHANGE

45

113,165,466.40.

Auaress H. Jr.
Boston, Mass.

Endowment Policies
for sale at

The above

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.

water borne.

Interest on Outstanding
Six Per Ccn
Scrip Paid tn and After Feb. 7,1882.

V 2*; GET ABLE

Its policy-holders increase their inin the Northwestern.

—AND—

ASSETS,"

!VnE.

per

SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has dene
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be

dly

jy29

Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
as
open policies to merchants, making risks binding

.ntroduced in 18G4. five years prior to the in• oduction
of any other New England remedy
fi< the same diseases.

as a

4

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

This

Sold by all Druggist®; price §1, six bottles for $5.
eod&wlw
aul4

Or the same Formula

a

$3,022,612.

preferred.

EDiVARD McCAMOS

BAILEY■&

ONLY.

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in-

surance

WII.SON,

ZDjFSL.

$3,300,

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over

PIANO-FORTES

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

ATLANTIC

over

Besides giving in000 matured endowments.
the presurance these policies have returned
miums with 4 to 63/sper cent, compound interest.

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

dress, without help.

Oi ane

ON

Herniation

A

fin*.

dtf

FOR BOOTHBAY

American & Foreign Patents*

EDWARD 0. PONTON,

«1 per package.

sc

CEWTS.

95

Europe.eodtf

on

ju'20

and worthily

Doctor's picture and is for sale by all druggists,

restoring
During

Street.

bottles in

old

A

Prices Paid for

Highest

and exter-

sure

sale at the Ticket Office of Bosto
Maine R. It. for the small sum of

S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent.

83T*A11 basinets relating to Patents promptly and
jnlztf
faithfully executed.

remedy resuscitated on the
success of Dr. Benson’s and now advertised as “The
Great Skin Cure.” There is only one,—it bears the
this and not

Jewelled Medal awarded the author of the Science of Life

Address PEABODY MEDICAL NSTITUTE

sure, perfect and elegant rem“Br. C. IV. Benson's Skin Cure.”

It is elegantly put np, two
package, consisting oi both internal

Round Trip Tickets from Portland to
Biudeford Pool and Return, Including a
trip on Orchard Beach R. K. and the
beautiful Saco River on the favorite
steamer “S. E. Spring,” are now on

or

world, every month, upon receipt of price,

It make3

one

Biddeford Pool.

jyll___

Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
in all the principal Cities of Europe.
Government Bonds and good local securities
bought and sold direct or on commission at the
most favorable rates.

ttefltowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
Thousands of extracts Bimilar to the above could be takeu from the leading journals-litcrary, political,
relixous an 1 scientific—throughout the land.
be obtained elsewhere for
The book is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can
double the price, or the money will be refunded in every instance.
io all part*©! the
Mealed
and
are
sent
until,
securely
poKt.paiu,
by
C'opie*
Tb©u*nnd*

a

the world.

TO

and

given. All troubled with Eczema (salt rheum)
Tetters, Humors, Inflammation, Hough Scaly Eruptions of any kind, Diseases of the Hair and Scalp,
Scrofula, Ulcers, Pimples or Tender Itchings on
any part of the body, should know that there is
edy, known

Middle

218

Self-Preservation, ih the most extraordinary worx on ruyBuuugy ww
Lite,
The Science
or wish to know, but
There i« nothing whatever that the nnrrled or single of either sex can either require
i* invaluable to all who wish for good health.—Toronto Clone,
what is fully explained. In short the book
It
The book for young and middle aged men to v. ad just now is the Science or Life, or Self-Preservation.
is worth many times its weight in gold. —Medical Times.
of
and vitals
disease
The author of the Science ot Life is a noble bone actor. Ife roaches the very roots
ul upon both continents by millions.—
is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is
or

many cases, death is the result. No alleviation of
the burning, heating, itching and inflammation is

hope for them in

J, B. Brown & Sons,
BANKERS,

SEND NOW.

ILLUSTRATED SAMPLE « CENTS.

containing these death-dealing drugs, are taken
of

Keviscd and Enlarged.

cr
on

horrid pimples,” and other blemishes with
which she is afflicted, and this is true of either sex.

rid

eodly

mar 30

Self-Prewervatiou. A (ireat Medical Treatise
Manhood; the Cause and Ulire of Exhausted
Vitality, Nervous and t'hysicol Dfbility, nho on
the Untold Mi*ei ic« arising fromthe Ifixcesac* of Mature Yearn*.
IldO gmtfcs. Royal »**©. The very finest
125 invaluable Prescriptions, for all
steel engravings.
acute ami chronic diseases.
Hound in beam'ful French Muslin, embossed, full gilt,
*5"
/
ill Price only 1.45 by Mail. (New Edition.)

her

certain amount of good looks

“those

of

!

Everybody Speeds It.

IT,

(New.)

258tli Editiou.

which attract every' ody. AS it is now, she imraagines every one sees and talks about “those freckles,”

cles

Copies Sold

More than One Million

Excnrsioii Tickets

gusta, Joseph Dane, lvennebunk.

For

with

matter what the cut of

no
a

DlBEOTOBs. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H. J. Libby,
.Jacob McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noves, If. M. Payson, W. H. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M. Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowliegan, Anson P. Morrill, Au-

Special deposits

that would be

good looking, for any one

Chfirlrreil iu IN73 by Ihe Ee*i.la«r* of
of
iOniae for Ihe SAFE KEEPINfO
VAEPAB1.ES, and Ihe BENTAh
of SAFES in in FIRE and
HPROEAR PROOF
VAPET8.

Rental of

away with which, if it could be

at least

Individual Responsibility of Congressmen for the Passage of the
The theory, however, which holds the majority party to its responsibility for the passage

St., and 12 Temple St.,

c

Probah ly two-tliirds of the ladies in society and
homes of onr land are afflicted with shin diseases of

ject.
Bravely said, Mr. Reed. Would that all
Republican members of Congress were equally
loyal to their principles.

River and Harbor Job.

spacious FCRNITURE U OOMS

our

229 Middle St., and 12 Temple St.

Or. 1 C. AYER & CO,. Lowell, lass,

[Concord Monitor.]

u.

At), 1 f'annol

please PrcienI My Excuses.”

Go-

a lauu-

fal official to reward a State Senator who held
on to a stolen seat in order to help en the
State steal. His Excellency is welcome to all
the capital he can make oat of sach a contest.
The issue between the Governor and Council will bear ventilating, and we have reason
be
that
the
debate
will
to
believe
for
the
a
Fusionists, for
losing one
and Greenmany independent Democrats
to
the
Executive insult
backers resent
the
But
the
fact
that
GovernJudge Libbey.
or is inclined to debate no other issue indicates
how badly handicapped the opposition are. On
such important issues as the State tax on railroads they are dumb < r adverse. On the temperance issue they are as silent as the tomb.
The tariff question is a "local issue.” They
agree this is a great “monopoly” era, but when
you suggest protecting the farmers by restoring the duty on hay, or relieving the tax payers by enforcing the tax on railways, they look
in a northeasterly direction and talk about
Gov. Plaisted’s prerogatives!
About the River and Harbor bill the Fusionists have little to say. On this issue most of
them “wink.” One Maine Fusion paper bravely defends the job. The Fusion position is
well represented by the equivocal and insincere action of Congressmen Ladd and Murch
on this bill.
The great financial and industrial questions will not bear Fusion debate; for
here the two Fusion wings aro not agreed. In
South Carolina a Greenbacker is murdered by
Democrats because his political convictions are
displeasing, and the murderer discharged on a
paltry bail. But when we come to Maine and
disto
the
call the
Fusion
attention
the
franchisement of
majority in sevthe
and
to
eral
States
Southern
unanimous Democratic support of the pretensions of Democrats, never elected, to seats in
Congress—the Maine Fusion leaders divert our
attention and remark that the Executive Council has transcended its constitutional prerogatives in refusing to confirm two of the executive nominations.
We agree with our Souther* friend that
there is such a thing as “proportion in politics”
and that Gov. Plaisted, for purposes obvious to
the most cursory observer, is bent on being the
disciple of disproportion.
The independent voters of all parties in
Maine see through Gov. Plaisted's purposes
and are not to be blinded by chaff.

The Hon. Tom Reed of Maine is not

i’iniplo!

removal from 104 Exchange Street, to

Xom. 229 TIidd

improve this appearance great risks are taken;
arsenic, mercury, or high-sound titled named arti-

me tell you what I mean. I notice, for instance, that in Maine the opposition are making use of but one issue—and that the issue be-

ana in me

[From Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper.]
A Lady Sai

Horrid

our

we are much belter prepared to meet all our old customers
Store formerly ooeupied by Allen S Co., w.
and the general public with a large anil varie a assortment of line, medium and low priced furnitur., and
enabled to offer superior,
as we manufacture all oui Parlor Suits, Chamber Sets and Matures sen, wo are
inducement in these lines. Please give us a call and our prices shall pi use y«u. Square dealings sh ill
bo just what we repit
shall
be enr motto, and you shall receive just what we sell you, and we guarantee
resent it to be. Repairing of al! kiuds executed promptly under our own personal supervision. Mattresses
REDIEiHiteit Tin: HllffiBER
made over to oriler.

_____

“Those

Interfered with

Has not

To

A gentloman residing in the South, formerly
a Democrat in Maine, called at thin office a day
or two since and remarked: I am astonished at
the want of proportion in your politics. Let

stance,

J. 1.
Me.

Portland Safe Deposit Co., Boston & Maine RR.

THE WAR m EGYPT

Pattern and Model Maker.
HABOGB, M from 81., Horllnnit,

hurt be-

a Maine paper is so unfeeling as to refer to Governor Plaisted as “a shyster,”
but it so far recovers as to be able to refer
to a Massachusetts Representative in the
next paragraph but one as “a subservient

Dodging

Book Binders.
WM. A. QBIJICT, Room 11, {Prhuen
Exchange No. Ill Exchange direct.

ac-

cause

The

~

Republican Congress-

for Fusionists to remember,
when their orators declaim against the RivMaine, Mr. Murch and Mr. Ladd will receive
er and Harbor Bill, that the bill could not
a very meagre support
from the party which
have become a law if Congressmen Ladd
nominated them. Both men properly fall unand Murch voted to sustain the Republican
der the censure dealt out in the foregoing artiPresident’s veto, as did Senators Hale and I cles to recreant Congressmen, richly deserving
Frye and Representatives Reed and Dingley. for their neglect of duty to be retired to priBy the way, Congressman Murch’s conduct vate life.
It seems
was very curious to say the least.
that he at first voted to sustain the veto, but
when the bill seemed likely to fail of a passage, he came forward, withdrew his vote
—mm
KjCrf-ua.
.'*Wf!iar
and announced that he was paired with
Congressman Clark of Missouri, who had
been absent for months.
It is well

of Congress, concerning which they have
succeeded in placing the Democrats upon
record. While, therefore, the cheap demagoguery of Plaisted in his quarrel with the
Council will be thoroughly ventilated, the
Democrats may rest assured that their attitude on national questions shall not escape
attention. With four members of Congress
to be chosen on the general ticket and a

“The untaxed bonds they are a curs®,
Pay them when they're due;
The hanks of issue they are worse;
With them we have got through.
With them we have got through my toys,
With them we have got through;
For we have Sbylock on the run,
We are bound to put him through.".

are

Biddefokd Journal: A Bangor gentlewho is well acquainted with Congressman Ladd called on us and the conversation
turning upon Ladd’s speech at Alfred Wednesday, he told us something of his speeches

at

the recent

they

man

Dodging the Issues.
The manifest and conspicuous effort on
the part of Gov. PUisted and his adherents

developed during

issue every vote, and

Plaisted and his associates.

South Berwick, Wednesday, Aug. 16.
Moderation, Thursday, Aug. 17.

issues

that

watching, and the underbrush business is
understood
Governor
pre eminently by

SEThTmILLIEEN
speak

on

Fusion work in the underbrush

HON. JACOB H. EC A, New Hampshire
will speak at
Bast Madison, Monday, Aug. 28.
Atkens, Tuasday, Aug. 29.
Harmony, Wednesday, Aug. 30.
Hartland, Thursday, Adg. 31.
Balmyra, Friday, Sept. 1.
Caa&AR, Saturday, Sept. 2.

will

cam-

to an army, howIt is a confession

respondence from each county in the State,
given in a Maine journal in its Saturday issue, shows that the Republicans are in fine
fighting trim. The queer alliance of political odds and ends opposed to the Republicans ought not to be able to possess itself of
a State like Maine.
In an open fight the
Republicans are sure of success. It is the

at

Seco, Saturday, Aug. 26.
Recklanu, Tuesday, Aug. 20.
Maranocook, Wednesday. Aug. 30.
Belfast, Thursday, Aug. 31.

HON.

A defensive

encouraging

vote must be had or

17.

HON. GEO. B. LORJNG

Portland, Friday, Aug.

is not

Boston Journal:

the

effective it may be.
of weakness, while taking an offensive attitude gives courage. The Maine Republicans seem to have gained the advantage
which follows forcing the fighting. There
is a confident air and an aggressive plan of
action which already give the Republican
canvass the aspect of a victorious movement.
The Fusionists are on the defensive about
the State “steal,” and cannot carry with

will’apeak
•ray, Monday, Aug. 21.

npeak

on

_-

ever

HON. EUGENE HALE

will

advances

undeviating ruajortty—that

Boston Advertiser:

paign

GEN. GBEEN B. KAIJH

•ape Elizabeth, Thursday, Aug.

like

evening of the 11th of September, when we
shall throw out our victorieus party banner,
the jollity of that occasion may not be marred
by the knowledge of the fact that any Republican has allowed his vote to be influenced by petty feelings of personal spite and

HON. Will. F. FBYE
will apeak at
Skewhegan, Thursday, Ang. 17.
Fraaport, Saturday, Aug. 19.
Madias, Thursday, Aug. 24.
Pembroke, Friday, Aug. 26.
Calais, Saturday, Aug. 26.
Houlton, Monday, Ang. 28.
Bridgewater, Tuesday, Aug. 29.
Fort Fairfield, Wednesday, Aug. 30.
will apeak
Phillips, Thursday, Aug. 17.

is

the part of rebel bushwhackers in the
war-time! There must be no aid to the common enemy from Republican quarterst—his
year of all years, the supreme moment in
Maine’s political history! Every name on
the Republican ticket stands for Republican
principles and Republican methods as
against the miserable demagogism and utter
lack of principle of the Plaisted combination. Let the entire ticket be elected by

PORTLAND,{ME.

■ON. TIIOIIAS B. BE
will apeak at
Farming Lou. Monday, Aug. 21.
Llrermore F'alls, Tuesday, Aug. 22.
Waterside, Wednesday, Aug. 2JS.
Portland, Friday, Ang. 25.
Lewiston, Saturday Aug. 26.

contrary, it

on

Address

ASSIG

on

soldier would have resented

CENTS.!

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

the

reasonably
certain to widen the breach already existing
in the ranks of that party. It only remains,
therefore, for Republicans to close up their
lines and earnestly address themselves to
the task of crowning the campaign just
opened with a magnificent victory for the
Republican ticket in its entirety! Let every
Republican spurn with contempt any approaches for aid from individual candidates
on the Fusion ticket, as the faithful Union

The DAILY PKESSwill
be sent from

to

and irretrievable!

a

w* 6e not

and over

eral party success, and unable to conceal
their discomfiture at their utter failure in

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
genater—A. G. Lebroke, Foxcroft.
S.
D.
Sheriff
Millett, Milo.
Jadge of Probate—EIibb J. Hale, Foxcroft.
M. Warren, Orneyville.
ef
Deeds—A.
Register
Commissioners—A. W. Gilman, Foxcroft; Jesse
Barb- r. Abbot.
Attorney—J. B. Peakes, Dover.
Treasurer—Ira F. Palmer, Dover.

with

for

at the

of Maine and Capt. Boutelle for the
tive part takeu by them to this end.

as

the
ticket! With discord, demoralization and
confusion in place of the close fusion which
iu 1SS0 secured one hundred and twenty-live

KNOX COUNTY.

It. Mears of

are

among the most earnest supporters of

Senator—D. N. Mortland, Rockland.
Commissioners -It. II. Couuce, Thom&stou; Isaac
W. Johnson, Washington.
Treasurer—Reuben Pillsbury, Rockland.
Sheriff—E. C. SpauldiDg.Thomaiton.
Attorney—T. P. Pierce, Rockland.
Register of Deeds—E. T. G. Ransom, Rockland.

Senators—Joseph

beating drums

vigorously assailing Plaisted now as they cordially
supported him at the State election of 1880;
while it is also true that those Temperance
men
whose defection caused Republican
defeat twTo years ago, are this year in hearty
accord with the Republican party, and are
banners and

COUNTY.

KENNEBEC

Republitaken, by the
men, nearly

cans, from whose ranks were
defection of the Temperance

making faces
men

EXCURSIONS.

FINANCIAL.

_MISCELLANEOUS._

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

The Fusionists’ Mope.
to say that the only remaining
is
safe
It
hope of the Fusionists in the approaching
election is that some few of their candidates
the gracious favor
may be elected through
of Republican voters of scratching propensities. That there is no reason for them to
expect more than this is evident from a contemplation of the vote of two years ago, and
an analysis of that vote in the light of the
present condition of the canvass.
Assuming that there had been no changes
8ince September, 1880, and no circumstances
which would tend to change the condition of
either party, it would undoubtedly be true
that the winning party in the present campaign would be the one which should best

is

|

offensive matter whatever la
animal*vegetable
the ordinances of the city. Attention

English Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

or

forbidden by
is called to this
of sho keepers and others
of the ordinances will
as further violations

subject

RIDGES. City Marshal

Good News to Sea Shore

Tor Sale Wholesale and Retail.

matter,

People.

'IV. A. McIIVTOSU, OF LEWISTON,
leased the Pioneor Eating Saloon at South

HASHarsswell, where he will be ready August 9,
to furnish meals all hours .of the day at reasonable

prices, and furnish victuals to campers. Those wishing to camp out can get grounds near the saloon.
Meals go- up for excursion parties at ieasonable
prices. Address allcrders to W. A. McINTOSH.
South Harpswell, Maine.
au7dlm

C. E. JOSE &

OOlQ___

C0.„

-—

|OK SALE.
Steam

Reck
Seennd Hand Burleigh
full set of Bia*
Brill iu trot d order with

S pin
be sold
jy29

Brills, lot of Pipe &c.,<will

!ow,(ios

LAUflHLIN & S()>it
18 & 20 Center Street.
d#

Brief Jottings.
Mercury
Fine day yesterday and warmer.
60° at sunrise, 78° at noon, 72° at sunset; wind
southwest.
Copious showers refreshed the

TTTE PrtESS.
WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 16.

earth in the afternoon.
The puolic schools of
Monday, Sept. 4th.

VICINITY^"

CITY AND

Mr. W. B. Looney was counsel for Williams,
the silk thief, pardoned from the State Prison.
Teams for the Atlantic Lodge clambake will
leave City Hotel at 1 p. m. today.

THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depot* of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Bruuell & Go., Andrews. Armstrong, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland, Robert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bose, Hitchings & MeFarland, Watson, Stinson.
Bostoa & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
trains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennis n.
Cumberland MHls, F. A. YerrilL
Dam&tiscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.and
Shirley & Lewis,
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Irish.
J.
Gerham,
Hallowell C. L. Spauldidg.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Lisbon C. K. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.

PTobate Notices.

So remarked one of our
most successful physicians the other day,
“It has
Bpeakiug of Hops and Malt Bitters.
completely cured one of the most obstinate
cases of dyspepsia ever brought to my notice.”

"Nothing like it.”

Augl6WF&Mtc
Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing success by millions of mothers for their
children. It relieves the child from pain,
and diarrbcoa, griping in the
cures
dysentery
bowels, and wind-colic.

By giving health to
the child it rests the mother. Price Twentya

Janl5,MW&S&wly50

bottle.

to all whom it may concern:
Sioninotoh, May 4, 1881.
Mattress
a Pino-Palmine

Having purchased
ef agent here, February 8, 1881, for my boy

nine years of age, who has been troubled with
catarrh for seven years, and has been very restless at night while asleep, also very delicate
until sleeping on the Pino-Palmine Mattress.
He is being cured of catarrh, rests well at
to

is getting rugged and hearty, goes
school steadily,which he has never been able to
do before. I cheerfully recommend the Mattress to all sufferers from the above complaints.
Were I unable to get another, would not part
with mine upon any consideration,as I consider

night,

it invaluable.

H. H. LEWIS.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street
jlylBdtf
Portland, Mo.
__

enlightened age, and yet
there are thousands of people ignorant of the
fact that a slight cold neglected often terminThis is indeed an

Adamson’s Botanic Balsam cures Coughs and Colds as by magic.
Larger bottles, 75 cts.
Trial size, 10 cts.
M, W&S&W
aug!4
in consumption.

ates

Fino-Palmine Mattress Co.
Gentlemen—The Mattress I

purchased

from

and sick headyou has stopped the catarrhal
athe which has followed me for years. I would
it.
not part with it at any price and be without
Truly your
F. CA PENTEE, Druggist.
With E. J. Luther, East Providence, E. I.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,

jlylSdtf

Portland, Me.

_

It Toughens.
Sozodont toughens the gums and makes
them healthy, so that they hold in the teeth
firmly. It removes the tartar, gives comfort,
is economical of health and money, and when
Bozoonce used will never be given no. Try

augl4-M,W&F&w

dont.

Ex-Governor Wm. A. Newell,M. D., of New
Tor'
Jersey, and now Govern, r of Washington
ritory, writes as follow :
Allentown, N. J.
has used your Pino-Palmine Mat-

My family
for several mouths. It is cool, comfortahealthble, elastic and I believe enduring and
tress

delightful and indeed *11
considerations properly weighed, it will be regarded as Bupenor to the best hair mattress.
giving.

The aroma is

W. A. NEWELL.
Yours truly,
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,
jlylSdtf
Portland, Me.

Sweet as a Chaplet of Eoees
is J. & E. Atkinson's Extract of White Eoses
for the Hair. At once cleansing, invigoratingand of

augl2S&W

delightful fragrance.

in one
Vigor, strength and health all found
bottle of Brown’s Iron Bitters.
M.W&F&w
8Ug 14

HON.WM.RFRYE
will speak

P

ORTLAKTR,

They
a vault near Gorham’s Corner.
barrel of beer in each place.
The quarterly meeting of the visiting department of the Woman’s Christian Association will meet at 2G Spring street this aftera

at 3 o'clock.
A broad-shouldered,

noon

bearded six-footer at
Old Orchard wears a delicate orange-colored
bathing suit with flounced skirts, trimmed
with buttermilk lace.

joke.

AT 8 O’Cl.OCK.

IION, WM. w. THOMAS, JR.,
will preside.

ATTENTION ROME CLUB.
The members of the Robie Club arc all
requested to meet at their Hall tbiseven*
H.
inif, to listen to an address of W._
Looney Esq., and to transact other imbusiness which will be brought
portantthe
Club.
before
J. D. PRINDABLE, Pres.
E. ». WINCHESIBAUGH, Sec.
_

_

Municipal
BKFORB

Court.
JUDGE KNIGHT.

Tuesday.—George Hall, David White, John
Cotton and Peter
Shaw, Thomas Reynolds, William
each
Anderson. Intoxication. Fined $5 and costs
Fined $30 and
sale.
George Jackson. Single
costs. Appealed.
Search and seizure. Fined
Ceorge Jackson.
$100 and costs. Appealed.
Fined $1C0
Search and seizure.
Darby Cady.
Appealed.
James A. McGlinchy.
charged.

and costs.

William

Search and seizure.

Smith. Search aud seizure.

great improvement.
The yacht Laurel on the way home from
Bar Harbor arrived at Boothbay, Monday with
Hon. C. W. Goddard, L. S. Sanborn, I. W.
Dyer and Morrill Goddard on board.
Today there will be two excursion parties
from out of town come to the city and go
down to the islands. There will be a large excursion from Cumberland Mills, and the Odd
Fellows of Biadeford, accompanied by a band,
will come in on a special train at an early
hour and proceed to one of the islands, where

they

will have

a

calm bake.

regular monthly meeting of the New
England General Ticket and Passenger
Agents’ Association will be held at the office
of the Pathfinder Railway Guide, 117 Franklin
The question of rates
street, Boston, today.
The

to Portland for the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions will be discussed, and a full attendance is requested.
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

CONCERT COMPANY.
Under the title ef the Portland Concert Company, the following Portland musicians have
associated themselves for the ensuing season
Soprano—Mrs. Fannie M. Hawes.
Contralto—Mrs. Jennie King Morrison.
Tenor—A. E. Pennell.
Basso—John L. Shaw.
PORTLAND

Accompanist—Harvey Murray.

Musical

Director—A. E. Pennell.
Business Manager—Arthur B. Morrison.
Mis. Hawes is well known as one of the best>
jf not the most finished soprano in the State
Her singing has won for her not only the encomium of our own people and critics, but also
those ofother cities,especially Boston. Mrs. Morrison contralto, is familiar to all onr readers,
and those of the many cities and tows where
the Cecelia Clnb gained fame, as well as in

Washington where she was long a favorite.
Mr. Pennell studied nnder the best masters
abroad, and has not only been a prominent
tenor of the Haydn Association, but is now,
and has been for a long time, connected with

the best ehu'ch ehoir in Boston.

Mr. Shaw’s

basso, forms, with its depth and richness of
Mr.
tone, a fitting finish to the quartette.
Murray, the gifted young pianist, will officiate
as accompanist, and Mr. Arthur B. Morrison
Whatever lyceum, or
as business manager.
other committee, secures this combination the
coming season, will engage a drawing card.
OATES OPERA TROUP*.

Alice Oates and company appeared at Oak.
land Garden, Boston, last evening in the “MasTho
cot.” The critics differ in opinions.
Globe says that she has lost none of her
piquant sprightliness of action as Bettina, and
In the
her songs were heartily applauded.
first act she was the recipient of an el egant
basket of flowers, and in the second act she
saDg the ballad “Forget Not to Forget,” written fer her by Mr. Henry Saxton. Miss Ella
Caldwell as Fiametta, Miss Alice Townsend
Jas'
as Prince Frederick were commendable.
Sturges as Lorenzo, A. M. Bell, as Pippo, and
Charles Sturges as Rocco, kept the audience in

Assault upon bis wife.
Paid.

Fined

constant ripple of laughter, each being
peatedly encored.
The Post says that Mrs. Oates was stiff and
stagy; that the company were not up to the
standard, and gagged fearfully. Mr. Sturges
as Lorenzo, was the only member of the cast
that was really good, and the greatest applause
of the evening was obtained by the failure of
one of the principals to remember his part,
and thus made an amusing slip-up.
a

Excursion to MontrealOn Wednesday of next week the American
Association for the Advancement of Science
will meet in Montreal.

The

Portland and

road offers special excursion rates
on this occasion. Tickets will be on sale Aug.
21, 22 and 23, good for return passage until
Ang. 31, 1882. There will be two routes according to the preference of the traveller.
Route A—From Portland via The Notch,

Ogdensburg

St. Johnsbury, Newport, (Lake MempbremaPortland 8.25 a. m..
gog) to Montreal, leaving
8.40 p. m. returning
and arriving in Montreal
route.
same
The Notch, St.
Route B-From Portland via

Point
Johnsbury, Swanton, Rouse’s

Ogdensburg, thence by steamor down the famous Rapids of the St. Lawrence River to Montreal,
returning

to

to

Portland by Route A.

Leave

Ogdensburg.
Portland 8.25 a. in., and lodge
Leave Ogdensburg 9.00 a. m. by steamer arrive
at Montreal G.00 p. m., leave Montreal 9.00 a.
Portm., South Eastern Railway and arrive in
land 8.30 p. m.
The tickets have been placed at a low figure,
at

and undoubtedly many will avail themselves
of this opportunity

made himself thoroughly conversant with
Maine’s history, her abilities and her needs,
and is prepared to establish every point in his
for
arguments by facts. He has made a record
himself of which he may well be proud, and
he will be

eagerly listened

to.

hold

its
Tonight the Robie Club
second public meeting in the headquarters ill
the
Hopkins Block, on Middle street, opposite
junction of Freo street. Mr. Wm. H. Looney,
City Solicitor, will address the club, and the
are invited, as well as the members of
will

public

the club and their friends.
THE RIFLE AT CREEUMOOR.
All the Arrangements Completed for the
Four Days’ Contest.
All the arrangements were completed yesterday for the four days’ contest at Creedmoor of
the marksmen who have qualified to Bhoot
for places in the American teams in the forth-

coming international match between marksthe British Volunteers and of the
men of
National Guard of the United States, and
mjould the weather prove favorable

a

very in-

teresting and exciting contest is anticipatedIt has been arranged that all the contestants
shall shoot if possible at the whole number of
mak-

ranges every day, and the fourteen
ing the three highest scores in the four days
will bo selected as the home toam and the
A large number of the contestants
roserves.
arrived in New York Monday. Twelve will
They will leave by au
take part from Maine.
train in the morning for Creedmoor and
men

early

remain there until the close of the competition. The exact number of competitors will
not be known uutil to-day, but, as far as can
be learned at the present time, it is understood
that between sixty and seventy riflemen will
shoot for prizes, among whom are T. J. Dolan,
J. C. Paulding, and A. K. Vanhausen of the
Jkrelftli Regiment, New York; Frederick
Alder and J. L. Price of the Seventh Regiment, New York; F. W. Griffiths, G. E. P.
Howard and I. K. Brown of New Jersey; M.
D. Hinds, A. Morris and D. H.

Ogden

N. Y.; C. W. Hinman of Boston, John Lower
of Colorado, and J. H. Burns of San Francisco.
Cal. The Maino names have been given. A
letter was received by Gen. Wingate, the
president of the committee, representing the
interests of the National Guard, New York,
from Major Charles B. Waller, the representative of the British team. Major Waller states
that the team will leave England on the 27th
of August by the steamer Alaska. Major
Waller agrees with Gen. Wingate that the
black fore-sight, the anti-recoil plate, and the
othoptic shade are not within the terms of the
match, and that only black and white paint
Every
pure be .allowed for coloring sights.
man of the British team will be provided with

certificate showing that he is an enrolled
and fulfilled the government conditions of efficiency last year. As regards the
British volunteer entering a toam for the Hilton trophy, the latter says: “I do not know
a

the conditions but I presume you will allow
our committee to enter a team after their arrival should they find themselves able to do
If a prior entering is necessary Major
so.”
Waller asks to let the British team know the

conditions of the trophy

as soon as

possible.

got away well together when
the signal was given at 7.10 p. m. Grifliu
took a slight lead almost immediately which
he increased to a boat’s length soon after
passing Bug Light. He turned the buoy considerably in advance of Blockenberg, who, apGriffin
gave np the race soon after.
easy winner in thirty-eight minutes
while Blockenberg’s time we did not get. The
race was rowed in working boats and the

parently,
came

in

an

Irish-American Republicans.
On a recent visit to Augusta, ffa. H. Loo"
ney, Esq., City Solicitor of Portlaud, was interviewed by a reporter of the Kennebeo Jourfollows:
“There are over 1500 Irish American voters
in Cumberland county,and over a third of them
will vote the Republican ticket in my judgment. In Biddeford, at least half the Irish
In Lswiston
Americans are Republicans.
there is a large Reonblican element, and I am
in
told that many Irish Americans
Bangor are
beginning to act with Republicans, Many
stone cutters along the coast are leaving the
Democrats.” He Bays the Irish-Americans have
adhered to the Democratic party, hitherto, for
two reasons: “1st. Power of association. 2d.
A mistaken idea that the Republican party is
dominated by the old party spirit of KnowNothingism. This last idea is a delusion. Exactly the opposite is the fact. Tho Know-Nothing stronghold were in those Southern States
which are to-day the Gibraltars of the BourHe sets the Republican mabon Democracy.’
jority this fall at 10,000.
as

Personal.
Gen. O. 0. Howard, fWeit Point, addressed a temperance meeting at Bucksport, Sun-

day afternoon.
J. \V. Bartlett, Esq., formerly editor of ike
Honest Truth, will assist in the editoiial management of the Bangor Whig through the
campaign.
Leri Ware, Esq., familiarly known as Judge
Ware, died in Lewiston Monday, at the age of
93 years, 2 months and 14 days. Mr. Ware was
born in Sudbury, Mass., and came to LewisHe gained his soubriquet
ton forty years ago.
of “Judge” by his earnest work in Washingtonian times. For forty years ho has been an
earnest temperance man, and even his dying
words were a protest against a prescription
which he suspected to contain alcoho:.
A Fine

Vessel.

Among the many fine vessels added to the
Portland fishing fleet the past year none are
schooner “Annie and
superior
Lilia,” now lying at Custom House wharfShe was launched a few days since at Kennebnnkport by George Christenson, the builder
of many crack fishermen, and in model and
workmanship is A1 in every respect. She registers about 112 tons, and is owned principally
E. S- Fernald, also by
by her skipper, Captain
A. Dyer and others of this city. She
the

new

Charles

will leave

immediately

on

a

mackerel cruise.

Fire In the Grass.
afterHot wshes from tbe Hospital yesterday
in the rear of the
noon set firo to the dry grass
and
building and it was blazing up lively
the wooden
spreading iu the direction of
Steamer No. 4 and
houses ou Charles street.
Hose No. 3 arrived quickly on the field of action and after a shot but stubborn fight extinguished the flames. Damage slight
More Disgusted Fusionists.
A Kobie club was organized in Augusta Monday evening, and Dr. George E. Brickef t electA
ed President, with a full l.ne of officers.
large number joined tbe organization, and
among the number s joining were two gentleman who have formerly been active workers in
the Fusion rank

There are more to follow-

Friday’s Argus there appeared a communication from Rumford, to which the parties referred to therein
reply through the
colums of the Oxford Democrat as follows:
To the Editor of the Oxford Democrat:
I clipped the following from the Eastern

Argus:

IUJMFORD ALL RIGHT.

Rumford, Aug. 9th, 1882.
To the Editor Of the Argus:
Perhaps a few words from the town of Rumford
of the
may be of interest to some of the readers
find
Argus. Having taken some pains to enquire. I
the opposition to the Republicans solid for Plaisted
over
of
none
our
men have gone
for Governor, and
to the enemy, and we have no weak-kneed oaefl.
One Republican here says he knows they »haU
the
win, because Col. Koble is so popular. Well, or
same man tried to get the nomination for Clerk
Courts, on his own popularity, and was defeated, as
undoubtedly Col. Robic will be on the 11th of beptember. The Solon drive will dimimsh wonderfully
—and there were only six of them in town two years
ago.
Was in Paris recently and conversed with two Re.

publicans, viz: Geo. W. and James D. Ripley, who
both say the principles of the Greenback party aro
and

the correct ones for the people to vote for,
James said he had voted the Republican ticket for
the last time, and that his next vote would be witn
the Greeubacke* 8. He evidently don’t propose to
vote with a party that buy their nominations. O.

Now allow me to say that the above is untrue. If “O” is the man I think him to be,
be either misunderstood me, or willfully prewere some
varicates. I stated that there
things in the Greenback platform that I liked,
but when I see their whole move is to aid and
strengthen the olo Democratic party and are
willing to sacrifice their own principles simply
for the sake of beating the Republicans, I
made up my mind I wanted no part of them. I
have seen enough of the Democratic party.
And I am no Greenbacker so long as they fuse
with Democrats. I li ve never voted any ticket except the Republican since that party was
formed, and shall vote it this fall if alive and
able to get to the polls.
Geo. W. Ripley.

For the Oxford Democrat,
A correspondent of the Eastern Argus, in a
communication to that paper, represents me as
saying that I had got enough of tho Republican party and should vote the Fusion ticket
this fall. Now I wish to say through your
paper that I said no such thiDg; that I thought
I
no such thing, and shall do no such thing.
did say that I felt rather indifferent about politics and didn’t know as I should vote this fall,
but if 1 did vote I should vote the Republican
ticket, which I shall now do i' I have to crawl
to the polls on my hands and knees.
Jambs D. Ripley.
Nautical Novelty.
The Bodwell Granite Company of Rockland
own a nautical noTelty in the shape of a threemasted steam schooner, being the only vessel
There are other steam
of the kind afloat.
none have the mizzen mast and
smoke stack combined as in this one. All othHer name
ers have tho smoke stack by itself.
She is an ordinary
is “Maynard Sumner.”
looking three-masted schooner, full-rigged and
does not differ in appearance from a eommon
schooner except that the mizzen mast ie made
of iron, and does not resemble a timber mast.
She is 150 feet over all and 28J feet deep, and
She is capable of carwas built in Rockland.
rying 450 tons, and is of 307.07 tons burden.

schooners, but

STATE NEWS.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Dr. L. J. Crocker has purchased the whole
of Ocean Point, eighty-five acres, and in connection with Boston capitalists,intends to makThe plans are alit a noted summer resort.
ready drawn for a large hotel to be erected
next season.
The Register says Major E. Rowell of Hallowell, went to Bath Friday morning, and
gave in charge of the matron of the Bath Orphan Asylum, three little girls, children of
Mrs. Hawes, who died at Hallowell Saturday
week. The lady died in destitute circumstances, unwilling to the last moment to call on
the city for aid. Tho fact that the father ol
the children was a soldier, gives these little
ones a good home.

The schooner Hattie E. King, whioh arrived
in Boston, Monday, from Porto Kico, had on
crew of the barkentine Payson
hoard the
Tucker, which was wrecked July 15 at Yarba,
From the second mate the folPorto Rico.

The crew was then set to work
stripping her, and we saved all that could be
On the following
possibly carried ashore.
Tuesday the vessel was full of water. We laid
we
took
when
till
passage ou the
Friday,
by
Before
schooner Hattie E. King for Boston.
leaving Porto Rico one of the colored seamen
inbecame
Tucker
to
the
Payson
belonging
volved in a quarrel with one of the white men
of the schooner, which resulted in the white
stabbing the colored sailor, fatally wounding
him. Both sailors were brought ashore and
placed in the hands of the authorities. The
barkentine was built in Bath, Me., about two
years ago and was owned by Boston and Portland parties.”
American Shipping Interests.
[hath Times.]
The session of Congress just closed has made
a beginning in long needed legislation to relieve
the American marine engaged in the foreign
trade from burdens which have aided
in driving the stars and stripes from the ocean.
Three measures have been enacted into law,
which will prove of some assistance in this

carrying

direction.
One provides that the compartment occupied
by the crew, and the space occupied by the
machinery of vessels sha.l be deducted from
in
neutral
As
tho
charges
tonnage.
ports are mainly detent ined by the net tonnage, the law will reduce this class of expenses of American vessels about one-third,
and will remove to this extent existing discriminations against them.
A second law enacted

requires foreign vessels entering our port and engaging in the
American trade, to be subject to American

inspection with similar requirements to those
Heretofore
exacted of American vessels.
foreign vessels have participated in our foreign
carrying trade without being required to conform to our regulations.
A third enactment has provided for a joint
select committee of the Senate and House to
inquire into the conditional wants of American
ship-building and ship owning interests, and
to devise measures of legislative relief to be
reported at the onening of the second session
This measure was introduced
in December.
and carried through by Congressman Dingley
of tliis district, and is tho outgrowth of a
memorial of Bath business men, who asked for
the appointment of a commission. Finding
that there were strenuous objections to a commission by Democratic members, Mr. Dingley
modified the proposition to one for this committee, which passed the House without
serioBS opposition, and the Senate by a vote of
40 to 20. The committee consists of Senators
Miller of New York, Conger of Michigan and
Vest of Missouri, and Representatives Page of
California, Candler of Massachusetts, Robeson
of New Jersey, DiDgley of Maine, McLane of
Maryland and Cox of New York. The committee will visit various points during the
autumn, confer with ship-builders and ship
owners and endeavor to formulate a plan of
legislative relief to be presented to Congress
in December.
Hersey Trust Fund.
The bequest of the late Gen. S. F. Hersey to
the city, of three-tenths part of this Eastern
Trust Estate, the income of which shall be
used for various beneficent purposes, has'now
practically passed over to the city. As a result
of negotiations, $100,000 was settled upon as
tho present value of this fund, and by mutual
agreement of the Hersey administrators and
tlie City Government of Bangor, speedy settlement was arranged.
About 855,000 of this
amount was receivod by the city in well known
securities of unquestioned value, and the remainder was paid over in easli to city treasurer

Crosby

on

Saturday last.—Bangor Whig.

On Friday, August 4th, a son of Mr. Albert
L. Libby, of Exeter, about 15 years of age,
while raking up the door yard,accid intally stepped on a small stick, which broke and the
sharp end bent ovor and made a slight puncIt was thought at first Jto
ture in tho ankle.
be only ajslight wound, but very soon ittbegan
to swell and on the Wednesday following he
was taken with lockjaw and died on Friday,
the 11th. He was greatly beloved by all who
knew him and the grief stricken family are almost inconsolable at their great loss.

Saturday, Aug. 19th,
We shall remain CLOSED until
ONE O’CLOCK P. M. in order to
complete taking account of stock.
Previous to tLut time we shall
offer our whole stock of

SUMMERGOODS
—

AT

—

RUINOUS PRICES TO CLOSE.
SPECIAL BARGAINS
—

IN

—

Cotton Dress Goods,

Hosiery, Underwear,
Parasols, Gloves, &c

of

Shaw

J-sse

East

Buckfield, ninety three years old, was smart
enou-.h to attend meeting the 30th nit., to
hear Rev. Mr. Scott of Hebron preach, at the
East Buckfield chapel, which he helped to
build. Ten years ago, besides other work,
within eight days, drove two yoke of steers
not well broke, to plow four acres and sowed

the same to oats and grass seed. He has lived
the same farm where he now lives since his
youth near the one hisl father bought when he
moved from Weymouth, Mass.
on

PENOBSCOT
says

COUNTY.

the Mattanawcook Pulp and

Paper Manufacturing Company was organtzed
in Lincoln Friday, with a capital stock of ?40,000, of which over half has already been subscribed. The newly formed company have negotiated for the purchase of the Mattanawcook
Mill Company’s water powers, mills, dams,
&c., a. Lincoln, and a3 soen as the stock is
subscribed will commence operations.
Mr. F. Marion Simpson met recently with
ouite a painful accident at his home in Carmel
While walking around in his stocking feet an
open jackknife dropped from his hand, and
half closing in its fall, it lay on the floor with
blade erect and he stepped directly onto it,
cutting his foot badly and making a deep and
painful wound.
COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

The number of cases of cholera morbus and
other summer sickness have been startlingly
numerous in the vicinity of Calais the past
week.
Thursday morning a dam in course of construction at Union Mills was swept away, car*
rying with it two workmen, who were with
great difficulty rescued half a mile below.

GREAT SALE
—

OF

—

g00TS&$H0ES
The sale of the B. F. WHITNEY & CO.
stocst of line BOOTS and SHOES, will
continue a few days at private sale, giving customers an opportunity of fitting
themselves, which cannot be done at
auction. This is a rare chance for getting a stock of BOOTS, SHOES ana RUBBERS for the Fall and Winter, at very
low prices, as this stock must be sold before Sept. 1st, and prices will be made
without regard to cost. The corporation have recently engaged in the manufacturing of BOOTS and SHOES and cannot devote any time to the retail business. Come early in the week while the
assortment is large and secure the best'
bargains. You can depend on getting
goods just as represented. It will pay
you well to examine this stock before
purchasing elsewhere.

aF STORE

CALL

STo. 222 Middle St.
Cor. Union St.,

under

Falmouth Hotel.

aug!4dtf

492 & 494 CONGRESS ST.
dtf

augl6

Ctiadbourn & Kendall
from 16$ & 170 to

208 MIDDLE
(Falmouth
They

are now

Hotel

ST.

Building.)

receiving

a

full line of

WOOLENS,

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 16,
One Lot of Thompson’s
Clove Fitting Corsets at
75 cents a pair, regular
price $1.00.

Specialty.

H. I NELSON & CO.
^lt

aulO

SWEDISH REMEDIES!
Swedish

Swedish.

Botanic

-owe

Balsam^

iICures all dis-

CompoundI
An Alterative Tonic &
Blood Purifier. Itpurilies the blood

of the
Lungs.
Swedish
eases

Pep8inp.,.s

strengthens

rnn.

■asss

the digestive

organi^
SWEDISH REMEDIES.
When taken together according to directions,
w time" and times again cureS consumption
Thousands of
in the first and. second stages.
Wnte for
of its wonderful cures.
a

charm

on

..

Which they will offer at

WHOLESALE and RETAIL.
They hope to Bee all their old friends and Custom
well as all others who may be pleased to
give them a call.'
aulOdlm
Portland Aug. lO, 1882.
era as

EMBROIDERIES."

NEEDLEWORK.
SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Instruction given in KENSINGTON EMBROIDERIES.

E. FAIRWEATHER
ELM ST.

jlv20__dtt
A. W. JORDAN,

Portland,

A lady writes: “After years of severe suffering
from female complaints, nervousness and dyspepsia
cured
ysur Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely
mo.

SWEDISH REMEDIES,
For Sale by all Druggists, eod&wly

aul6

drain,

merchant..

Seeds,

—

August 7th.

FORMERLY

Miss Sargent Jk Miss Bradbury’s,
WASHINGTON CHAPLIN, late of Naples, deWill and petition for the probate thereof
presented by Washington Chaplin and Albion C.
Chaplin, the Executors therein named.
The Kindergarten will be in tbe care of Miaa
THOMAS E. EDES, late of Naples, deceased ; Proctor.
._
for
the
thereof
for
and
probate
presented
Will
petition
Tbe Primary Department fits boys and girls
by Helen M. Edes, the Executrix therein named.
tbe Grammar Schools of the city.
tbe
continues
higher
The Advanced Department
JOSEPH D. SMITH, late of Sebago, deceased.
education of young ladies.
Final Account presented for allowance by Edwin
A limited number of boarding pupils received.
L. Poor, Administrator.
For full circulars, address
DAVID LINSCOTT, late of Brunswick, deceased.
148 Spring Street, Portland, Me.
First and Final Account presented for allowance
deodtf
aug2
by JoBepn H. Chadwick, Executor.
BETSEY P. MARSH, late of New Gloucester, deceased. Account presented for allowance by A. C.

WILL BEGIN SEPT.

ceased.

Chandler,

12TH,

ORDERED

aug3codl 5t
Instruction in English and Class-

ana'by

ical Studies.
iven to private pupils by tbe subscribed

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Cleek’8 Office, Ang. 7, 1882.

143 Pearl Street.
J*n24_dtf_

Guardian.
WILLIE E. LIBBY & AL., miaor children of
Albert M. LIBBY, of Standish. Accounts presented for allowance by John M. Elliot, Guardian.
PetiMOSES H. GOFF, late of Gray, deceased.
tion lor allowance out of Personal Estate presented
deceased.
of
said
widew
Ursula
Goff,
by
MAYANE LOKING, late of North Yarmouth deceased. Petition that Edna A. Marston, may be apAdministrator presented by Charles K. Lor-

To all whom it may concern :
Notice is hereby given as required by the luor**
said order, which is made a part of this notice.
B. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest:
**7S
aug9

St. Catharine’s Hall, Augusta, Me.
DIOCESAN SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,
dent.

Special advantages

a

Music,

and Drawing.

Principal,

MON DAN,

MADAME

address
Augusta, Me.

culars

said deceased.

I4lh.
in
For cir-

begin Sept.

will

fifteenth

year
$250
THETerms
year.
Modem Languages

aui)dtsep20

Home School for Young Ladies.

Executor.
GEORGE W. FRANK, late of Yarmouth, deAccount piesented for allowance
ceased.
by
Charles Humphrey, Administrator.
heiranil
minors
&
STEPHEN E. BROWN
ALS.,
at-law of Stephen Brown, late of Gorham, deceased.
Petition fer license to sell and convey Real Estate
presented by Charles B. Harding, Guaidian.
JEREMIAH CLEMENTS, late of Westbrook, deWill and petition for the probate thereof
o-ased.
presented by Mary E. Olements.the Executrix therein named.
CHARLES W. WHIDDEN, late of Wostbrook,
Account presented for allowance by
deceased.
George A. Whidden, Administrator.
REUBEN R. BASTON, late of Cape Elizabeth,

MRS. EVERETT S. THROOP, formerly
of Cincinnati, will open a Home School
for eight or ten young Ladies in Portland, oa the 25th of September next. A
limited number of day scholars will be
received. For circulars address MRS.
THROOP, No. 51 High Street, Portland,
Me., after July 1st.
References: Or. J. T. Oilman, Portland,
Rev. J. T. O. Nichols, 1>. I)., Saco, Me.
Rev. E. E. Hale, Boston, Prof. Ezra Abbot, l>. D. Cambridge, and others. till
MWH'iw
Sop
jun2t>

deceased. Final Account presented for allowance
by Edward C. Reynolds, Administrator.
ERASTUS KNIGHT, late of Deering, deceased.
Account presented for allowance by Caroline R.

COMER’S

Knight. Administratrix.

Commercial

WILLIAM E. MORRIS, late of Deering, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of Personal Estate presented by Mary C. Morris, widow ef said deceased.

Collegef

66G WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.

MART ANN DAY, late of Portland, deceased.
Second Account presented for allowance by George

Thorough

Training

Practical

and

all

in

the

1

|

hereby given that JOHN L. BEST hai
teen duly licensed to oollect the City Offal and
i\a.
n bond for the satisfactory performance of
t.hi, * <■ k. All persons collecting offal without a
•incojn in violation of the City Ordinance will be
.\ wo.* ited according to law.
C. K. BRIDGES,
City Marshal.
jualtfdtf
i iCE is

1v

To the Electors of the City of Port*
land, August 7th, 1882.

The Aldermen of the City of Portland have prepared Alphabetical lifts of such inhabitant* as apto vota
pear to them to l» constitutionally qualified
in the election of Governor. Senators and Representatives to state Legislature, in and for the several
Wards in said City, and that they will be in open
session at the Aldermen’s Room, *n SATURDAY,
the 19th instant, from niae totweive o’cleck, A. M.
and from three to six o’clock. P. M., for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualifications of
persons claiming the right to vote on such election
and for correcting said lists.
Given under our hands the day and year above
Written.
SAMUEL THURSTON,
)
Aldermen
ROBERT M. GOULD,
|
JOHN C. TUKESBCRY, |
of the
EDWARD B. WINSLOW, [

MARQUIS

essential to those proposing to engage in
Business, consisting of Book-keeping as practiced in
the best mercantile houses; Penmanship, plain and
rapid, as best adapted to business; Arithmetic in its
practical application to every-day work; Correspondence, commercial and friendly; Grammar; Spelling; Beading; Composition; History; Geography;
French; German and the Higher Mathematics, in-

LYDIA L. DENNETT, late of Portland, deceased.
First Account presented for allowance by Samuel
T, Pickard, Executor.
EDWIN GAGE & ALS., minor children and heirs
First
of Mary J. Gage, late of Portland, deceased.
Account presented for allowance by Roscoe W.
Gage, Guardian.
SARAH JOBNSON, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petiton for the probate thereof presented
by Francis E. Pray, the Executor therein named.
HOWARD B. KEAZER, late of Portland, deceased. Account presented for allowance by George G*

—and-

EDUCATIONAL.

Maine

t all term of 13 weeks will commence AUG. 21.
Seven Courses of study under competent Instructors, with Graduation and Diplomas, at the close.
Advantages first class, Expenses low. Boarding
Department under charge of REV. E. R. FRENCH.
Circulars sent on application.
F. A ROBINSON, Sec’y.

CHARLES SAGER, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petl. ion for the probate thereof presented
by Eliza Sager, the Executrix therein named.
HENRY C. PEABODY, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
SETH L. LARRABEE Register
Attest:

WESTBROOK SEMINARY

w3w32

AND

Female

Experienced teachers, good accommodations, low
prices. Fall term (1882) begins Tuesday, Sept. oth.
For

circulars, address

it to him.

J.

P. WESTON, Pres.

Deering,

Jyl7MW&F&wtse5

plain English

In

Maine-

Woolen

Portland

Concert

Salesmen

For

Wanted.

reliable men to act as Agents for the sale
of my NEW CSRAI'ES and many other
with full line of
New Np«>cinlti«‘N, together
Nursery stock: previous experience not essential;
live active men earn good wages; salary and expenses paid.
For terras address, giving full name, age,
previous occupation and ref ereuce.
OEO. A, STONE,
N. *.
w3w32
Nurseryman, Kochester,

For Sale at

Provisions,

isr Commercial Ml., Portland me.
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bough nd sold on Chicago Market on
mar3dtf
Margins. Correspondence Invited.

a

_180%

I

0. JORDAN,

E.

CIVIL INOINKBRAS

Middle

Street.

SURVEYOR,

ND

t

_184 Middle Street.

LAWYERS.
of

The following are members
Bar Association:

Cumberlaed

the

C. ANDREWS,

AS.

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

_188 Middle Street
B.

AW.

ANTHOINE,
COUNSELLOR

LAW,
48 Exchange St.

AT

NATHAN A HENRY B. CLEAVES,

C

COUNILLORS

AT

LAW,

_30 Exchange
0. COBB,

CJOHN

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,
Exoban

_81%

Street

Street

DRUMMOND A DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

D

Exchange Street.

93

F

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

r

J. H. FOGG,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

_172 Middle Street.

P. FRANK,

M.

COUNSELLOR

eod&wlm

FranklinTOPSHAM,

school

ME.

19, 1882. Instruction
thorough and practical, with good home Influences.
For particulars, address D. L. SMITH, Principal.
eodlmo
augl4

GRAND

Rally I

Greenback

Oar Union Must and Shall be Preserved.

BLACK SILKS

Tb«

that

Gnu

Spiked by

a

wan

Fired

on

H

CLARENCE HALE,

H

AARON B. HOLDEN,

COUNSELLOR

Confederate Colonel.

93

COUNSELLOR

CITY

We claim on this lot of
Silks to offer better value
than has ever been shown
in Portland.

HALL,

LSETH

partv will be considered.
People of all shades of

political opinion should
hear him.
ALL.
COME
COME ONE,
Per Order.
aul5d3t

sFecial bargains.
4 Button real Kid Gloves 50 cents.
Shetland
Mohair and Linen Ulsters,
Shawls and Dress Goods at cost. Collars,

Handkerchiefs, Ties, Fichues,
Spanish Laces, Embroideries,
Hosiery, Gloves, Crash for Embroidery,
Buttons, Trimmings, Leather Bags.
Shopping andLunch Baskets, Gossamer
Knbber Circulars and Fancy Goods at
reducedl prices.

Cutis,

In all the new shades, only
$1.25, marked down from

511
yio

Congress

St.
eodt t

1|LK) Exchange Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

_199 Middle Street

|

J. J. LYNCH,

|

LOCKE & LOCKE,
COUC8ELLORS at law,
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

I

WILBUR F. LUNT.

L

COUNSELLOR

been selling
at $1.25.

we

have

the

season

Any
are

not

of the

above
th at we

all

Wedding
AND

goods

Visiting

canbargains
duplicate again this

a

Visit

our

Bargain.

{William

S. Lowell,

I CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

Me.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Recepour

Specialty.
513 CONGRESS STREET.
dtf
tions

store and learn

prices.

LAW,
34 Exohange

a

mcb1

Street,

Office Bolldhs

P. MATTOCKS,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

31% Exchange 3

M

JAMES T. McCOBB,

I)

JAMES O’DONNELL.

BENJAMIN

KINGSBURY.
So

COUNSELLOR AT

PHENBY
Bray

a

Exchange St.

LAW,
119% Exchange St

0. PEABODY
COUNSELLOR AT
100

LAW,

Exchange Street.

dyer,
COUNSELLORS

AT LAW.

100

Exchange 3k

THOMAS B. REED,

R

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93 Exchan

B

Bt

FRANK W. ROBINSON,
COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

34

Exchange Street

THOMAS A BIRD,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

T

38

S

Exchange St

A STROUT
COUNSELLORS AT LAW'

STROUT, GAGE

_31 Vi

Exchange M

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,

W

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93

Kh.

Exchange Bt

TEACHERS

KOTZSCHMAR,
PIANO, ORGAN

AND

HARMONY,

Stockbridge’s Mnsia Store.

MURRAY,

MH.

PIANO

AND

ORGAN.

Stockbridge’s Mnsie Store.
SAMUEL LITTLEPres. WM. J. BRIDTE,Treat
E. PENNELL,

VOICE, SINGING IN ALL BRANCHES
Tenor Soloist, Address 102 Park Street

BOSTON LEAD MFG. CO.
Office,

24

and 28 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.

CORBODERS

AND

MANUFACTURERS.

“BOSTON STAR BRAND

AND

Strtionor.

Cards.

season.

AT

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Post

PA.

Marked down to $1.00 that

Congress Street

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

run

J.M.DYER&CO.

COLORED SILKS

LAW,

L. LARRABEE,

MUSIC

_

Exchange Street

P.J. LARRABEE,

I

at 8 P. M.

The question of Southern Polities and the requirements of a new and anti-sectional political

Hand

AT

Street.

LAW,

_390%

OF NORTH CAROLINA,
will speak at

LAW,

AT

Mumter

Col. John R. Winston,

$1.75.

AT

_199 M ddl

Fall Term opens Sept.

Company.

particulars, Address
ARTHUR B. MORRISON, Portland, Mo
eodtf
augltf

Music for all occasions.

kimball,
ARCHITECT,

42% Exchange Street,

lan-

Musical Direotor,.MR. A. E. PENNELL,
Business Manager.MR. A. B. MORRISON.

h.

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

r

August 17tli,

accusations base and
guage I pronounce
malicious lies, and intended by the party originating
them to Injure me if possible in my business. In regard to vkat my agents have represented I know
nothing, and it will have little weight, as I have
not had an agent in Portland or vicinity for more
than nine months. It Mr. Knowlton wants satisfac!
tion from me take the proper course and produce
You will find
your proof as you state you can do.
me prepared to defend myself at any and all times
against your base, malicious and cowardly charges.
WHITMAN LESLIE.
au?16d3t*
Portland, Aug. 15th, 1882.

Kotlas,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

PORTLAND,

M. Knowlton,persists
misrepresenting
to the public, I feel in Justice to myself that his maattacks
licious
upon me, through the columns of
He states
the PBES9, should not pass unnoticed.
in his notice of Aug. 3d, that I am representing to
the public and his former customers that lam in Co.
with him. Again Aug. 12th, he states that I have
told parties that an order given to mo would be the

giving

College.

Institution of Learning for both Hexes.

An

SPECIAL NOTICE.
tu»

ARCHITECT,

Centennial Block, 93 Exchange Street.

iy28eod&w4w

port, Bruuswick, Topsham, Bath, Bowdoinham,
Richmond. So. Gardiner, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta, Riverside, Vassalboro’, Winslow, Fairfield,
Somerset Mills, Pishon’s Ferry, Skowhegan, Lisbon
Falls, Lisbon, Sabattisville,Lewiston, (lower station)
and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R.
Freight for all other stations on Maine Central R.
R. and its connections will be received at Freight
Houso on Railroad Wharf as formerly.
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt.
aul6d4w
Portland, Aug. 15,1882.

in

[
T

and Busi-

Wesleyan Seminary and
Female College.

family

by

ARCHITECTS.
FASSETT,

F. H.

REV. E. M. SMITH. Preaident.

MONDAY, August 21, 1882, the Freight

same as

Boys for College, Scientific School

Fall Term begins Monday, Sept. 4th.
Pupils admitted at any time. For further information, address, C. B. VARNEY, A. M., Deering,
augl2eodtf
Me., till abve named date.

cutors.

Important Notice to
Freight Shippers.

As E.

Classical School,

ness.

Administratrix.
GEORGE WARREN, late of Portland, deceased.
Eighth Account presented for allowance by Edward
1*. Oxnard, and Calvin M. Cram, Trustees.
JOHN DAIN, late of Portland, deceased. First
Account presented for allowance by Henry W, SwaBey, Administrator.
JOHN B. BROWN, late’ of Portland, deceased*
First Account presented for allowance by John
Rand, Philip H. Brown and John M. Brown, Executors. Also Second Account of the late firm of J. B.
Brown & Sons, presented for allowance by said Exe-

For Men’s and Boys’ wear,
only 62 cts. the same grade
we have been selling all the
season at $1.00.

ON

485 1-2
Fits

dtd

PROFESSIONAL

Students received
any
department
time if there are vacancies. Graduates aided in obreliable
old
to
this
and
Send
taining employment.
institution for the 42nd Annual Catalogue,
eod4w
augll

CONGRESS STREET.

I City of Portland.

J

aug9

for ladies.

and

KING,

F.

ALBION LITTLE,
HOLMAN S.MELCHER,

eluding Navigation. One study or as many as can
advantageously be taken up. No classes. Separate
at

English

OF^ MAINE.

STATE

CITY OF PORTLAND, SS.

studies

Administrator

OFFAL.7^

CITY

Rt. Ber. Henry A. Neely, D. D. I*resi-

The

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Attest:

COLCORD,

J. W.

public

approved

BLUE, Farmington. Tlnine.
A. H. ABBOTT, Principal.

LITTLE
Address

UUUlUxU
UKUt J&tt, iato w
deceased. Petition that Benjamin W. Merrill may
be appointed Administrator, presented by Hannah
E. Grover, widow of said deceased.
ALBERT H. DUNN & AL., minors and heirs of
Ellen E. Dunn, late of New Gloucester, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate
presented by Charles WLDunn, Guardian.
ARCHIBALL KILBY, minor child and heir of
AcHoward Kilby, late of Freeport, deceased.
count presented for allowance by Emily Kilby,

Deering,

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen. I
August 7th, 1882.
J
that this board will, if it shall adiaterest
so require, disconthe
judge
tinue the outfall for the “intercepting sewer,” to b«
constructed on Commercial street anu heretofore located, and will lay out a new outfall for the same
on the westerly side ef Lone Wharf, the location of
said outfall to be nine feet in width and to extend
from the southerly line of Commercial street to the
southerly line of said wharf continued. The wester*
ly liue of said location to be twenty feet from tlia
westerly liue of said wharf at Commercial street
and tifteen feet from the same at Its southerly end
as at present constructed, being the locatien requested by the proprietors of said wharf and
by the Harbor Commissioners, and will meet for that
purpose at said Long Wharf, on THURSDAY, the
17th day of August current, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, and that the City Clerk give seven days notice hereof bv advertisment in two dally papers of
this City
posting the same In two nubllo
nropeeed outplaces in this City, and also near the
fall, said notices to contain copies of this order.
Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest:
A true copy of original.

1882.

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL)

Executor.

Cloths

House on West Commercial street, opposite
Maine
Star Match Factory, will be re-opened
Central R. R. Co. for •ulward freight business.
Shippers of freight and Draymon are hereby notified that commencing on above date freight mad
be delivered at this house for the following Kamed
points: Cumberland. Yarmouth Junetion, Free-

aug9dltr

CITY OF PORTLAND.

of said deceased.

RAILROAD.

ill CENTRAL

PURE WHITE LEAD
RED LEAD

LEAD PIPE

AND LITHARGE.

& SHEET LEAD.

TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER &o.
GOLD MEDAL awarded b) the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics’ Association in 1US1.
uarl
eodOmt

PINCKYFY’S
ONE and half story Cottage and Grounds, sitIt is consulted one
uated on Long Island.
of the prettiest and most convenient residences in
Casco Bay. Contains five rooms and large cellar,
has water in the home and good drainage. Address
E. E. C., this office.
augltidlw

A

WANTED.

Me

S. II. LARMIME & CO.,
Oomraini.n

OF

Sargent’s School,

Miss

Conductor L. !i B. R. R.

Designing. GOOD

CREWELS
he Roya School of Art.

S. H. LARMINIB,
Chicago.

on

Bridges, will meet at the junction of
Noyes and St. John Streets, on TUESDAY, the
loth inst, at 3 o’clock p. m., and will then and therw
hear all parties interested a«<i tlx the gra ie of Noyew
street from the Saccarappa Road nes r the terminus
of St. John St. to the old County Road.
Per order of Committee.
ALBION LITTLE, Chairman.

THE SEVENTH YEAR
—

that the Joint Stand.
Sidewalks
Streets,

is hereby given
NOTICE
ing Committee
and

STREET_Jyaieod.m

at No. 53 PKKBLi:

KIMBALL,

WM. E.

to my work.

Gentleiuen’s Furnishing Ooods,

s

they
CHARLES E. MOXCEY, late of Boston, Mass.,
deceased. Petition for allowance out of Personal
Estate presented by Abbie I. Moxcey, widow of said
deceased.
ALBERT C. PLUMMER, late of Cambridge.
Mass., deceased. Petition for license to F.sell and
Goold,
convey Real Estate presented by Walter
Administrator.
SOPHIA T. LONGLEY, late of Harrhon, deceased. Petition that Stephen T. Whitney may be
appointed Administrator de bonis non, presented
by Mary A. Sampson and Catherine Whitney sisters

testimonials
pamphlets and circulars—Sent Free. M.
D.,
F. W. A. Bekgengren,
Proprietor.
Lynn, Mass.
March
8,1882.
Lynn,
Dr. F. W. A. Bebgexoren: Dear Sir—I hare
been using your Swedish Botanic Compound for
Kidney Complaint and Scrofulous Humor, and have
derived great benefit from it, and am able to attend

MP.S. FANNIE M. HAWES, Soprano,
MltS. JENNIE KING MORRISON. Contralto,
MR. ALBERT E. PENNELL, Tenor,
MR. JOHN L. SHAW, Basso,
HARVEY MURRAY, Accompanist.

M.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

J. B. HUDSON, AKTIST,
receive pupils In Drawing, Water Colors
Lessons given at the residence, or
WILL
or oil
Apply
Lessons in out of door sketching, if desired.

Administrator.
BRIDGET O’BRIEN, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition that Edward M. Rand may be appointed
Administrator presented by Margaret Pride, a creditor of raid deceased.
ISRAEL P. WATERHOUSE, late of Portland
deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
Real Estate presented bjr Phebe A. Waterhouse,

ARTISTS.

from

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

For admission or circulars, address Miss E. D.
SEWALL, 78 Winter street, Portland, Me., by
mail, until September 1st.jyToodtf

Hopkins,

—-AlTD—

Stamping

Pupils admitted to Smith and Wellesley Colleges
the certificate of the Principal.

on

see cause.

W.

Short Corsets i

Furniture and General Merehaa.
Regular
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'eleek »•
ocISdtf
m.
Consignments solicited.

»ixlb year, Neptcmber LJih.

■*»

C. W. ALUtW

BXIUET,
sale of

119 WINTER STREET,

AT

MARY BATES, late of Yarmouth, deceased. Account presented for allowance by James M. Bates,

We shall sell

begin

will

inter-

a son or

SEASON 1882-3.

TAILORS’ TRIMMINGS,

and

GIRLS AND YOUNG LADIES

presented

Sointud
ig,

CORSET SALE

Salesroom IS Exchange St

—FOR—

the above

REHIOVAE.

Ilnve removed

AT

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

I, O.

CHARLES S. LIBBY, minor child and heir of
AcAnarew Libby, late of Standish, deceased.
count presented for allowance by John M. Elliot,

COUNTY!

OXFORD

Whig

..'JTSi.-ar=

—

F. O. BAILEY St CO„

School

Day

Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland on the
the
in
year
ilrst Tuesday of July,
9ur
the following
Lord, eighteen hundred and eighty-two,
for the action therematters having been
upon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons
order to be pubested, by causing a copy of this in
the Maun® Suit®
lished three weeks successively
at PortPress, and Eastern Argus, papers printed
at a Probate
appear
that
may
they
landlaforesaid,
first
on
the
Court, to be held at said Portland
clock m
Tuesday of September next, at ten of the
and
object if
the forenoon, and be heard thereon,
a

Guardian.

COUNTY.

The Democrat says

:

MISS SE WALL’S

NOTICES.

Persons Inlerested in Kilher of Ike
Palates Hereinafter Named.

To all

The destructive worm is beginning its ravages on the spruce and fir trees at both North
and South Haven Islands.

Tho
Efforts of the Crew to Save the Earkentine Payaon Tucker.

PROBATE

CARD.

A

KNOX

SALES.

AUCTION

EDUCATIONAL

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

—

In last

ASHORE IN CLEAR WEATHER.

her was gone.

mea

■

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

Few Words of Interest to the Argus
Readers.

volunteer

$50.
The two

RIGHS.”

ALL

Twenty-seventh Separate Troop, Binghamton,

ed tho men over the coarse but whose names
The race was for a purse of
we failed to get.

Grand Trunk wharf to Spring Point Ledge
buoy and return. Capt. Scott Oliver was
referee and there were two judges who follow-

A

of the

lowing details of the disaster were learned:
We left Yarba, P. R., at 5.30 a. m., July 15,
for Boston, with a cargo of 883 hogsheads of
sugar for the Standard Sugar Refinery. The
wind was blowing ENE., and the morning was
At 7.30 a. in. through the fault of
very clear.
the pilot, we ran ashore on a reef about oneEvery effort was
half a mile from shore.
The anchors were
made to get the vessel off,
dropped and part of the cargo thrown overwere
men
The
board.
kept at the pumps all
At 11 o’clock
day, as the vessel was leaking.
that night the water had gained five feet on
all
that
hope of saving
us, and then we saw

Boat Race.
An interesting boat race took place in the
The contestants were
harbor last evening.
Messrs. Griffin and Blockenberg of t he LongTho distance to be
shoremen’s Boat Club.
rowed was one and a half miles from the

to

_

Republicanism.

re-

Fined 8 100

and coats. Paid.
Hans Neilson.

810 and costs.

Dis-

al and state, involved in the present campaign.
Upon this occasion Hon. Win. W. Thomas,
Jr., will preside, who, as is well known, is especially happy as a presiding officer, and who
is
ready, either with voice or pen, in

a

nal, and in the interview spoke

FRIDAY EVENING, AUG. 18,

telling

Tomorrow evening Hon. Nelson Dingley,
Jr., who has so ably and acceptably represented his district and state, in this Congress, will
deliver a speech to the Republicans of Cape
Gov. Dingley is a man who has
Elizabeth.

in very good condition. Griffin is
water
evidently a very powerful man and looks ten
years the senior of Blockenberg.

HALL,

CITY

There will be several Republican rallies held
in Portland and vicinity this week, which will
draw out large and interested audiences.
On Friday evening Senator Frye will speak
at City Hall, and will deliver one of his powerful,
speeches upon the issues, nation-

behalf of

was

in

Speeches by Senator Frye and Gov. Dingley.

the

The entrance and staircase leading to Rcssi.
ni Hall are being enlarged and improved. New
railings, fresh paint and more room will make

__

_

■

two

other in

got

“RUMFORD

RALLIES.

always

Yesterday forenoon the police made
seizures, one at Mike Clancy’s place and

cal

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Corset Sale—II. I. Nelson & Co.
Card—Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Maine Central Railroad—Payson Tucker.
Salesmen Wanted—Geo. A. Stone.
Honorary Members Portlang Montgomery Guards.
Sweedish Remed es.
Season 1882-3—Portland Concert Company.
Wanted—By a Young Man.
For Sale at a Bargain—l^b Story Cottage.
Special Notice—Whitman Leslie.

five Cents

yesterday

Bar Harbor.

There is a painful suspicion, says an exchange, that the highwayman business at
Mount Desert was nothing but a h uge practi-

ADVESTI8EMENTS TO-DAY

NEW

A horse ran away on Commercial stroet yesterday forenoon and smashed up the wagon to
which he was attached. No one was hurt.
A large New York yacht came into the harbor
forenoon and sailed at noon for

Nojjes.

A. O.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, 0. C. Andrews,
Sebattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saocarrappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodson and II. B. Kendrick.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Yinalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs & Rundlett.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

Norway,

Deering will begin

REPUBLICAN

references, a situation in
and confectionery store.
for
J.
the Preble House.
H.
at
Apply
TRIPP,
dtf
auglO

BY

a young man with
a wholesale cigar

Portland
Members
Honorary
Montgomery Guards.

flIHE Honorary Members will please meet at the
X
Company's Armory, THIS EVENING, to complete arrangements for going to Providence.
aulOdlt
Per order President.

ESTABLISHED Df 1849.

STUBLEY,
253
jyl'J

middle

S. ’ll.

PETTEMOIIL

& CO.’S

‘Extra Genuine’

Advertising Agency,
**

Street.
dw

1

MUSTARD.

BOSTofr.!

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising In
Newspapers in the United States and British Prov
nces

S

B. MILES,

Advertising Agent,
BOSTON
TBSMOUT 1ST.,
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspaper, in a
cities and towns of Jthe United States and the
BritlsbProvinoes.

finost quality and highest grado of Mustard
sale Dj
imported, warranted chemically pure. For
a The

w. L. WILSON & co„
Wholesale and Hetail Grocers,
d3n»
POKTItAnD, ME.;
Jyl5

MISCELLANEOUS

c
(8

E

0

o
N

Ask your physician and he will tell you that
for all theelements which give health, strength
and vigor to the system, there is nothing better than pure malt. Only the purest malt is
used in the preparation of Hops and Malt Bit"

£

ters.

*
£

1

•

**

The remark "there is

point where endurance ceases to be a virtue” was originally made
by one of the old masters—one of the old school
masters, when he sat down upon a simple little contrivance invented by the bad pupil.—
Norristown Herald.

E
»%

o
c
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O
C
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LYDIA E. PINKHANT8
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Ib

a

Positive Cnre

Co-nplaluts and Weaknesses
soconunou to our best feuiule population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, In inanimation and Ulcera
tlon, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to tlio
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from tbo uterus in
Tho tendency to can*
&u early stage of development.
ccrous bumorsthereis checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faiutness, flatulency, dcstrojsall craving
for stimulants, and relioves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloatlgg, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indifor all those Palulhl

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its usg.
It will at all times and under nil circumstances act In
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this

Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 238 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price 01. Six bottles for 05- Sent by mall
in the form of pills, also lu the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for e'*h«P. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of Inquiry Send for pamphlet. Add:ess as above. Mention thfa Paper.
So family should bo without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’B
UTER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
IS" Hold by all Drnggiata. "k®
o

MW&F&W

>tl_

SHARP
PAINS

Crick, Sprains, Wrenches,
Khcumatism, Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Pleurisy Pains,

Stitch in the Side, Slow Cirfiliation of the Blood, Heart Diseases, Sore Muscles,
all
‘*ainln the Chest, and
pains and aches either local
iT deep-seated arc Instantly relieved and speedily
jured by the well-known Hop Plaster, compounded,
xs it is, of the medicinal virtues of fresh Hops, Gums.
3aisams and Extracts. It is indeed the best paintilling, stimulating, soothing and strengthening
faster ever made. Ask for the Hop Plaster at any
.rug store. Prico 25 cents or five for $1. Hop PlasCo., Fropnetors,

|

ASTER, HARRIS
HAWLEY, Gen’l |
Airts, Boston, Mass. I
Sc

#

*

«

_

*

HOF
PLASTER
.*-*.*.*.•«*«•* cs)

ylOMW&F&w

/

Benson s
-AWARDED-

Capcine

renovating the whole system, nothing surpasses that great remedy.
The other night an amateur prize fighter
mule iu Fayetteville, Ark.
was killed by a
Barnum wants the mule, but the people of the
town are unwilling to part with him.—Arkansaw Traveler.
There were no doctors in the days when Cain
killed Abel. This is lucky. If there had been
the human race would have had a medical
quarrel over that affair 6,000 years long. Ye
gods! what a happy escape.—Washington
Critic.

BETHEL_MAINE.

a

ague and weakness are cured
by Colden’s Liebig’s Liquid Beef and Tonic
Invigorator. Ask for Colden’s, of druggists.

Porous
Plaster.

A Cincinnati barber uses Arabi Bey
Cincinnati Saturday night.

Boston people freely endorse
Healy’s Vegetine Tonic Pills and Cordial:
they know its value. See advt. on this page-

Cephaline prevents Insanity aqd
leptic Fits.

Backache or Larne Back.
Rheumatism or Li»me Joints.

straights.”—Puck.

Cramps or Sprains.
Neuralgia or Kidney

If you are subject to cold
Plaster worn both front and
any trouble and is superior
Doctors endorse it.
tector.

Diseases.
hes or Pains
looters*

Are Superior to all other I
Are Superior to Pads*
Are Superior to liniments.
Are Superior to Ointments

or

Salves.

or go. ivaniam

Are superior to Electricity
They Act Immediately*
They Strengthen*
They Soothe.
They Relieve Pain at Once.
They Positively Cure.

allow your

druggist

to

having a similar
palm off some other plasterthe
word is spelled
See that
sounding name.
C-A-P-C-I-N E. Price 25 cts.

A MEAD’S MeSDC0RN Tnd^BUNKiN PLASTER,
au!2S&W&w2w

augdlv

——-

..

There is

no excase

for suffering from

thousand other diseases that
owe their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs? when the use of
and

a

DR. HERRY BAXTER'S

mu
Will g vf remediate relief, and
in a short time effect a permaAfter constipation follows
nent Clffo.

Biliousness,

Indigestion,
the Kidneys,

Epi-

Grand Trunk Railroad 70 miles from Portland, 25
miles, from Mt. Washington, 25
miles from Lake Umbagog. This
_house has been newly painted and
refurnished throughout. Electric Pells. Speaking
Tubes and Furnace hav« been added.
Capacity of
house 100 guests. Good “Beds” as any house in
feet above
700
Bethel
is
about
“New England.”
Portland, very line drives, splendid mountain interis witlrn
The
River
vale scenery.
Androscoggin
half mile of the house.
Lovejoy & Son’s Livery
Hack
from
Free
connected
the
house.
with
Stable

Dyspepsia,

Diseases of
Liver

Torpid

Rheumatism, Dizziness,

Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

Sick

°r which these
eases, etc., a11
Bitters w ill speedily cure by removingtliocause.
Xeep the Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs
in good working order, and perfect Kealtli
will bo the result. Ladies nd others sub-

in the chest a Hop
back will prevent
to any chest pro25c at druggists.

“Roast Pigeons a la Pocahontas” appears on
the bill of fare of a Western hotel, but history
does not inform us that a lady ever cut pigeon
wines.—New York Mail & Express.

This is the season when a man who starts to
get into a hammock may as well make up his
mind that when he recovers consciousness
there will be a crowd around him asking if he
is hurt much.—Lowell Citizen.

*Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
all female complaints by removing the

cures

cause.

_

A convict says lie was sent to prison for being dishonest and yet he is compelled every
day to cut ont pieces of pasteboard, which are
put between the soles of the cheap shoes made
there and palmed off on the innocent public as
leather.—Philadelphia News.
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate acts
an exhausted brain.

as

food for

An Austin couple were discussing what name
“Let us
to give their recently arrived infant.
name him after your uncle who went to Kansas last year for his health,” suggested the
mother. “I’d like to name the boy after him,
but how are we to find out what name he goes
by now!”—Texas Siftings.
A Portland family directory would have to
be published to give a full list of families using
the Congres Yeast Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is
owing to its purity and excellence.
MABBIAGER.
In Brunswick, by Rev. I. A. Freeman, Albert S.
Bines of Portland and Miss A. Ellis Snow of Brunswick.
In Hartford, Aug. 9. Herbert E. Haines of East
Livermore and Mrs. Hattie E. Wilbur of Hartford.
In Rochester. N. H., Aug. 8, Moses W. Libby of
Portland and Grace E. Garland of Lynn, Mass.

will find relief

|jcct Sick Headache
1 and permanent cure by the uso of these Bitters
io

S Being tonic ar.d mildly purgative they
I PURIFY THE BLOOD

I by expelling all Mcrhid Secretions.
cts. per bottle.
| Price 25
Send
all dealers in medicine.
KFor 6ol©
hy
pamphlet, free, giving fall directions,
UEir.Y, JOBNSOS & LOltD, Props., Kurlington, Yt.

g address for

at

FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Astoria, 0,13th inst, ship J W Marr, Hum-

phreys, New York.
Ar'at Cadiz prev to 14th inst, barque Julia, Lord,

Martha’s

Liverpool.

GALVESTON—Ar 9th, sch Agnes I Grace, Small,

POWDER
Absolutely

Boston.
Sid 9th,

barque Elinor Vernon, Humphreys, for
Pensacola.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 11th, barque Rosetta McNeil. Percy. Pensacola.
PENSACOLA—Cld 10th, brig Jennie Hurlbut,

Pure.

PENSACOLA-Cld 9th inst, barque Annie Reed,
Crowell. New York.
JACKSONVILLE-Ar 19th, scbs Geo W Andertod. Anderson, New York; Sarah L Davis, Burgess,
Philadelphia.
Ar lltb, sch St John. Gilmore, Belfast.
FERNANDINA-Ar 9th, sch Belle O’Neil, Mc,,

DEATH!
In Durham, N. H,, Jdly 31. Mary N., wife of W.
P. Frost and daughter of the late Joseph Hoole of

Portland.
la Albany, Me., Aug. 6, Miss Olive Prima, aged
87 years,—formerly of Cumberland.
In Aina, Aug. 6, Abial F. Walker, aged 76 years.
In Aina, Aug. 7, of diphtheria, David Dodgo, aged
40 years.

from

Wilmington.

AND

The Richest

BLOOD,
A

P..

BRAIN and
NERVE

CAREFULLY nusrjuibir,
THOROUGHLY TESTED,
ACCEPTABLE AND RET TABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheai lxj its most
valuable food property, and are, when propnutriment
erly prepared, the most acceptable
with which to build up the system.
arc tue forces
Nerves
and
Brain
Blood,
The
work and
which bear the strain of every day

»p3n>MW&F&wnrroly

DR

Caracas.New York..Laguayra ....Aug 10
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool... Aug 16
Elba.New York..Bremen
Aug 10
Aug 16
St Laurent.New York..Havre
Frisia.New York. .Hamburg—Aug 17
17
..New
of
Montreal
..Aug
York..Liverpool..
City
Glentjne.• New York. Para.Aug 19
19
.Havana
York.
Aug
Saratoga.New
.New York .L‘verpool....Aug 19
Britanu
Arizona.New York. .1 Iterpool.... Aug 22
Oallia.New York..Liverpool....Aug 23
Aug 23
France.New York..Havre
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool... Aug 24
24
York..Hamburg....Aug
Herder.New
.New York. Kingston.Aug 26
Alps
29
Prince.
.Port
York.
Aug
Ai/sa .New
Servia.New York..Liverpool ....Aug 30
MINIATURE ALMANAU.AUGUST 16.
ftonrtaB ...504 I High wktor, (P M).. 0.43
7.62
Son sets... .7.04 I Moon Beta..

_

is wiso to
life, and in order to save sickness^
BUILD FOR HEALTH.
Wheat Bitteraare prepared, not by fermentation but by solution and are richest in the
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated. These make in themselves a basis, to which is added the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
*
make it a ton o and bitter. It is at once health*
ftil, pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded with the thousand and one cheap
alcoholio bitters which are cold as cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by druggists, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS CO., MTru. N. T.

F. If. KRSISOW
baa opened an office in
Portland andean bet' nd
it

No. 276 Middle St.
Edwards Si Walker’s
from
store,
3ih fo siSlh*
luxiiHi
*
dtf

f.jj

One of the most delightful and healthful places
children to be found in the country. Good stabliDg and teams to let at reasonable rates. Cottages
to let. For further par.iculars inquire of
WM. D.JONES,
No. 11 Exchange St. Portland,

NUTTER, Fryeburg, Me.,

M. B.

or

jel6

sptl

eodt

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
/*

corrective of water rendered impure by

BEST THING KNOWN

THI

nm

vegetable decomposition

WASHING^BLEACHINGSAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
NTo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

other causes,

or

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

as

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

saltr of

j

30 years duration ia every

over

ectionof

our

A public

preparation.

other alcoholic

country of Udoipho Wolfe’s

its unsolicited endorsement by

Schnapps,

MW&F&weow

jel6

general beverage and necessary

a

the medieal faculty and

a

«ale unequaled

by aDy other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
For sale by all Druggists

claimed for it.
and Grocers.

IIIpIo Mo’s 11 i it.
18 BEAVER STREET,

NEWS.

MARINTE

Wi seas set.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 13th, sch Frank Herbert,
Philbreok, New York.
Ar 13th, sch Edward Stanley, Sherman, from Fail
River.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 13th. brig Rachel Coney. from Philadelphia for Portland; schs Franconia, Falker, Elizabethport for Boston; Wm Butman, Amboy for Bangor; Minnie C Taylor, and T
Benedict, Portland for New York; Hiram Tucker,
Calais for Newport.
Sid 13th, schs Millie Trim, Tennessee, J P Nickerson, Mary Means, Mary E Eldridge, Wm Butman,
and Hiram Tucker.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 11th, sch Game Cock, Robinson, Calais for Providence.
BOSTON—Ar 14th, brig Ned White, Pendleton,

Ann, Clements, Penobscot for Boston.
Scb Thames, Robbins, Calais for Boston,

Sch Pbebe

Cleared.

Barque Carrie E Long, Park, Pensacola—Iiyan &

Kelsey.

Brig Ernestine, Brooks, Sagua.
Sell Harry Mathers, (Br) Smith, Barrington, NS—

master.
Sch Isaac

Kurpee, (Br) Carter, St John, NB—

Gallagher & Co.

dly

■ROUGH.. RATS |

of Blood
DISEASES,
in

»

stage,

any

o

CATARRH

3»

BOILS

pfpii

^
cn'

or

any SKIN

»

*

;

^

«

n
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5
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DISEASE.

>

*

nam^a ssraanB

ffHF.il

CURES

■■

OTHER

ALL

REMEDIES FAI1 !!
If you doubt
aud

Cld 14th, brigO K, LeBlanc, Newfoundland; sebs
Four Maters, Bickmore, New York; Maggie Mulvey, Hart. do.

to

come

us,

see

III 3K&raKB5K3E3CCg^B

charge nothing!!!

or

Write

for

15th, barque Minnie H
Watas, Watts, Cardiff.
Sid 13tb, ship Ivanhoe, Herrlman, Vanconver’s
Islond.
Ar at Port Spain 14tb, brig Rowena, Reed, from

of

copy
Buc^ o-Paiba.—A quick, complete]
of the Bladder, Urinary]
Imxe for Cata
iEidney and I dder Diseases, in male oim
female. Paraly i, Diabetes,Cravel, Difficulty]
Kn holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick]
Dust, G 'norrhcea, Inaction, Turbid Urine]
.iky and other dc oosits, Stricture, Stinging]
"marting, Irritation, Inflammation, ’"hites]
Impure or Diseased Discharges, Pams In the]
•Sack and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping]
•Dicers, Tumors, &c. fl, at druggists,by ex-r
'HA pin's

New York.
In port 27tb,

brig Tally Ho, McKown, New York;
Caroline Gray, Snow, from Point-a-Pitre for Washington.
Sid fm St Thomas July 19th, barque G Reusens,
Rieley, Capo Hayti; 21st, brig Sullivan, Guptill, do.
Old at Montreal 11th inst, barque J H Bowers,
Carlton, Montevedio.
Ar at St John, NB, 14 th inst. barqne Minnie Hunter, Lathwaite, Boston, schs Glenara, Gilchrist, and
Janet S, Shaw, Portland; Julia S, McIntyre; Sea
Bird, Andrews; Oiianna, McKenzie; Oseeo, Flewelling, and Emma G, Giggy, do.
Old 14ih, sohs f orest Belle, Syphers, and Alba,
Barton, Rockland; G G King, Williams, do.

'With

Syringe, $1,

Druggist

i■..jbp*-9

to

standing.

our

kJWV'B'il'ici/™6? pairf'Vo'an*'

It
Chemist who will find on analysts
8. 8. 8. one particle of Mercury,
sium, or anu Mineral substance.

at]

of

WO

bottles of

Iodide of Potas-

HOLD BY A I, I,
attll

IlAIIaROAB
__

'v.
Jr* ***
Are you Buffering from FEVER, AND

v

AND MALARIA.?
“LEWIS’ RED JACKET BITTERS’*
Is the only known PURELY VEGETABLE preparation, now before the public, that will effect a quick
and sure cure. Jt never fails J
FREE FROM SEDIMENT.
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Rheumatism, Sick
Headache,Constipation,Sour Eructations of the
Stomach and Nervousness, invariably yield to the
vegetable remedies in “Lewis’ Red Jacket Bitters.’*
FEMALE DIFFICULTIES
in Yonng or Old, Married or Single, yield readily to
this invaluable “family” medicine.
Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Jaundice.

HOPS AS3 K' ALT BiTTLAS

I
the ORIGINAL and OML
TERS containing Ma t Ext: ae.
Ask your Dru.rgii J* r them, ami_u:
that the label has on it the f«*ur v>
arc

HOPS AMD WALT SITTERS
large red letters
J3£T"T©ke no other...^3

|

in

Retail l y all dealers.
ROCHESTER MEDICINE CO.,
Rochester, **. T.

At Wholesale a«.i

“Lewis’ Red Jacket Bitters”
Stimulates the inactive “Liver” to healthfully exert
itself, relieves the Bowels, not violently, but effectually, and strengthens the Stomach,
Read what Eminent New Haven Physicians nnd
Chemists say, Graduates of the Great University

New Haven, Conn. June 8th. 1882.
LEWIS A CO.,
Having c xamined the formula, and subjected
careful analysis the preparation known as

to a
“Red Jacket Bitters,” I hereby certify to the fact that
It contains no Mineral or poisonous substance, and is
composed of excellent materia!.
V, M. DOW,M. D.

1

LBWIS & CO., Proprietors New Haven Conn.
Sold by druggists. Pamphlets free. Send for one

l

CATARRH. Elys’ Cream Balm
ii

LY
'tASrS

■W.

©26
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NERVOUS

A

mito.

rifvVWla

WMCA'VZlX'i.y, °nsV1"*

I

Effectually

cleanse,

'passages

tlio nasal
Catarrhal virus,
ina healthy seer,

allays lutiair:.
Prot«ct«tbi"

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment : a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotoncy, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent cases. Each box contains one month’s treatfor five dolment. One dollar a box, or six boxe
The
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. boxes
ee six
John
C.
West&
Co.,
guarani
proprietors,
for
received
case.
order
With each
fo; cure any
six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the prowritten
their
guar"
prietors will send the purchaser
does not
ante© to return the money if the treatment
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents u Portland
Me. at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
d*wly4tt
uov I
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of
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Advertising

of
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the
Mie
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linf.

-

smellibeneficialresults
are realized by a few

“je'iV^Bc lire Catarrh, llav Kovor,&o. Unerjualedfor
“Z-''*1’
1 oolds in tbo bead.
\/ *•*
I
to

ers,

Agreeable

ST., FORTE ANSI, IIS.

Also, General Managers

for

New England,

FOR THE CELEBRATED

Summit Mineral

Spring Water,

FROM HARRISON, MAINE.
dtf

augiO

FISTULA AND
Cored without

PILES

the Cne of the Knife.

WILLIAM HEAD, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) and
ROBERT M. HEAD, (M. D., Harvard 1876,) 41
rpeeial attention
Soinrraet street,
to the treatment of FI8T F
THE
OF
RECTUM,
ALL DISEASES
without detention from bueineafl. Abundant references given.
1’amphlete sent on application.
Office Uours-12 to 4 o’clock I’ M. (except Sun-

maylOeodbm

■

m

..

use. Apthe little finger
the nostrils. On
package. For sale in Port

piwtlcD

MAY pEiVfcK.
will

ply by

into

mail a
receipt of 50o
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM 00., Owego, N, Y.

Q&wly48

Printers’

Advertising Agents,

Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information oheortully given
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of the Punas Kept for inspection at any time
Send for Circular.
Estimates furnished.
A List of 100 ohoiee newspapers.

NEW' VOBK

•1 PiBK BOW,

Advertisements

writteD

appropriately displayed

and proofs Riven, free ofe
egly Newspapers of til
The leading Daily and
United States and Canada, 1 pt on tile for the aocommodation of Advertisers._

GEO. P. ROWELL A CO..

Advertising Agents,

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
BOSTON

BOSTON.

XV, W. SHARPE & CO.,

DODD’S

MS WASHWCTON ST.,

Agency and
Warehouse,

Dealer Id Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
or Canadas at publishers’
paper in the United States
Send for estimatesowet't prices

1

R STANLEY & SON,

EVANS’

jlOO WA8HIN«TON Si.,

applications. A tbor■r'a<ough treatment will

—ifoa SALE BV—

€.

cans-

r"u JI from additiu
M■GfrtSfHimui nrHEAD
beab
KriESsoirze i" f®'1’tompletelj
pores and rest!)!;.
■

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed

Cure

MW&F&wly
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eod&wly

PACKAGES,

They give

Contains No Mineral Or Poisonous Substance.

WILL CERTAINLY CURE

ORIGINAL

BLOnr) PURIFIER.

combined with an a -;:
able Aromatic Elixir.
These Remedies act upon the Liver.
They act upon the Kidneys.
They Regulate the Soweis.
1|
They Quiet the Nervous System.
They Promote Digestion.
Jnvjgor.?
They Nourish, Strengthen,
Tone, Health and Lmw

AGUE

Mess’rs

LIQUORS

Fitchburg,
Ayer Jucc.,
Clinton,
Nanhua, Lowell, Windhura, and Bp*
pc.sg at 7.30 a. m. and 1.0$ »• ca.^
For Munclsester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. m.
r«r Rochester, Sprlnavalc, Alfred, Woterboroand Saco Kivcr.7c3« a. m., 1.05
». m,, and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Retarninz
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. in., 11.16
a. m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 3.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
For Gerbnsj,
Saecorappa, Cnaibcrland
Westbrook and Wo9iSford,».
Mills,
a.
at 7.30
8.05, 6,29 and (mixed)
xa.,
For

ic.

Tho 6 .03 2?« tat. train from Portland connects at
lye* Juoc. vritb Hoouac Tunnel Route for
11 cWest, and at Union Repot, Worcester, for
New Verb via Norwich £ine> and all rail,
f.Hprieijjfleld, also with N. If. & N. E. R.
.('‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for IPltiladel*
phis, BnStamore, Washington., and the
Houth and with Hasten & Albany R. R. ter

the West.

Close connections made at Westbrook June*
taon with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrtmfc
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Parlor Cars on 1.05 p. m. train from Portland
and 8.90 a. m. train from Worcester.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at finUms & Adams’ No. 22 Ex-

change Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
dtf
jel7

Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

c-OB ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
;

srBVfE

'ihe PBKS8
4

iork, Trenton & Philadelphia.

Bto

mav

STREET, NEW VOBK
iio

found

PARK BOW

or;

tile

a

our

office

NEW JOB*

buy

any railroad
boat since in Hew England) via

»ssr® la

ticKet* cat

BOUND

BROOM.

Mt. Paul. Malt Lake City,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent.
Jun29dtf

Bicim

BOCm

FAXiES,

{*4^

NSW ENGLAND AGENCY,

811

Washington Street, Boston.

ttSHlds

<>«n Parr.

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent 0. R. R. of N. J.

Boston & Maine

Railroad,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On iih«I

after Monday, June

19, 1882,

PASSENGER TRAINS WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON
0.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.55, 6.00 p. m.,
"p5S55?S55S5|at
^"arriving a* Boston at 10.45 a. m.,

-sn—1.15,

at low rates

Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T
P.MoGOWAN, 422 Congress St., or I.EVK Ac
41.BEN, Oeneral Agents, New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., 15 state St.; PhiladelDhia. Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.

may23_dly

BOSTON
in., 12.30, 3.30

4.55,10.00 p.
FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a.
5.00, 8.00,
7.00 p. in., arriving at Portland at
OLD ORCHARD BEACH
11.00 p. m.
a.
6
9.13
at
m„ 1.23, 3.65,
FOB BOSTON
40,
BOSTON FOB OLD OR6.29 p. m.
CHARD BEACH at 8.00, 9.00 a. in.. 12.30,
3.30,7.00p.m. PORTLAND FOR SCARBORO BEACH AND FINE POINT at
6 15 8.45, 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 4.66, 6.00, 8.30 p.
FOB OLD ORCHARD
m
See note.)
REACH at 6.16, 8.45,10.25 a. m., 12.35, 12 65,
FOR SACO AND
8.30
p. in.
4.55, 6.00,
BIDDEFORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m.,
12
55,
4.55, 6.00, 8.30 p. m. FOR
12.35,
KENNEBCNM at 6.16, 8.45 a. m., 12.55
6.00, 8.30p.m. FOR WELLS at 6.15, 8.45
a. m., 6.00 p. in.
(See note) FOR NORTH
111- It WICK. NALIilOv FALLS. GBE AT
FALLS. DOVER, EXETER, HAVERHILL, LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND
LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. in., 12 55, 6.0H p, m.
FOR NEW MARZSET at 6.15,8.45a.m.
FOR ROCHESTER
FARMINGTON,
15. 8.46 a. m.,
N. II., AND ALTON IIA Y at
12.55 p. m. FOR WOLVBOHO AND CENTRE HARBOR (viaStr. “..It. Washington”)
at 8.45 a. in., 12.65 p. m. FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. II., (via New
Market Jet.) at 6.15 a. m., 12.65 p. in. (via Lawrence) at 8-45 a. in., 12.55 p. nl. MORNING
TRAIN LEAVES KE.NNEBCNK FOR
PORTLAND at 7.25.
note—The 12.55 p. ui. train from Portland Will
Not Stop at Scnrboi o Beach or Pine Point
and will Slop nt AVells Only to Take Pnneugtrs Per Boston. Parlor Cara on trains
leaving Portland at 12.55 and 6.00 p. m., and Boston at 9.00 a. in., and 12.30 p. ui. Parlor-car seats
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
tyilie 12.55 p. m„ train from Portland conLine Steamer* for New
nects with Mound
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 6.00
p. in., train with all Rail Lines for New York
and the South and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
m.

Trains ou Boston & Maine road connect with all
sterm rs running between Portland and Bangor
Kocklaud, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Palais,
St .loliu and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland te Ogdenbnrg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
meats. First class Dining Kooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Laurence «ud li< Hon
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may he had of si. I,. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Olflce, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. EUKBEK, Gcu. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gcu. Agent, Portland.
*»tf
olG

ISteamers I
fare $1.00.
The *.avonte Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
3oston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
Hr Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. K.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail aDd Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual,
or. H. CIO VLB, Jr., General Agent.
^

Boston

FOR

PHILADELPHIA

-AFD--

Direct Steamship Line.

ROCHESTER,
NASHUA,

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday an''

Saturday

Wli:is fase.

Mo

AYER and

From Long Wharf. Boston, 8 P
From riae S.raet Wharf
Philadelphia, at 1C a. m
Insurance ona-half the rate uf

WORCESTER,
are now

attacked to trains leaving

['OKTl.AVlt 1.05P.I.

m.

sailing vessel.
Freight tor the West by the Penn. B.B., anil South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Psnsse Eilhl Dalian. Round Trip FIS
Meals and RooB included.
For Freight or Passage apply to

dtillOctl

4^23

£. H. SAMPSON, Agent,
to I one Wharf, Itoston

dean

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.

General Ocean Steamer

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.

1882.

Commencing Monday, Jnne 26,

Pa eager Train* leave Portland :
S.'dS A. M.—For all stations running through to
St. .Johnsbury, Swanton, Burlington, Vt., and
OgdenHburg, N. V., connecting at St. Johnsbury
for Newport, Sherbrook and Montreal.
I. 05 P. M.—For all White Mountain Resorts,
Fabyan’s, Crawford’s, Prolile House, Glen House,
This
Summit Sit. Washington, Bethelem, &c.
train runs through express and will not Btop at
or
W.
BaldHiram
White
liock,
Flag Stations,

J.

io'p,

M.—To Bartlett and intermediate star

tions.

Alter July 1st
Parlor Car for Crawfords’ Fabyans’, St. Johnsbury, Newport and Montreal, will leave on 8.26
a. in. train—arriving without change -at Montreal at 8.40 p.

m.

Parlor Cars for Crawfords’ and Fabyans’
p. m. train.
Trains arrive in Portland :

on

1.06

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, w ith choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, National, American, Bed Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italyat
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60, according to berth and
Steerage $26 to $82. according to
steamers.
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
in
Sterliag and Continental exchange'and
Also agent Morris Europe*
sums to suit.
American Express for packages smcl Leigh, to all
celebrated
parts of the globe. Also agent for the
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

J. Li. FARMER,

8.30^>.
“

mch!6_dt*

CLYDE’S
PHILADELPHIA

J.'HAMILTON, (Superintendent.
jun24dtf

Portland, June 23d, 18

Agent,

No. 22 Exchange Street.

8 40 a. m., from Bartlett and intermediate Stations.
12.60 p. m. from all White Mountain points.
m„ from Montreal, Ogdensburg, Syracuse

-AND-

Eastern Railroad.

MEW EMGLAMD
STEAMSHIP LINE

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Sunday, June 18,1882.

BOSTON

FROM
In

onnection with

railroad.

colony

old

forwarded dally to FALL
BITER, there connecting with the Clyde Mteansand SATDRDAT
WEDNESDAY
cre, sailing every

Freight received

and

direct to

Fill]

adelphla.

Trains leave Portland
3 ». m. Daily (Night Pullman) for Saoo,
At
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special Sleeping Oar will be
at 6.30 a. m.
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00

Connecting there with Clyde Steam Lines to
Charleston^. C., Wstiiigl** “■ C., and
all Rail and water Lines.
Through Rates and Bills Lading given from any

Kockport,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester,
Lynn, Oheltea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
Kennebunk,
lor
Biddeford,
m.
Saoo,
At 12.55 p.
Conway Simction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newbnryarriving
port,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, and
Bail

Ira

and is attached to
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m.,
this train for Boston.
Elizabeth.
for
Scarboro, Saco,
m.
a.
Cape
At 8.45
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
for all
connecting
Junction,
Berwick, Conway
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

point

in New

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 10
for New
p m. connecting w ith all Rail Lines
York.

Portsm. for Saco, Biddeford,
mouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 6.30 p. m. connecting with Sound and

gumlay, at 2 p.

Kail Lines for New York.
Trains leave Boston.
At 7.110 a. an. and arrive in Portland at 11.66 a.
m. At 9 a. m. and arrive In Portland at 12.65 p.
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
in Portland
p. in. At 7.00 p. ra. (daily), and arrive
at 11.00 p. m.
Full man

to

Philadelphia.

Majfasiip Co.
(LIMITED,)

YAR101TH, 1 S.
One Trip per Week.
On and after FRIDAY, June
the favorite and superior seagoing steamer New Hrunsleave Rail Road
win
Wharf, foot of State St., everv FRIDAY at 1.00
p. m. (or on arrival of morning trains of Eastern
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Grand Truak
Express Train from Montreal,) for YARMOUTH,
arriving there next morning, where connections ars
made with Western Counties Railway, Fishwick’s
Express Line of Steamers, and stage lines for all
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cn days of sailing up to twelve
o'clock, and positively none taken enter that time.
,i

|,

»2d,

y-

£sSmESaewick,

Parlor Cars.

On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 and 9.00 a. m
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Portland.
8.45 a. m., 12.55 and 6.00p.m. (Through Pull
man Sleeping Cars on trains leaving Boston at
7.00 p. m. ana Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all sslsli West and
8outh may be bad of J, M. Frenoh, TicketSeller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Bents and
Berth* ««!d at Depot Ticket Office.
New, first-class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.

H. P. C.

ju!7

Hersey, Agt.,

Rail Road Wharf
ma23dtf

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.

BARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
STEAMERS.

Maine

Steamship Company

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
p-.rtlaad, every MONDAY and THURSDAY.at B
f.M., and leave Pier 37. East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
are

fitted up with fine aecommnda-

Hons for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, Including
Btate Room, 55; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
Bor farther information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 33, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 33
Eicnangc Street From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdeefidtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

once.

For Long Island, Little Chebeague
Great Cbebeague and Harpswell.
ON AND AFTER FRIDAY, AIT. Ilth,
Flower, will leave Custom House
follows, viz:
Leave Portlaad for Long Island, Little Chebeague, Great Chebeagne, (Jenk’s Landing) and
Harpswell at 9.16 a. m., and 6 p. m.
Leave Harpswell for Great Chebeague, (Jenk’s
Landing.) Little Chebeague,Long Island and Portland at o.l5 a. m., and 2.30 p. m
Will touch at East End Landing, Great Chebeague,
on the 6.16 a. m., trip up ana6 p. m., trip down.
Freight taken only on the 6.15 a. m. trip np
ana9.15 a. m. trip down.
Steamer Sea

wharf

and

MacliiasJIteamboat

Co.

SUNDAYTBIPS.

Leave

Landing, Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar
Harbor with Steamers for Lamoine and SulliAt Sedgwick with Stage for Bine Hill.
vau.
Tickets sold to all points as above.
COMING WEST.
At Rockland Mondays and Thursdays with
Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangor and River Landings tor Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treasurer and General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSH ING, General Manager.
d«
Portland, June 14,1882.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
FOR
Mnsxlwieb

CALIFORNIA,

Inland., New
Australia*

Zealand

and

steamers sail from New
20th and 80th of eat h month
York
carrying passengers Rnd freight for San Francisco

splendid

row »r
on tho 10th,

below.
8. S. Colon.euly 31 | Acapulco,
.Aug. 20.
S. S. Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama only
Aug. 10.
ates and the fullest Infor
For freight oi passage
■nation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
...

C. 1. BARTLETT A C’O.,
■ Iff Ptate

Je88dtf

Street,

col, Broad
or to iV. D. LITTLE

Hi.,

Boston

A 00.,
81 Exchange St., Portland.

7

a.

Portland at 10.00 a. m.,

touching at all landings except
ing, Great Chebeague.

m.,

and 3.00
East End

and 6.30 p. m.
East End Land-

JOHN S. MORRIS,
22

augl2

Exchange

Street.
dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Me., Calais, Me., St,
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Eastport,

The Steamer LEWISTON,
1127 tone, Capt. Charles Deer-

CONNECTIONS.

at

touching at all landings except
Landing, Great Chebeague.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

ing, which leaves Railroad Wharf,

Going East. At Rockland with B & B. S. S
Co, Steamers each trip tor Belfast, Bangor, and
River Landings, also with Steamers for Breen’s

Harpswell

p. m.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Portland, every Tuesday and
S viday evening, at 11.15 o’olock, or on the
arrival of Express train from Boston, far Backlaud, Castlae, Deer Isle, and Hedgwick.
(Stage from Sedgwick to Bine Hill on arrival ot
each Steamer) »o. Went and Bar Harbor*,
mill bridge, Jone»port and machiasport.
Returning, leaves Machiasport, every Monday aud Thursday morninge, at 4.30 o’oloek.
Mount Desert at about 10.00, arriving in Portland
the same evening, connecting with Pullman Train
and early morning trains for Ronton.
The New Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, 1000
tons, Capt. WM. E, DENNISON will leave
same wharf every [Monday, Wednesday and
8iiturday evenings, at 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat Ex ress trains fu>m Boston for
mount Desert (Southwest an" Bar Harbors)
touching at Rockland only, and arriving at Bar
Harbor at about 10.00 A. M. next day. Connect
with Steamer for 8ullivan from Bar Harbor.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 A.M.
Tlondny Wednesday and Friday, touching
at South West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in
Portland about 5.00 P. M.

as

Leave

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert

Hie

England

For Rates and information apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mast
feb20d

at 4.55 p. m. connecting with Sound
Lines for all Southern and Western points.
At tt p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

1.00,

Portland For Boston and Way stations at
1.00 and 6.30 p. m. Boston For Portlnnd at
8.30 a. 111., and 6.00 p. 111. Portland for Old
Orchard
Bench, Saco and Biddeford at
10.00 a. in., 1.00, 3.30*, 5.30 p. 111. Biddeford
for Portlnnd at 12.06, 2.30, 7.1c, 9,36 p. 111.
Old Orchard Bench for Portlund at 12.19,
2.43, 7.28, 9.48 p. ill.
*Kcmainsat Old Orchard Beach 2 hours and 30
minutes before going to Biddeford.

BOW

Drawing Room Cars

These steamers

New York and FMlad.lpkU

$40, Steerage

Intermediate

aw.

Sesni-Weekly tine to New York.
or

Voyage—Only
Ocean
Shortest
FIVE DAYS fYom Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from (JLAMJt'W, tirsrpool. QiirrhalowD. lisadonderrf, and *»“*■
way to BOMTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety and speed
CABIN, $70 and $90.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
T. Cnnndn, Detrait, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati. Mt. Coni*. Omaha, Magin-

BTS>.

Express Trains. Double Track Stone Balias

Sarsaparilla,

YALE' COLLEGE.

of all kind., in the

Monday, Jnue 19,
1882, Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. n»., and
1.05 p. ns., arriving at Worcester
Returning leave
st 2,15 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m. and 5.46 p.
1.35
at
at
Portland
p.
arriving
a.,

HOPSTHALT
GREAT

to LIVERPOOL
lATIBBAIf'

QUEBEC

INDIA ST.

HUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

AND TOT HD AND BERKS

ft

-ANDDEPOT AT FOOT OF

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. E.

*6.30 p.

mail

IUC

I

74 EXCHANGE STREET

fortland am! Worcester Line.

Stations in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Reading R. R..
JflNTH AND GBEEM STREETS,

dy is compounded
s
n curatives, such
t, Cascara Sagrada
(Sacred Bark), °uchu. Dandelion and

New Haven, Conn. June 5th. 1882.
Gentlemen.
MeB6*rs LEWIS k CO.,
From a careful consideration of the formula of
the “Red Jacket Bitters”prepared by you, I am unable
to discover anything of a Mineral or deleterious nature
among the ingredients entering into its composition.
Very Truly Yours.
William D. Anderson, M. D.

WINES &

t Sleeping Cars attached, runs daily, Sundays Included, between Boston and Bangor.
jRuiis through to Bangorerery morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Bolfas*. Bueksport, or St
John Sunday morning.
Limited Ticket* tirst and second class for
ft'. John and Halifax on sale at reduced

STATION IN NEVM£.’2&&ik

AND

W.I. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.
M.W&Fly

IMPORTED

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m.. 62-0 p. m.; Ml.
John. 0.00 ft. m., 8.00 p. m.; Moulton, 10.16
Wt. Mtephen, 10.46 ft. m.; Bncksport,
а. m.;
б. 00 a. ni., 6. p. m,; Bangor, 6.46, 7.46 a. m.
tS.OCp. m. I.exttr, 6.30 a.m, 4.15 p.m. Belfast
6.05». m., 2.20 p. m.; Mkowhcgao, 7.66 a. m..
2.55 p.m.; IVaterrille,'3.20a.m. 210., tlO.08
p.m.; aud 5.15 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a.m 3.67 a.m., 2.56p.m., tll.OO p.m.;
Knrdincr, 6.17 a. m., 10.15 a. m. .7.15 p. m..
(11.20 p. m. Bntli, 0.55 a. ;... 30.83 a. m., A00
ni.
only)
11.55 p.
(Saturdays
p.
m.,
Brnaurich, 7.26 a. m., 11.16 a. m.(
Keckluud,
a.
4.30 mm., ti2.35
m., (night.)
8.15 a. ui., 1.20 p. m., 4.25 a. in., (Mondays only.
Lowidoo, 7.20 a.m., 11.15 a m., 4.16 p.m.
fi’hillip*. 6.65 a. m. Farmingion, 8.20 a. m.j
Winthrop 10.18 a. m. being due in Portland
as follows: The morning trains from Angnstaand
Bath, 8.35 a. in. Lewiston, 8.40 p. m. The day
trains from Sangor, and all intermediate stations
at 12.35 and 12..45 p.
aud connecting roads
trains from Waterriiie.
The afternoon
tu.
and Lewiston at 5.42
Rockland
Augusta, Bath,
at 1.60
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train

This new Re
fror* ttve best km
Hops, Malt Exti

FOSTER, M1LBURN & CO., Prop’ri, Buffalo, N. Y.

marl

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND aad BOSTON,

THE NEW REMEDY.

(Not Fermented.)

crofula Erysipelas, Pimples and
Cures
Face G^bs, Batches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, li-mors, Salt Rneum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf
Appetite, Juandice, Affection* of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier on earth.
PRICE, fl.ao. TRIAL BIZI, 10 Cents.

every Affection of the Threat,
Lungs and Chest, including Cos*
nmption. Sold hy all Druggists.

phen, Fredericton, Aroostook C'ounty,
31o9M‘!;eu<i liake, and all stations on B. A
p.
Piscataquis II. R.» 111.16 p. in., (or 1.20 for
m. noon, and remain In Bangor over night);
Buugoiv. Rucksport, I>exter, Belfast and
Skowhegau, l.lo p, in., 1.20 p. m., tl 1.16p.m.
llrHcot’ and Dexter, 6.15 p. in. (Saturdays
only). WatervlUe, 7.00 a. m. 1.15 p. m„ 1.20
p. m.. 111.15 p. in. and 5.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
AngiiHta, IBalloweli, €4ardiaer, Richmoud.aud Brua*wick 7.00 a. m., 1.20 p.
a. m.
m., 5.15 p. m., 111.16 p. in.; Bath, 7.00 on
l. 20 p. m., 5.15 p. m. and 11.15 p. m.
A
linw
and
Saturdays only; Rocklaud,
1.20 p.
R.
3,in coin
R., 7.00 a. m.,
Auburn
m.
only.)
m. ;
Saturdays
(5.15 p.
nu.
p.
au<l iLewiHton, 8.16 a. in., 1.16
5.05 p.m. liewistea via Brunswick 7.00
a.m., til-16 p.m.; Farmington, Phillips
aud ftanKcley lake an 3 15 p. m„ Monaieoufk, Winthrop, Readlleld, West Watervilie nod North Auhob, 1.15p. m., and
5.05 p. m. Saturdays only, Farmington via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. ni.

New

BITTERS.

B
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, and

On and after lfSondny, June l»lh, Ftuweiiger
Train* will run as follows; Iieuve Portland
for St. John, Bli&iifax and the Provinces,
and all etations on K. A N. A. Railway,
l. 20, and fll.l6| p m.; St. Andrews, St. Ste-

/V

THE

Montreal.

and
Leave Canton for Portland
Lewiston, 4.30 and 9.50 a. iu.
Leave Portland for Canton, ftt 9.00

and > .30 p.m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.40 a. m. and 2.25 p. in.
stage cot toutions witli Byron, Mexico, Dixlleld,
Ijive; aoro, West Stunner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFORK Supt.
jeUOatf
Portland, June 20, 138

FM&Weomly

trademark; registered.

for Boston,

ARRIVALS.

LewiMon and Auburn, 8.35 a. m.
12.45, and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorhnia, 8.35, a. m., 12.35, 6.00 and
3.30 p. in.
and Qnebec.
From Chicago. .Tloutrea
L2.35 and 5.30 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on (lay train between Portland and

—^in.

I»BU«OI8TS.

Liver & Kidney Remedy

days.)

dtt

....

nil

Itfif VOMli

Gen. Supt.

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Props.,
Atlanta, Ga.
[PER bottle!
Price of Small Size,
$1.00
1.75
Large,

j. .tii by

SPOKEN
July 19, lat 13 54, lou 33 41, barqno Albert Russell Curtis, from Alcppy for New York,
Ju;y 29, lat 41, Ion —, ship Belle O’Brien, from
St John, NB, for I iverpool,
Aug 13, lat 42 47, Ion 68 30, barqne Bello of

Suffering.”

prominent

any
as

sent by express, prepaid, for SI .25]
express, prepaid, on receipt of J2.25]
a. 8. WEUS. der.^oy City, N.J I
T-XfcV'f.5W«JiU»unHM!
-•WJWW«SS*rs«’rM AF&wly
0019

druggists,

“message

Unfortunate
'i

Ohapin's Injection Futon is to lie useda
lw; 4 Buehu-paibo, in coses of Impure or]

’Diseased Discharges.

book

a

.i,Wr. ’•>

irMnesrsf

^-r*rQRW'-{*rrxzi4asMia&B

Ask

prepaid, $1.23.

.press,

little

the

to

and

particulars,

*SmiWSL*. .I'-OwSiirK •*$£irrr~;fttunorrjr-~.-

from Ljuine, (Sweden).
Ar at Rio Janeiro Jnly

Liverpool

will CUBS’ VOU,

we

BBWBEaHBBD—WMC81 HillI'llllWI

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar ar Bristol 13tli inst, barqne St Cloud, Stilpben

/

JAS. T. FURBER,

On and after

2 ^
a
s a
©
a

-*

Pimples,

Skunk, Weasel, Crows, Gophers, Chipmunks!

®

s
o
^

Eczema,
Old
Sores,

i5c. boxes? clears out Hats, Mice, Roaches,!
-flies. Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs. Insects,!

a

Portland.

Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Pike, St JohD, NB, via
East-port for Boston.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, Boston for
Eastport and St .John, NB.
Sell Wallace J Boyd, Lake, Baltimore—coal to
Maine Cent RR.
Sch J W Drury, Crowell, Baltimore-coal to Maine
Cent RR.
Sch Louisa Smith, Webber, New York—clay to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Scb Persovcrance, Willard, New York— coal to
Geo H Rounds.
Sch Oriental, (Br) Melanson, Port Gilbert, NS—
bark and lumber to F Yeaton & Co.
Scb Mabel, Strout, Millbridge-edgings to J H
Blake.
Scb Alice M Gould, Jewett, Western Banks, with
30,000 lbs flsh.
Sch MorniDg Star, from Bay Fnndy with 400 bbl,

Portland to Old Orchard Beach and
return (on Sundays,) at 30 cents. Portland to Camp Ellis and return 50 cents.
S. II. STEVENS,
Gen. Agt.
j)12

mi

TICKET OFFICES

ft. m.

?>§
1 * I

worst kind

and Chicago, 9.00

%. in.

TRlF TICKETS.

PAYSON TUCKER. Snp’t.
jel7tf
Portland, Juno 19, 1882.

Cures the

NEWBURYPORT—Ar 13th. schs J C Xash.Crowley. Weehawken; Eva Adell, Wescott, Amboy.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar lltb, schs Robert B Smith,
Sprague, Port Johnson for Dover.
Ar 13th, schs Lamartine, Torrey, Perth Amboy;
Ocean Eagle, Maxwell, Boston for Dover.
Ar 14th, scbs Jonnie Greenbank, Piilsbury, Hoboken for Dover; W A Morrill, Sawyer, do; Merrill
C Haat, Watts, Amboy.
Sid 14tb, sch A O Gross, Greenlaw, Deer Isle.
BATH—Ar 12tb, seh A F Crockott, Thorndike,
Newburg.
Ar 13th, sch Jennie R Morse, Colcord, Charleston
Efta A
T B Witherspoon, Sheppard, Portland;
Stimpson, Hart, Boston.
At 14tb. sch Georgie Sheppard, Wiley, Portland.
BANGOR—Ar 14th, sch
ary Wiley, Williams,

from

Passenger Trains leave Portlaud, at
10.00 a. m., 1.00,3.30, 5.30 p. in. Returning, leave Old Orchard Beach at
12.19, 2.43,7,28, 9.48 p. in

ra,e"‘

London; sch Florida, Bunce, Hoboken.
Ar 15th, barque Belle of Oregon, Matthews, Liverpool,
Below, schs M P Champlin, and Mary E Morse.
SALEM—Ar 12th, sch Senator Grimes, Clark,

PORT OF PORTLAND.
TUESDAY, Aug, 16.

NEW YORK.

jj3

m.

9.00
5.10

From

NO.

As

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewi»l«n} 7.10 and
m., 1.15 and 6.10 p. m.
For GorbaiU) 9.00 a. m., 1. 30, 3.80 and
For Montreal, Quebec
and 1.30 p. m.

l

■

ALLAN LINS: STEAMSHIPS
EVERY

Poru,^

wolfe/eT

_

PROVIDENCE—Ar 14th, brig Sarah & Emma,
Munroe, Ponce; schs Palestine, Pendleton, Amboy;
Sarah Wooster, Wentworth, New York; Gameccck,
Robinson, Calais; Mary Means, Dodge, Bangor.
NEWPORT—Ar 10th, soli Eesex, Drinkwater,

Oregon,

OLD ORCHARD BEACH

after MONDAY, JUNK With,
trains will run as follows:

null

ON1889,

p.

Rmnford Falls & BueMeld

§7.00

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

I.

—TO—

for

ST SIMON’S MILLS, GA—Ar lltb, sch William
Haves, Smith. Belfast.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ar 12th, sch Jos M Hayes,

FOi

FROM

TEJ5

Board per week,
Board per day,

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in com-etitiou with the miltitude of low test, short weight,
•duro or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans Royal Baking Powder Co.,
Mew Yor*
febl8d&wly

New York.

MAiEING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

BEST

Two miles from P & O. R, U. Dopot. Situated in a beautiful Maple
and Pine Grove near the Saco River
and opposite Mt.
Kiersarge.
Purest of water—cold as in winter. House opened
for boarders July 1st.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cid 14th, ship Rcuce, Adams,

Laughlin,

Ground

€amj>

*bvebiibo, me.,

Walker, Portland, O, (reported leaky.)

Bath.

Grove

R. R.

anflJlE

ROUND

OHOVE-EIOTJSU,

STEAMERS._

RAILROADS.

SUNDAY TRAINS

SUMMER BOARDERS

New Orleans.
Ar at Liverpool 14th inst, ship Geo Stetson, Higgins, San Francisco.
Ar at North Sydney, CB, 14th, brig K W Messer,
Brewster, Boston.
Ar at Queenstown 14tb, ship Olive H Southard,

Sparks,

on

the Depot.
Return Tickets from Portland and Lewiston,
from Saturday to Monday at half price.
W. F. LOVEJOY & SON.
eod till scpl
jyl5

New York.

Weak muscles and nerves, sluggishness of
thought and inactivity, cured by Brown’s Iron
Bitters.

Plasumi All Benson’s Capcine Porous
rnllTIflN tera have been imitated. T>o

UnU I lUll a not

cures

The votes over-riding the President’s veto of
the river and harbor bill were quite opposed to
the rules of poker, as the “pairs” beat the

The Best Known Remedy for

Lumbago, Sever© Ac
Female Weakness.

rum.—

Cultured

-MEDALS-

Ar

Located

_

Rockland.

boiler after it has exploded is
something. It shows a laudable desire for inof the inspectors.
formation on the part
What isreally needed is an inspector who will
point out the weak spot in a boiler the day
before it can explode.—New Orleans Picayune.

Investigating

Chills, fever,

6

g

FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.

WILMINGTON, NO—Cld 11th, sabs Jos M Hayes
Before dancing put your feet in good order
McFarland, Georgetown; MaryE Van Cleaf, ThornBoston.
I
dike,
Corn
German
Remover.
25c.
Sold
by using
WILMINGTON, NC— Ar 12th, barque Esther,
by druggists.
Xigen, Boston; schs Ruth Darling. Chipman, Bucksport; F N Tower, Merriam. Rockport.
Cld 12th, sch E H Cornell, Colcord, Georgetown.
A Chicago girl at Newport writes home as
NORFOLK—Ar 10th, sch Carrie Walker, Chadfollows: “We’re just as gay as a cockatoo’s
wick, -. to load for St John, NB.
Ar lltb. sch Eftie J Simmons, Chadwick, Maine.
top knot down here, and you can just bet I'm
FORTRESS MONROE-Passed out 13th, ship OcThem New Yorkers
a bummer with my duds.
cidental, from Baltimore for San Francisco; barque
Harriet S Jackson, do for Portland.
is awfully stuck up, making believe they bail
BALTIMORE—Ar e4th, sens Royal Arch, Howes,
from Philadelphia.”—A Wanderer.
Richmond, Me; Roger Drury, Baker, do.
Cld 14th, Bcbs Lizzie B Wiley, Wiley, for Boston;
S Haynes, Gamage, Bath; E R Emerson,
Young, old and middle-aged, all experience Lizzie
Child, Charleston.
the wonderful benficial effects of Ayer’s Sarsa.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12th, schs Allie Burnham,
Baxter, and Kamon d’Ajura, Magee, Kennebec; F
parilla. Young children suffering from sore
Vaugilder, Weeks, do.
Cld 12th, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, Boston;
eyes, sore ears, scald-head, or with any scrofuseb Uranus, Clark. Portland.
lous or syphilitio taint, may be made healthy
Ar I3tb, schs Goo W Lochner, Wiltbank, Gardiand stron by its use.
ner; Jos Baymore, Pierce, do.
Ar 14th; sch Thes R Piilsbury, Humphreys, from
Kennebec; J B Berger, Parsons, do.
Cld 14th, schs Annie Frye, Bryant, Boston; Flora
A much-sought summer retreat—the flight
of Arabi.—Boston Courier.
Rogers, Rogers, do; Aldine, Libby, do; City of Chelsea, Stanwood, Providence.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th, schs Nellie Grant, Jordan,
In nothing has science made uch improveSt Augustine, 10 days; Keystone, Wilder, St John,
NB; Ida L Howard, Dodge, Bangor; Laura Bridg.
ment as in medicines, now to this whole civilman, Thomas. Bowdoinham; A Tirrell, Snow, Garized world is proclaimed the joyful news that
diner; Ivy Bell, Loud, Haliowell; Wigwam. Higgins
Tho« Hix, Hix, Rockland; Eftie J SimPortland;
and
Celery and Chamomi'e Pills, will cure sick
mons, Chadwick, Tenant’s Harbor; Charter Oak,
nervous
headaches, neuralgia, nervousness, Oram, Wiscassel; American Chief. Snow, Hyannis;
Geo savage, Nye, New Bedford; Star, Bray, and
dyspepsia, sleeplessness and paralysis.
Wreath, Bickford, Providence.
Ar 15th, ship Golden State, Delano, Manila.
Passed the Gate 14th, barque Will W Chase, from
to
contain
A man should always endeavor
New York for Passages; schs Orizimbo. Hoboken
himself. It is better for the public that cannot
for Boston; Lucy Ames, Amboy for Boston.
Cid 15th, barque Nellie May, Austin, Genoa; brig
want to bo slopped over on.—New Orleans PicMarena, Johns. Dublin.
ayune.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 12ih, schs J Nickerson.
Farr, Porter, Portland; St Elmo, Humphrey, Round
Why will you longer be filled with dread for Pond; Lucy Ames, Bishop, Boston.
SIONINGTON—Ar lltb, sch C R Flint, Cook,
the future and end your days with general
Cedar Keys.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 11th, brig Lucy W Snow,
debility, when Wheat Bitters will make you
Hall, Navassa.
feel like a new person? It’s the only good
SOMERSET—Ar 12th, sch G M Porter, Johnson,
brain, blood and nerve food. Sold by all drug- Calais.
FALL RIVER—Ar 13th, sch Tennessee, Beal,

gists.

BOSTON

BETHEL IIOUSE,

WISCASSET, Aug 10—Sid, sohs M E Eldridge,
Boston.
Kelley, Camden; Niger, Merry,
Aug 12—Sid. seh Fred W Chase, (new) Nason, for
lee.
tons
Norfolk, with 1,000
Aug 13—Sid. seh Hope Haynes. Meady, for Stamford, Ct; Douglas Haynes, Dunton, New York.
Aug 14—Ar, sohs Revenue, Bines, and Isabella,
LewiB, Boston.
EASTPOKT, Aug 11—Cld, sch Mary F Pike,Good*
Hillsboro.
Aug 11— Ar, sebs Collector, Fareby, and Island
City, Mitchell, New York.
Cld, sch Quoddy, Mahoney, Hillsboro.
Aug 2—Cid, seb Viola May, Owen, Hillsboro.
Aug 13—Ar, sch Freddie Eaton, Hots, from New

a

The success which has attended the use of
Swedish Botanic Compound warrants us to
say that for purifying and enriching the blood|
and creating an appetite, strengthening and

o

,er

SAILED—Brig Vernon, for Bangor, in tow of tug
L A Belknap.

York.

C8
a

RAILROADS.

SUMMER RESORTS.

MISCELLANEOUS

Choate.

The Cincinnati JCommercial says: “China
is probably the only country in the world where
red hair is held in honor.” Don't know about
that. A red-lieaded woman in this country is
generally treated mighty civilly.—Boston
Post.

LYNH, MASS.,

MRS. LYDIA E. PIHKHAM, OF

■Sell Three Sisters, Thompson, Friendship—D

Wit and Wisdom.

FOUR
..1

TRIPS

/iJEJT

PER

WEEK.

ON AND AFTER MONP» DAY, J PI.* IOth Fleam
**•

«*

this

Line

•SsaiEsail

Will

l.earr Railroad Wharf,
State street, every Monday, Tuesilay, Wednesday and Friday, at 6 i>. m., for Eastport and 8t.
John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston, St.
Andrews. Pembroke. Houlton, Woodstock. Grand
Menan, Campobelle, Dtgby, Annapolis. Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pletou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusle, Charlottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brnuswiok and Canada, Inter
eoloulal, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prinee Edward Island Kail Roads,
toot of

and

Stage

Routes.

received up to 4 p. m. and any inFreight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, wlthExcnrsion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HERSEY, President, and Manager
dtf
my25

The Choral Ghoir.
A NEW CHUBCH MUSIC BOOK
By W. O. PERKINS.
DITSON * CO. take pleasure in introducing to
the public their new Choir Book for 1882-1883.
Not only a Choir Book, but a Singing Class and
Convention Book. Not only these, but a capital
collection of easy Glee and SoDg musio, of Hymntune and Anthem mnsic, easy, pleasing, and thoroughly musical. Just out.
It would be well to send early for a copy for examination.
PRICE

91.00.

THE PEERLESS.
A New Singing School And Convention Book.
By W. O. PERKINS.
While the Choral Choir is one of the best of
Singing Class Books, it seems necessary to provide
for the wants of those who prefer to use a cheaper
lighter and smaller book. The Peerletna is similar
in arrangement ana quality to i.s larger companion
differing only in its size and in the number of piecof a kind which it contains.
can not
but be flighted at the large number of very easv
and very pretty exercises and songs. PKIt'fr
T5 CTS. Send early for specimen copy
Mailed to any address for above prices.

es

Beginners

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
aul°
TS&T&w

w

